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SY99 -BEST SYNTH EVER? YAMAHA
DINE SHIM If

Simply posing the question suggests that

Yamaha's SY99 must be a pretty
significant new synthesizer - particularly

when the questioner is Sound On Sound

Editor Paul Ireson, in the September
copy of the magazine.

But when reviewer Martin Russ answers in

the same issue saying that the instrument

"is closer to 'the perfect synthesizer' than

any I have ever seen" and that "the SY99

is now my all time favourite" - well then

you know that is one new keyboard you

have to check out.

So why all the fuss?

Well it sounds stunning. 8Mb of AWM
waveform ROM provide 267 48kHz
samples for RCM synthesis - and some truly

breathtaking voices, particularly when
processed by two full bandwidth stereo

DSPs (from our industry standard SPX900).

Combine this with the facility to load user

samples via MIDI into a waveform RAM

that's expandable to 3Mb and the result

is supreme sonic versatility.

What about playability? A 76 note
keyboard, zoned aftertouch, a MIDI data

recorder and an extensive array of
master keyboard facilities make the SY99

perfectly at home at the heart of any
MIDI system, in both performance and

recording environments.

And with a 16 track sequencer that
boasts a 27,000 note capacity and
Standard MIDI File capability, the SY99

can lay legitimate claim to the
"Workstation" title.

So is it the best synth ever? Play the SY99

at a Yamaha music store and find out for

yourself.
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No COMPETITION
AT TSC THE CHOICE IS YOURS: APPLE, SAMPLERS, ANALOGUE SYNTHS, HARD DISK RECORDING

PASSPORT

ROLAND

SONY

STEINBERG

TASCAM

YAMAHA
ZOOM

APPLE POWERBOOK COMPUTERS

FACTS
Apple's.'" new Macintosh.'"

PowerbooksT" are the perfect
choice for the musician -on -the -

move. 3 models available from the
ultralight 100 to the superfast 170.
for a limited period we are offering
a free midi interface with every

powerbookl
The choice is yours.

CD & OPTICAL SAMPLE LIBRARIES

FACTS
The largest selection of sample
CD's and CD Roms in the UK.

Bob Clearmountain Prosamples
Vol. 1 &2 Audio CD or CD Rom
Prosonus Drums & Bass CD Rom

Invision Vol 1,2,3 CD Roms
Audio CD's £69
CD Roms £349

Levine Vol 1 &2 Audio CD £1 1 5

SONY SIGNAL PROCESSORS

FACTS
At TSC the 2 great new signal

processors from Sony are superb
D7 is a 38 tap digital delay line,
R7 is an enhanced digital reverb.
Both offer 18bit signal processing,
incredible MIDI specification and a
sound associated with units costing
ten times as muchl There is even a
remote that can control 15 units.

AUTHORISED APPLE DEALERSHIP

PRICES
POWERBOOK 100 £1595

POWERBOOK 140 FROM £2095
POWERBOOK 170 FROM £3495
MAC CLASSIC 11 FROM £1150

MAC QUADRA 700 £XXXX
MAC QUADRA 900 £XXXX

2ND USER MACS FROM £575
MAC IICI NEW LOW PRICE
MAC IISI NEW LOW PRICE

PROFESSIONAL SAMPLERS

1100 PRICES
AKAI 51 100 £LOWEST IN UK

AKAI S1000 £XXXX
AKAI S950 £NEW LOW PRICE

ROLAND 5750 £XXXX
EX DEMO ROLAND S750 £2895
S/H AKAI 51000 FROM £1595
S/H EMU E3 $7995 OR £4695

2M/B S1000/1100 MEMORY £118
8M/B S1000/1100 MEMORY £349

ZOOM AND DAT

PRICES
SONY D7 £816
SONY R7 £935

ZOOM 9030 MULTI EFFECT

ZOOM 9010 STUDIO PROCESSOR

ZOOM 9002
SONY DAT DTC 750

SONY DAT D3
CASIO DAT DA7 £499

CASIO DAT R100

ANALOGUE SYNTHESIZERS DIGITAL SYNTHESIZERS

FACTS
TSC has the largest selection of

new and used Analogue synths
in the UK. Need a great bass
sound? - MidiMoog. Roland
JD800 is a poly solution for
maximum control. Waldorf

Microwave brings PPG sound
into the '90s. Oberheims Matrix

1000 at under £500 is the choice.

DIGIDESIGN PRO TOOLS

FACTS
Digidesigns Protools is the TSC
recommended choice for 4 to 16

track recording on the Mac. We
probably know more about HD

recording than any other company
in the UK. Opcodes's StudioVision,
Digital Performer or Cubase Audio
will allow true integration of MIDI

and audio from as little as £1595

IRE

PRICES
OBERHEIM MATRIX 1000 £449
WALDORF MICROWAVE £999

ROLAND JD800 £NEW LOW PRICE
MIDIMOOG £CALL

KORG 01W £XXXX
KORG WAVESTATION AD
KORG T I . T2. T3 DOOM

PROTOLOGIC PROTEUS BOARD £410

EMU MPS & PROTEUS 1 & 2

NEW PRODUCTS

Studio
NEW

OPCODE STUDIO 5 MAC INT/FACE
PASSPORT AUDIO TRAX SOFTWARE

CNI 3.5" OPTICAL DRIVES

KURZWEIL K2000 SYNTH

ROLAND DM80 H/D RECORDER

AKAI MPC60 MKII

SCSI INTERFACE FOR MPC60 £349

EMU PROTEUS 3

ALESIS ADAT DIGITAL MULTITRACK

FULLY TRAINED, KNOWLEDGEABLE STAFF, SUPER
DEMONSTRATION SUITES AND ASTOUNDING DEALS.
TO PLACE YOUR ORDER TELEPHONE 071 258 3454
AND QUOTE ACCESS, VISA OR AMEX, OR FAX ON
071 262 8215, OR CALL IN PERSON TO NO. 9 HATTON
STREET, LONDON NW8 8PR. WE ARE HAPPY TO
SUPPLY WRITTEN QUOTATIONS ON ANY EQUIPMENT.

ALL PRICES INC VAT AT TSC THE CHOICE IS YOURS ALL PRICES INC VAT

TSC THE SYNTHESIMMNIMMIMIMEODdirITN _,..:....

110888888 2215
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COMMENT 4
Live and let live, at least on stage - Tim
Goodyer asks the question of where to draw

the line between "live" use of technology and

cheating.

NEWSDESK 6
So tell me, Newsworth, what's there to news

anyway? The king broke a string, did that
warrant five curtain calls? - obscure '70s
Greenslade lyric.

COMMUNIQUE 11
Hailing frequencies open, Captain - we're
receiving strange transmissions from a MIDI

guitarist in distress. The ongoing adventures

of the Starship Music Technology and its
mission to...

COMPETITION 12
Another exclusive MT competition; another

exclusive opportunity to get lucky and grab a

piece of high technology for free - on offer

this month is Brothers PDC100 sequencer.

1991 INDEX 66
Information technology, you might call it - the

definitive index to all the MT reviews,
interviews and features from 1991. Now
perhaps the phones will be a little quieter.

READERS' ADS 75
Join the professionals - if you're buying or

selling hi -tech or studio gear, there's no
bigger classified ads section than Music
Technology's Readers' Ads.

MOTU MIDI
TIME PIECE
Welcome to the new age of integration with

this Macintosh MIDI interface, synchroniser
and patchbay. Vic Lennard gets a timely piece

of the action.

LUME 6 NUMBER 2
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ROLAND RSS
SYSTEM 31)

C -LAB

CREATOR/NOTATOR 60
Three-D sound placement from two speakers -

that's the secret of Roland's revolutionary
Sound Space system. Vic Lennard looks at the

technology and the theory.

MOTU PERFORMER
One of the leading Macintosh sequencing
packages has recently undergone another of its

periodic face lifts. Ian Waugh checks the state of

the performing art.

KURZWEIL K1200 54
New UK distribution and a new synth bring the

Kurzweil name back into the pages of MT. Simon

Trask rediscovers Kurzweil quality and playability

with their K1200.

Another recently updated package is C -Lab's

Atari sequencer/notator. Ian Waugh experiences

the delights of an excursion on the version.

JOE ZAWINUL 36
Once leader of the seminal Weather Report, Joe

Zawinul recently took his current project, The
Zawinul Syndicate, on the road. Simon Trask

talks with an acknowledged master of the
synthesiser.

RHYTHMATIC 50
From the Midlands' techno culture comes the
hardcore sound of Rhythmatic. Simon Trask

investigates one of the bands on the ground

floor of Britain's fastest -growing musical
movement

t u d

TASCAM M2524 68
Tascam make their bid for the growing private

studio/pre-production market with two brand
new MIDI -controlled mixers. Tim Goodyer follows

the expansion of automated mixing on a budget.

-1-chnology

PATCHWORK 14
When the London Sample Workshop decided to

sample drums with real reverb, they chose a
swimming pool to do it. Tim Goodyer gets in

deep with the Poolside Drums.

ON THE BEAT 16
The secret of good comedy is timing. . . right?

Nigel Lord reckons it's also the secret of some

fascinating rhythms - and this month's beatbox

programming column.

ON THE ATTACK 64
Attack transients can bring a new level of
interest and realism to your samples. The
London Sample Workshop's Tom McLaughlin

explains this trick of the trade.

MUSIC TECHNOLOGY JANUARY 1992 3
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GOING LIVE?
I HAVE A problem with live music. Perhaps I should say I

have a problem defining the dividing line between live

music and non -live music. A couple of guys thrashing

guitars, a drummer trashing a drum kit and a singer

screaming himself (or herself) hoarse sit pretty
comfortably in the "live" category. Equally, a stage full

of hi -tech keyboards designed to distract you from the

fact that what you're hearing is actually coming out of a

DAT machine backstage is just my idea of a con trick.

But replace the DAT machine with a sequencer, add a

few live keyboard lines and a live vocal and I'm not so

sure. Andy McCluskey's description of a four -track tape

machine backing up a couple of active keyboard
players, bass and vocals gave me no trouble in last
month's MT. If the tape replaced the keyboards and
bass I'd have felt it was the wrong side of the line, but

if a sequencer had taken the place of the tape machine,

I'm not so sure. You see, for me it's not just a case of

saying "if it's not the result of fingers on an instrument,
it's a fake".

History bears me out on this one; "live" tape
manipulation has taken its place in the catalogue of live

performance, as has the live sequencer manipulation of

the likes of Tangerine Dream. Somehow none of this

helps. Do I have your sympathy?

This isn't a new concern for me, but it was recently
revived by the "new look" Top of the Pops. In an
attempt to give the show fresh appeal, the producers

have chosen to run more live material - sometimes it's

a whole band, sometimes it's just a vocal. And it
sounds infinitely worse. Watching the programme, the

pleasure of the "told you they couldn't play their
instruments" posse is almost tangible.

But it's more than that. I was present at the recording

of the first series of the Up The Junction independent

TV series. On the bill were, amongst others, Mica Paris

and Beats International. Mica - on first - sang live while

her band mimed to backing tapes. The performance

was competent but uninspiring. Large sections of the

audience were bored to tears. When Beats Int took to

the stage with a singer, two rappers and a pair of
turntables, they took the place by storm. Watching the

show broadcast on TV I saw Mica Paris put in what
appeared to be a polished and professional
performance, while Beats International sounded ragged

and gutless. The camera often lies. (Incidentally, Beats

recently put in another tasteful set for the current
series.)

The fact is that live performance precludes any of the

production techniques which we've all come to expect

from recorded music. If you're in the audience for a live

show, any shortcomings are made up for by the volume,

the atmosphere and so on (that's the theory, anyway).

None of this communicates itself via the television.

A video called The Lost James Brown Tapes has just

been released by BMG. It's archive footage from JB's

comeback in '79, which has previously been withheld

from release for legal reasons - and it's good stuff.
After the concert sequences there's a short interview

sequence that was conducted directly after the show. At

one point in this, the Godfather of Soul explains how he

performs differently for the television cameras - for the

reasons I've stated above.

Back in the TOTP studio they've now got the worst of

both worlds: they're transmitting partly -live

performances of music which is expected to be
polished to perfection, and they're doing it without the

atmosphere of the concert hall. Even with my own
personal dilemma over what does and doesn't
constitute live music, I've got to ask if there isn't a
case for "keeping music taped". If nothing else, the
performers would have the opportunity for posing as

well as they know how without the inconvenience of
having to sing or play at the same time. Tg
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POPART

Convos finish
by Roland

For further information and a free leaflet contact
Roland (UK) Ltd, Atlantic Close, Swansea Enterprise Park, Swansea, West Glamorgan SA7 9FJ

Fax: 0792 310248  Telephone: 0792 310247
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Hybrid Arts' UK distributors Atlantic

Audio are pleased to announce the

January '92 launch of Hybrid's
Digital Master, a complete hard
disk recording system retailing at
under £4000. The system includes

all you need to get up and running -

computer (Atari) with 4Meg of RAM,

100Meg hard drive, mouse,
software, hardware and monitor.
Compre-hensive facilities on offer
include 16 -bit stereo sampling with

64X oversampling, MIDI and
SMPTE interface, non-destructive

editing, recording time of up to 14
hours, sound effects, cue page,
AES/EBU digital interface, time
compression and song play list
capabilities. Hybrid are also
building on the considerable

MASTER
success of their ADAP digital
recording system, with ADAP IV
available now. The new version of
the system can handle an

impressive 14 hours of digital
recording and offers 32 internal
tracks with unlimited mixing. The
system also multitasks, dispensing

with the need to constantly open
and close different applications.
ADAP IV software incorporates the

Custom Hybrid Arts Sound File
System - "extremely fast"
waveform display, non-destructive

editing and the Sound Librarian,
which keeps track not only of files

currently "on-line" but also those

OF ARTS
stored off-line on DAT or other
removable media. The file system
also allows hidden and locked files

and directories and includes a text
editor which is used to annotate
each file's text scratch pad. The
ADAP system's popularity is

demonstrated by its extensive
range of production credits for big -

budget American films - including,

to name but a few, Honey I Shrunk

the Kids, The Doors, Die Hard,
Jean De Florette and Friday the
13th Part 8 - and TV, with The
Cosby Show, Falcon Crest and
Poirot being just three of the
programmes featuring the ADAP

system's ability to manage sound
effects.

On a slightly more down-to-earth
level, Atlantic have also asked us
to let you good people know about
the current availability of the new
version of Hybrid Arts' generic
synth editor, GenEdit v2, which is,
according to Atlantic, "probably the
best in the industry". Watch out for
a review of v2 in the near future.
Still on the software front, the EZ-
Score Plus v1.2 scorewriter is now
available, as is SMPTETrack Gold
v6.01.

More info on any of the above
can be obtained from the friendly
and helpful Atlantic Audio, 2nd
Floor, St Mark's Building, 16
Chillingworth Road, London N7
8QJ. Tel: 071-272 8944. Dp

CREATING CHAOS
Fractal music programs are

becoming increasingly common and

one of the newest to be generally
available is Fractal Music
Composer, from Fractal Music Ltd

of Hornsey, London.

The program was written by Hugh

McDowell, cello player with the
Electric Light Orchestra, and runs on

the Atari ST. All music created with

Fractal Music Composer can be
saved to disk in standard MIDI File

format, allowing it to be used in
conjunction with other music

software. Mandelbrot set and Julia
set fractals are used to create music

according to user -defined rules. The

program also allows the creation of

original fractal images which can be

saved to disk and/or printed out.
Simultaneous gener-ation of music

and images is also featured.

What does all this mathematical

magic cost? To you, £65 plus £2
p&p, though authorised educational

establishments can obtain the
program for £45 plus p&p. There's
also a demo disk available for
seven quid post free.

Get yours from Fractal Music Ltd,

PO Box 1938, Hornsey, London N8

7DZ. Dp

JAM TODAY
If you read last month's very
positive review of Heavenly Music's

Dr Beat Volume I MIDI drum
patterns, you might be interested in

Heavenly's new offering. RamJam is

a collection of ten professionally -
programmed pieces in MIDI File
format, in styles ranging "from funk

to fusion", specially designed for
you to jam with. The whole "band"

is there, so to speak, for you to
chop up and rearrange as required,

change keys, tempos, and so on, or

6

simply use as they are for practice.

There's also a useful ReadMe file to

help you get the best from the disk.

Volume 1 is now available from
Heavenly at the extremely
reasonable price of £12.95
including p&p, with Volumes 2, 3
and 4 to follow. Also note that Dr
Beat Volume II has recently been
completed and will be available by
the time you read this.

More info from Heavenly Music
Ltd at 39 Garden Road, Jaywick,
Near Clacton, Essex C015 2RT. Tel:

(0255) 434217. Dp

ATARI BABY
Good news for Atari addicts - there
are three new Atari ST models being

unleashed upon the world as you
read this. Guilty of letting the grass

grow under their (musical) feet in the

past, Atari have finally acknowledged

the importance, not only of the
musical applications of the ST, but
also wider business applications
(such as DTP) with the launch of
three up-market STE models.

The Mega STE series comprises

the Mega STE1, Mega STE2 and
Mega STE4. All machines feature a

faster processor at their heart -
clocked at 16MHz rather than the old

8MHz rate - 16Megs of cache
memory and a blitter chip. Benefits

for musicians include double the
speed of support for the (ever
present) onboard MIDI ports, but the

machines generally are intended to

be more robust and reliable than
previous STs. Development Manager

Robert Moffat claims the move to

represent "professional series
machines intended for long-term
use". The new STEs should be
available in quantity from January
onwards and costs are as follows:

Mega STE1, £695, Mega STE2,
£995, Mega STE4, £1095. All prices

exclude VAT. Watch for more info in

MT soon.

More from Atari Corp (UK) Ltd,
Atari House, Railway Terrace, Slough,

Berkshire SL2 5BZ. Tel: (0753)
533344. Tg

TOOLED UP
You can organise your M1 sounds

for a song with Quinsoft's M1
Toolkit. For a mere £34.95 you get

fast graphic operation, Programs
and Combis, internal and card
operation, up to 500 patches in
memory, name editing, MIDI and
disk utilities, standard BNK file
format for use with sequencers,
library printouts, name sorts "and
more". The Pocket Toolkit is a

desk accessory librarian which
uses only 60K of memory and
offers many of the features of the
main program, including Combi
operation. The Toolkits run on Atari

STs in colour or mono, and a demo

is available to let you try before
you buy.

Quinsoft distributors Patchworks

have further information and will
be pleased to hear from you at
Frederick House, 211 Frederick
Road, Hastings, East Sussex TN35

5AU. Tel: (0424) 436674. Dp
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Way 1
World Class Studio Sampling,
Drum and Rhythm Sessions

Professional studio time £100/hr £20,000
A great engineer and producer £10,000
Rental of hundreds of superb drums
and percussion instruments £10,000
Rental of exotic audiophile mics £2,000
Rental of professional studio reverbs,
use of live ambience and chambers £5,000
16 Bit Stereo storage and playback hardware
and sound manipulation software £10,000
MIDI rhythm programming hardware/software. £500
A great drummer to play rhythms and fills
with dynamics and feeling £5,000
Inspiration, creativity and years of
sampling and studio experience Priceless
Unlimited stacking of sounds Very difficult
Easy and unlimited writing of your
own rhythms and songs N/A
Write songs on the fly with a footswitch N/A
Up to 120 Sounds available through MIDI N/A
TOTALS £50,000 plus.

Choose one.
See your Alesis dealer
after you've made your choice.

Way 2
ALESIS SR -16 DRUM MACHINE
16 Bit Stereo, with Dynamic Articulation,
233 Sounds, Stereo Samples and Preset Patterns

Included
Incl.

Incl.
Incl.

Incl.

Incl.
Incl.

Incl.

Incl.
Incl.

Incl.
Incl.
Incl.
£310.00 Suggested Retail inc. VAT.

Atis
LOS ANGELES: Alesis Corporation  3630 Holdrege Avenue  Los Angeles, CA 90016 LONDON: 17 Letchworth Point  Letchworth, Hertfordshire SG6 1ND

TEL: 0462 480500 FAX: 0462 480600



ON THE CASE

If you're at all interested in drawers

(ooh no missus) then I've got a bit

of news to interest you. CP Cases

have introduced a new low-cost
lockable rackmount drawer which

fits into the standard 19" rack.
Called the Road Drawer, the new
unit will happily house tools,
manuals, headphones, cassettes,

CDs, connectors, adaptors, and all

the little things you need in a
studio but haven't got a place for,

in the safety of your 19" rack.

The Road Drawer is made in 2, 3

and 4 -unit heights from 1.6mm
sheet steel, with a black epoxy
powder coat matt finish, a

stainless steel finger -pull key lock

and fully -extending quick -release

drawer sides for easy removal. The

2U -high Road Drawer costs just
£54.93 plus VAT.

Other racking items are available

from CP Cases, including a

conversion kit which provides
cross -members for racking
equipment less than standard
width or height, such as CD players

or cassette decks.

More info from CP Cases at
Worton Hall Industrial Estate,
Worton Road, Isleworth, Middlesex

TW7 6ER. Tel: 081-568 1881. Fax:

081-568 1141. CP Cases welcome

trade and distribution enquiries. Dp

LA GEAR
In the wake of their successful 16 -
channel MIDI Gate, LA Audio are
launching the MIDI Mute.

As the name suggests, it's a
MIDI muting unit for automated
muting of audio signals. LA advise

that quite apart from finding a
home in your studio for use in
recording, the MIDI Mute also has
applications in live use for
recording mutes which can then be

played back via a sequencer or the

unit's own internal patch memory.

The MIDI Mute offers 32
channels of MIDI muting in a 1U -
high, 19" rackmount package, and
provides a full 106dB of
attenuation per channel. Also
featured are fully assignable MIDI
channel and note ranges, 128
internal patch memories and a
useful "call" facility to enable you

to set up your mute patch
configuration and then drop -in with

a single key -press.

More info from LA Distribution,
15 Cam Square, Wilbury Way,
Hitchin, Herts SG4 OTZ. Tel: (0462)

421919. Fax: (0462) 421171. Dp

SAMPLE GAJITS
Manchester software house Gajits
Music have announced a new range

of software for the Commodore
Amiga. The Sample Series is a
collection of reputedly high -quality
digital sound samples, which can,
according to the press info, help to
turn your Amiga into a "formidable
music machine, capable of

emulating many real instruments".

The Sample Series comprises a
wide variety of samples, ranging
from pianos to drum sounds and
special effects, and comes
conveniently sorted into five
separate volumes - 1. Percussion &

Effects; 2. Guitars & Strings; 3.
Brass & Woodwind; 4. Synth &
Vocals; 5. Piano & Keyboards.

Each volume contains a

comprehensive collection of samples

in IFF (Interchangeable File Format),

which is standard format on the
Amiga, and can be used with Gajit's

Sequencer One and most other
Amiga music programs which
support samples. As a demon-

stration of what can be done with
the Sample Series, each volume
also includes a specially-
commissioned Sequencer One -
format song which shows off the
samples in that volume.

More news from Gajits is that
Sequencer One will no longer include

The Hit Kit composition program,
which was thrown in free with
Sequencer One for a limited period.

However, an expanded version of
The Hit Kit will soon be available as

a separate program for use with
Sequencer One. The Hit Kit,
according to its manufacturers, can

help create professional -sounding
drum tracks, basslines, arpeggio
patterns and even complete pieces

of music. A wide range of styles,
including ballad, blues, disco,
house, latin and reggae, is possible.

You can get more info on any of
the above from Gajits at I-Mex
House, 40 Princess Street,
Manchester M1 6DE. Tel: 061-236

2515. Fax: 061-236 4044. Dp

BITS ON THE SIDE
It's the regular MT AMG spot again -

this time with tidings of new
sampling CDs from MasterBits.
Sampling Collection 900, due for
release this month, is the fifth in

MasterBits' Sampling Collection
series, and features samples of the

E -Mu Pro/cussion, Roland JD800

and Korg 01/W, as well as a host of

other instruments. It costs a mere
£29 including VAT and delivery, or

you can be the proud owner of the

whole set (five CDs) for £125.

Next up is something rather
special in sample CD terms - the
Klaus Schultze sampling CD, a
limited edition item confined to 999

CDs; no more than this will ever be

made. It features samples from the

library of one of the pioneers of
electronic music, including samples

of many rare synths. Some of the
samples on this CD have also been

RSS treated. Price for this one is
yet to be confirmed.

Last for this month is the
MasterBits Sound Show CD,

featuring music created using
sounds from the MasterBits and
HitSound CD ranges and Valhala's

International Gold cards. The CD is

available from January and costs
£10.

More info, as always, from AMG

at Hurst Lane, Privett, nr Alton,
Hants GU34 3PL. Tel: (0730 88)
383. Fax: (0730 88) 390. (I bet

that one's engraved on your brain
by now. I know it is on mine.) Dp

HARD TIMES
Active Sound UK of Hemel

Hempstead are pleased to announce

that they've been appointed
distributors for the new Spectral
Synthesis hard -disk recording and

editing system for IBM PC and
compatibles. The system offers up to

16 tracks of real-time recording and

playback, 256 virtual tracks and
8

comp-rehensive editing facilities. As

an example of the likely cost
involved, a four -track system,
including 80486 IBM-compatible
computer, hi-res monitor, well -
specified sampler with 4Mb of RAM,

hard drive and all software, will weigh

in at around £11,500 (ex VAT).
Typical recording time for such a
system would be around half -an -hour

per track, though time may be

dynamically allocated to suit your
needs. A similar system with eight -

track recording should cost around

£15,500. Spectral works under the

Microsoft Windows 3 graphic
environment and was designed from

scratch to be a multitrack system. It

has "its own digital audio buss which

can carry more than 100
simultaneous channels of real-time
digital audio", which are routed via

the on -screen digital patchbay. Other

facilities available include MIDI -
controllable digital effects, non-
destructive cross -fading and ten
levels of undo.

More information on the Spectral
Synthesis system is available from
Active Sound (UK), 2 Austins Place,

High Street, Hemel Hempstead,
Herts HP2 5HN. Tel: (0442) 217624.

Fax: (0442) 69426. Dp
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The world's best analogue

synthesizer is just waiting to

wow you with its 1000 superb

analogue sounds. No digital

machine can match the classic

analogue quality of the 195

keyboard sounds, 118 string

sounds, 130 woodwind and

brass sounds, 239 synthesizer

sounds, 119 bass sounds, 74

lead sounds and the 125 effects

and percussion sounds.

Playing guitar sounds on a

keyboard has never really been

convincing, - until now. With

Oberheim's clever little

Strummer, you concentrate on

playing the chords - it takes

care of the rest.

Choose from one of the 96 on-

board playing 'style' presets or

tailor make your own, with full

control over strum rate and

strum direction.

drummer
Nobody likes to program drum

machines, but everybody likes

the way they sound. Now you

can take away the tedium of

programming with Oberheim's

Drummer. With over 10,000

possible rhythms available the

Drummer will respond to your

playing style. You play quietly -

it does too. And when you're

ready to rock
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Incl. FREE Moues.136
SIMPLICITY
Cadenza is easy to learn, thanks to it's modern
graphic design and carefully crafted help system.
Cadenza doesn't trade power for convenience.
Cadenza's thoughtfull design gives you both!

POWER
Cadenza is one of the most powerful sequencers
available. Cadenza's graphic editing gives you
precise control over all of your music, from notes
to MIDI controllers and tempos.

FEATURES
Cadenza gives you everything you expect in a PC
based sequencer, and more!
Graphic Editing is just a start - Cadenza is packed
with everything you need to get your music right.

Special
Xmas
Offers.

Call
for

details.
1!!I

The full -featured sequencer with professional power
and an intuitive graphic design.

Cadenza's Graphic Note Editor
Cadenza is the professional PC
sequencer that is uncommonly power-
ful, yet fun and easy to use. With all of
Cadenza's advanced features you can
get your music the way you want,
quickly and intuitively.
Ask us for a copy of the PC TODAY

"Rave Review" of Cadenza_
"A DREAM OF A SEQUENCER" they said_

* FREE Mouse * FREE Mouse *
Retail value £25 - With ANY coftwara package over £130

* Buy Band in a Box Pro for t30
(Retail value £55) - When you buy any MQX MIDI Interface

Dr.T's
Upgrade your Dr. T's PC
MIDI card to Music Quest
SPECIAL DEALS - NOW!

Using Dr. T's Copyist?
Upgrade to Musicator
Call for details - NOWI

FREE MIDI LEADS
with all orders over £55

MIDI Interface Excellence
Four Reasons to Choose

Focus
Music Quest's primary aim is the design and manufacture of MIDI
interface cards for IBM & Compatible's. This focus has enabled them to
keep abreast of your changing needs in a MIDI interface.
Software
With a Music Quest MPU-401 compatible interface you have over 100
programmes to choose from. Plus, users of the more elaborate cards
will get advanced features supported by all professional sequencers for
IBMs.

Innovation
Music Quest are proud to be able to say that they have been respons-
ible for having pioneered every significant innovation in intelligent inter-
faces. Amongst these are:
Multi Port operation; Chase Lock & SMPTE tape sync; MIDI Time Code
support; Channel Remapping; MIDI metronome; Channel splitting; User
selectable interrupt & address.
Choice
Whether you're a beginner, a serious amateur or a seasoned profes-
sional, there's a Music Quest card to meet your requirements. Choose
from four different models - starting with the budget priced PC MIDI
Card, the MQX-16 & MQX-16S adds sophisticated synchronisation for
serious multi -track tape work, finally the MQX-32M offers multi -port
operation (32 MIDI Ch) along with tape sync, SMPTE & MIDI Time Code.

PC MIDI Card Egg. MQX-16 £152. MQXI6g £195. MQX-32M £255
We are the UK's ONLY PC MIDI specialists & do NOT stock

products for 'games computers' such as the Atari etc.

Music Quest

Ballade v2.5 & Ballade GS both t149
Incl. FREE Moues.

Cadenza has the following
features...
*64 Multi -Channel Tracks
All displays follow playback
*Multiple MIDI ports supported
*Record filter
Step Record
Sysex Librarian
Tempo resolution to the tick
TAP Tempo
SMPTE, Chase Lock & FSK tape sync
Link mode for pattern sequencing
*Reads & Writes SMF
Completely adjustable quantising
*Humanising
*Each track has independent settings for
MIDI channel, transpose, mute, solo,
volume & pan

Independent Track looping
*Tape deck style transport buttons
*Selectable count in
*Punch in -out at any point
*Full metronome control
*Position displayed in both
Measure;Beat;Tick; and
Hour;Minute;Second;Frame
*Live performance facility

Graphic Editing -
 Song Editor
*Piano Roll Note Editing
*Event List editor
*Conductor track for tempos
Controller Editing with both faders and
Graphs

Pitch bend graphs
Aftertouch Graphs
Graphic velocity editing
Zoom in/out for detail
 Edit with the mouse
And Many More..

Cadenza plus
PC MIDI Card £225
MQX-16 £269
MQX-32M £382

\s,JrICItAdetilFREEI110titeiVilittii-L253j
..AO.
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usicator notation -based
The ONLY

sequencer for the PC
still

A concept the competition areAdreaming about!
C NEW v2.5 with the following features: -
 32 Staves / 32 Tracks
Over 64,000 notes
Real -Time and smart step -entry from MIDI or PC keyboard
'Each stave transmits on 2 ports/channels
*32 MIDI channels when used with Music Quest MQX32M
SMPTE & MTC sync with time indication on any objects pointed to
Chase Lock tape sync
MIDI note triggering while editing
*MIDI file import/export
Overview screen with graphic bar -level editing
Smart multi -resolution MIDI quantise
Shuffle/Groove adjust
*Powerful MIDI -controller processing & editing
32 -parts per score
 Total transcription control of note resolution, voices & rests
' Automatically transpose all clefs and octavas
 Adjustable splitpoint between staves on double staff
*Beam group control
Adjustable note spacing
*Transposing of MIDI data, notation and chord symbols
ALL printer types supported
'Print complete Score or parts
Variable symbol sizes
' Print to PCX files for desktop publishing
No longer copy protected

f314
Special Price. RRP £385

bid. FREE Moues.

Musicator
16 Tr / 16 Staff Seq - Notator
Supports Roland GS Format
Upgradeable to The Musicator

Mixer panels lets you change Vol, Pan, Chorus
& Reverb - AS THE MUSIC IS PLAYING!

For further information about our exclusive product range and services why not call for a free catalogue?
Access & Visa accepted, please add £3 to your order for P&P. All prices excl VAT.

NEW!

Digital Music Note: Special Xmas offers are subject to availability. 252131
27 Loves Clogs, Cho/Warr Ford,

g05 SSW, Emiland. Fix: 0705 270405
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show stopper
I've never had cause to write to
Communique before, but now I feel

that I must - to complain about the
recent Music Recording &

Technology show which Music
Technology sponsored.

Am I complaining about the
exhibitors? No.

Am I complaining about the staff?

No.

Am I complaining about the
surroundings or layout? No.

What got me was the number of
people walking about drunk (to put
it politely) trying to operate tens of
thousands of pounds worth of
equipment and the amount of
people who didn't really seem
interested in the equipment at all.

These people seemed to be using
the exhibition as a day out for the
family - I don't object to them having

a day out, but why can't they go to
Alton Towers or Butlins? I know

these people bring money in but it
spoils it for people like myself, who
are genuinely interested in music
technology.

Here's one example of what
happened to me: I was having a go

on a Roland JD800 when, all of a
sudden, this little brat came along
and started yanking the modulation

wheel as hard as his mits would let
him. I told him to go away, but he
continued to be a destructive little
bastard. The synthesiser is a piece

of solid-state wizardry and it should

not be open to destruction by
infants who are more likely to treat
it like a Woolworth's toy.

This and a few other things spoilt

what looked like being a promising
event. This isn't an attempt to
criticise the exhibition in general,
basically what I'm saying is "if
you're not interested in music
technology or recording, get the hell

out of here!"
Nic Hancock

Hereford

Sorry about my drunken relatives,
Nic, they promised to stay away
but. . . You know how it is. As for
the destructive bastard - I suspect
you've just seen ace MT reviewer
Simon Trask in action.

Seriously, the only drunk I

noticed was me, and the only
children belonged to musicians
whose faces I was very pleased to
see. Obviously not everyone

attending the show takes their
technology as seriously as you, and

there are bound to be problems
getting hands-on time on some of
the gear. But that, as they say, is
show business. Tg

photo
opportunity

Could you please send me some
photographs of the French musician

"Jean -Michel Jarre"?

Stephen Toole

Liverpool

Only if you can send me some of
the English actress "Diana Rigg".
Tg

letters from the
cutting edge
Well, you fell for the joke parts
hook, line and sinker! If anyone is
paranoid it's you. If you still think
that keyboards are the only
controllers available then you are
living in the past. There are now a
wealth of different controllers,
even the Buchla lighting system.
Just imagine raising your hand and

music springing forth. I still do not
see any proof besides reviews that
you have ever featured except one
percussion artical (sic) of many
years ago, that touched a little on
the idea of using such string
controllers a (sic) realtime
percussion controllers...

We play many different styles
from rock to Latin from blues to
new age to new jazz and musics
beyound (sic) and what's wrong in
that approach to making music?
To quote the Valcun (sic)
philosophy: "IDIC", infinate (sic)
combinations from infinate (sic)
diversity...

The referance (sic) to vodka are
not in my books a good sign of
health (sic) living. A true musician
does not drink alcohol nor smokes
or does drugs. Healthy living
produces good music...
Martin Howard Naylor
aka Martin Howard
Wembley

21/10/91

Well you fell for the joke parts
hook, line and sinker! If anyone is
paranoid it's you...

Please try to have a open mind
to other ways of playing electronic
instruments. As for the argument
about intuitive ability, it's more to
do with timing than that idea. That
is how fast does a MIDI guitar
respond. A (5ms) is the best
fallowed (sic) by class B (20ms)
and class C (30ms and over). Inst-
ruments that are class A or B are
good instruments with the GR50
scoring B but its older brother the
GM70 scoring B+! A rather strange
result. Class instruments are rare
and are museum pieces. But MIDI
guitar bring (sic) forth the

principles of musicianship in the
form of practice, music theory and
per -forming. They also make good

compositional tools.

So there are different
techniques to play MIDI guitar but
infact (sic) theres (sic) only one
with variation for each instrument
and whats (sic) wrong with learn
(sic) technique or new ideas or do

I hear the old acid of "technique
spoils my music". The lack of
music theory and technique has
been responsible for the bad
music in the charts bar the former
No. 1 and any new tracks by
established rock acts like
Genesis, the Pet Shop Boys etc.
House music circa 1990/91 is a
product of musical illiteracy and
bad A&R...

As I said I will not police you. In
other words the theory of non-
intervention will take place. I leave

you to make up your own mind.
Accept or ignore us. The choice is
yours.

Martin Howard Naylor

aka Martin Howard

Wembley

21/10/91

So you fell for the joke letter and
exposed your true attitudes which
leave a lot to be desired. The
reference to spandex came from
your advertisements for the Music
Recording & Technology Show.
Since when do guitarist (sic) wear
spandex? I certainly do not, as you

well know. I choose to wear a suit,
but other guitarists including MIDI
guitarists choose to wear different
clothing on stage. Each to his own

taste...
My offer stands, Tim, buy a copy

of MIDI Guitarist and see what you
are missing. Do you really think I

police you lot? I have better things

to do like write articals (sic) and
distribute PD software etc! If you
can not take a joke then you must
be a bitter person at heart. As for
Dan's argument, it holds no ground

as I and quite a few others can
prove to you. The real problem is
timming...(sic)
Martin Howard Naylor

aka Martin Howard

Wembley

25/10/91

Keep me informed. Tg
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etition

SO CHRISTMAS IS over for another year. You've had enough turkey, enough alchohol and enough TV repeats to last you

at least another year - well, maybe not enough alchohol. On top of this you've broken the Spirograph, spilt guacamole on

your new Air Jordans and "someone" has crippled your faux Rolex with a magnet from a Christmas cracker. Most of all, if

you never had to see certain members of your family again, it would be a fortnight too soon. So what the hell, you ask,
do you need with another brother?

Well, this brother isn't the one who wrecked your Rolex, gagged on the guacamole or shagged the Spirograph. Instead,

this brother will record 21,000 notes of your latest musical composition in real- or step -time, quantise and transpose
them to perfection, allow you to edit them with ease, and simultaneously save and load songs and SysEx information.

Not to mention being able to store the results of your labours to an onboard 3.5" disk drive. This brother is the Brother
PDC100 sequencer, worth over £350.

Now that we're talking music rather than relations, here are a few more of the PDC100's virtues: it supports a tempo
track, holds 32 tracks, each using MIDI's full 16 channels, and employs a 32 -character backlit display to tell you what's
going down - read all about it in Mrs review coming next month.

But you don't get a new brother for nothing. (Ask your mum.) And here's what you're going to have to do for yours. The

following questions relate to brothers in music; all you have to do is identify the group which contains the brothers in the
question.

Q1

Q2

Q3

Steve Jansen & David Sylvian

a) Dolphin Brothers

b) Asia

C) Japan

Paul & Shaun Ryder

a) The Happy Mondays

b) The Sundays

c) The Saturday Night Band

Brian & Carl Wilson

a) The Bhundu Boys

b) The Beach Boys

c) The Beastie Boys

QUESTIONS ANSWERED, IT'S time to pick up the phone and call the MT Competition Hotline on (0898) 100768. You

should call in your answers no later than Monday, 20th January, 1992 (calls cost 36p per minute cheap rate and

48p per minute at all other times). Please speak clearly and remember to leave your name and address with your

answers. Readers guilty of making multiple entries will be sentenced to further time spent with their relatives.

Our thanks go to Fausto Fabi at Bluebridge Music for this month's competition prize. For more details about the
Brother PDC100 sequencer, contact Bluebridge on (0787) 476631.
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The DR 2

DPM' 2 DIGITAL PHASE
MODULATION SYNTHESIZER

iding high on the success of its big brother, Peavey's newest entry into
the synthesizer market makes its debut with a smash. Introducing the new
DPM®2 digital phase modulation synthesizer. Now you can have the high
performance of the DPM03se with a surprisingly low investment. The DPM 2
was designed for the stage or studio musician who wants the power, sound,
and flexibility of the SE with only a limited array of extras, allowing you to
expand at your own pace as your needs demand. It contains the same 4
Megabytes of internal ROM samples as the critically acclaimed SE, offering
the incredible clarity and bandwidth of 16 -bit resolution. Other features
include: 600 internal program locations (300 factory, 300 user), and up to
800 locations with memory card; a built-in 24 -bit programmable dual effects
processor; ten 32 -piece programmable Drum Kit locations; up to 4 -program
mapping for creating layers, splits, and velocity switches; 16 voice polyphony;
and 16 channel multi-timbral capability with dynamic voice allocation. Plus,
like its big brother, the DPM 2 is totally software based! And if that weren't
enough, the DPM 2 will also accommodate simple, affordable future upgrades
and additions -a sequencer, sample RAM expansion, and true sampling
capabilities, to name just a few. The DPM 3se led the way in revolutionizing
modern synthesizer technology. Now the DPM 2 continues the tradition.
And in this case, second best is still number one.

VisilltuthaveylkilePkdiy
AndPloyTheAffiszigNewOPM21

Peavey Electronics (UK) Ltd., Hatton House, Hunters Road, Corby, Northants NN17 1JE, England. Telephone: (0536) 205520 Fax: (0536) 69029



patchwork

LONDON SAMPLE WORKSHOP SAMPLING CD

Poolside Drums

The London Sample Workshop's Poolside Drums

project had made quite a splash in industry
circles long before they became available in any

form. Originally the talk was of creating the
"ultimate" collection of drum and percussion
samples by using nothing but the best recording

and sampling, gear and getting a "real live"
drummer to hit "real live" drums in a "real live"

acoustic environment. The samples were to be

painstakingly edited and presented on disc for
use by the most discerning of samplists.
Although the LSW's intentions were admirable,
the Poolside Drums could have become a
sampling status symbol - an elite collection for

---PrarYv5:\i

LONDON
SAMPLE
WORKSHOP

elite producers and musicians. Happily for you

and me, once all the hard work of recording and

administrating the project was in hand, it became

obvious that the samples could be released as a

sample CD for use by the masses.

Now, the London Sample Workshop aren't your

average bunch of profit -hungry businessmen. Led

by some -time MT contributor and master sample

merchant Tom McLaughlin, the LSW put the
interests of music and musicians above such
trivia as fame and riches. Part of the reason for

the Workshop's existence is to create a system
through which musicians providing material for
sampling receive a royalty on a similar basis to
that operated by the record industry. But that's
another story.

Coming back to the Poolside CD, we're looking

at just over an hour's worth of drum and
percussion sounds recorded in the swimming
pool of the Janet Adegoke Leisure Centre
(formerly the White City Swimming Pool, as the

sleeve notes advise us) to obtain a rich and
completely natural reverb. Five hours of material

were recorded using Sennheiser, Shure and AKG

mics, a Neve broadcast mixer and a Sony
PCM2000 DAT recorder. From there the material

was sorted and edited on Digidesign's Sound
Tools system.

What we're presented with on CD is 20 tracks

of stick, snare drum, kick drum, hi -hat, torn,
temple block, clap, Rototom, Octoban, boobam,

cow bell, bull whip and cymbal
samples. Each sample is recorded not

in true stereo, but as a "mono pair"
where each side of the stereo image is

slightly differently mic'd to give greater

flexibility of the recorded sound.
Generally, the left-hand channel is a
little drier than the right. While this
arrangement can be used to give a
stereo pair, it also gives you more
choice in your sampling.

Predictably, the recorded sounds
come as single strikes of single drums.

Typically a drum will appear as five
strikes ascending in velocity to give you

a variety of sounds to choose between

and also to provide the necessary
material for building velocity maps.
There are also rims, rimshots, damped

strikes and so on. Some of the sounds are
offered gated and with digital EQ applied. In
addition to single strikes, the Poolside Drums are

littered with fills and other, less scripted, audio

events. Recorded by accident but deliberately left

unedited are drum stool squeaks, dropped drum

keys, and snatches of speech ("OK", "Can I just

move this mic?") - all the material you could ask

for if you wanted to create the impression of a
session with a real drummer doing what real
drummers do best (some of it, anyway). And it's
here that the Poolside Samples kick off...

While the LSW team have put in a lot of time
on the selection and editing of the material here,

we're not looking at the tidy, readily -usable
collection of samples found on most sample
CDs. In fact, if you didn't realise quite what the

LSW had set out to do, you could be forgiven for

thinking that the disc is a mess - there's reverb

everywhere, there are false starts, squeaks,
distorted strikes. . . But there are meant to be.

What the LSW have refused to become is arbiters

of what constitutes musically valuable material

and what doesn't. That's up to us. So where I

might discard the squeak of a drum stool or an

odd paradiddle (of which drummers are so fond),

you may find a use for them. It's a clever
approach to sampling - but not one which will find

favour with everybody.

Another area where Poolside Drums differs
from every other sampling CD I've come across

is in the amount of work it requires you to put in.

This isn't a convenient way of making music, it

demands some heavy decision -making on your

part, followed by a considerable investment of
time and concentration. Choosing the actual
combination of sounds which will make up your
"drum kit" isn't significantly different from doing
the same job on many current synths, but the
type of decisions you're having to make about
the sounds themselves is closer to working with

a real kit than a box full of electronics.

One of the main features of the Poolside
Drums is the natural ambience of the swimming

pool. While there's no doubt that this makes the

sounds very impressive, it has to be treated with

care. If, for example, you want the biggest -
sounding drum kit since Phil Collins discovered

gated reverb, you'll get it off this CD. But be
careful how much sample memory all that reverb

is eating up. Similarly, you can build up some
wonderfully realistic dynamics using velocity
crossfades, but you'll need the Kbytes to do it.

Fading the reverb away with your sampler's

filter is the easiest compromise to make, but I

got a lot of mileage from gated sounds too.
However you approach the reverb, a useful trick

is to add a touch of artificial reverb to smooth
the edges in the mix. It sounds ridiculous after
the trouble the LSW went to to get you the real

thing, but it works.

If you want big drums, you'll look a long way
before you better these samples. If you want to
convince the world that you're not using samples,

you'll do it with this CD. If you want to be sure
that nobody else's sampled drums sound like
yours, try Poolside. . . Just don't expect to get it

on a plate. III Tim Goodyer

Price £49 including recorded delivery in the UK,

£54 worldwide.

More from London Sample Workshop Ltd, PO
Box 1929, London NW10 4SW.
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WHERE ELSE CAN YOU GET SUCH A GREAT DEAL
( Calling our Freephone Hotline won't cost you a penny )

Freephone 0800 52 52 60
ROLAND

ALL ROLAND IN STOCK

JX-1

JD 800
MV -30
GP -16 Effex Processor
GR50 / GK -2

£ Special
£ Special
£ Special
£ Special
£ 799.00

R-8 Rhythm Composer £ Special
SPD-8 £ Special
Roland W-30, SC -55, SB-55, MC -50
All Supplied from Stock.

BOSS
BEST UK PRICE

SE 50 "Pro" Series Multi
FX with Built in Vocoder
FREEPHONE FOR £ UK's Best
BOSS WS20 / WS2OM £ MEGA
BE 5M Multi FX / Memory £ MEGA
FC 50 Midi Foot Switch £ In Stock
Full Range of Efex Pedals In Stock.

KAWAI
KAWAI K4R EXCLUSIVE

We have MEGA STOCKS of the fantastic
KAWAI K4R SYNTH MODULE.
It is a 16BIT Digital/Multi-Timbral Synth
Module with on -board drum sounds plus
individual outputs - check it out !
PRICE (Inc VAT & Delivery) £ 299.00

ENSONIQ
ALL PRODUCTS IN STOCK

Full range of ENSONIQ,s in stock.
Call free for a Mega Deal today !

ALESIS
SAME DAY DISPATCH

Microverb / Midiverb - 3
Quadraverb Plus / GT
Datadisk SQ
MEQ -230
3630 Compressor/Limiter
SR -16
RA -100 Power Amp.

£ Call Free
£ Call Free
£ Call Free
£ Call Free
£ Call Free
£ Call Free
£ Call Free

YAMAHA SPECIAL DEALS

EMP100 Multi Efex £ In Stock
FX 500 £ In Stock
SY Series Synths in stock. £ In Stock
YAMAHA TG -33/55/77 £ In Stock
QY10 ( Back in Stock) £ In Stock
Freephone for a Great Yahama Deal.

SEQUENCING SPECIALS

ATARI ( 1 Meg ) - CUBEAT £ Special
ATARI ( 1 Meg ) - CUBASE £ Special
ATARI ( 1 Meg ) - CREATOR £ Special
ATARI ( 1 Meg ) - NOTATOR £ Special
All Mac - Atari - PC Software £ In Stock

D.A.C.
MEMORY EXPANSION

Full range of Memory expansions and
hard drives available. £ Call Free

AKAI
AKAI SPECIAL OFFERS

AKAI S - 950
AKAI S - 1000 Series
AKAI S - 1 1 00

£ In Stock
£ In Stock
£ In Stock

KORG
A5 EFFEX ALL IN STOCK

KORG Ml £ Special
KORG 01-W / 01WFD £ Special
The new KORG synth range now in stock!

PA/STUDIO DEALS
Call Free for a Mega Deal.

Soundcraft Spirit Desks £ In Stock
Full Range of Live/Studios £ CALL I
SHURE SM 57 Microphone £ 79.00
SHURE SM 58 Microphone £ 89.00
NDYM 257 £ 89.00
BEYER M300 £ 69.00
Full Range of P.A. equipment from TOA,
AKG, BOSE, E.V., JBL, Peavey, Carlsbro,
E.V., Dynacord, etc.

THE SOUND CONTROL 3 POINT PROMISE

FOSTEX
THE NEW X28

IN STOCK

FOSTEX X-26
FOSTEX X-28
FOSTEX 280
FOSTEX R-8

£ UK's Best
£ UK's Best
£ In Stock
£ In Stock

BEST UK PRICE

PORTA 03 /05
PORTA 2 ( HS )

TASCAM - 424
TASCAM - 488
TASCAM - 688
TSR8
M2516 Desk
All new desks in stock

£ Special
£ 399.00
£ Special
£ Special
£ Special
£ Special
£ Special
£ Call Now

ZOOM
NO QUESTION BEST PRICE

ZOOM 9002 Multi - FX.
ZOOM 9030.
ZOOM 8050 ( NEW ).

£ Special
£ Special
£ Special

DEALS ON DAT
AIWA MEGA DEALS

AIWA HDS I £ 399.00
In stock - Casio, Tascam, Sony, Yamaha.
So call our freephone number today and
save yourself L's on a Great DAT Deal.

SOUIP cortEnoL
MAIL ORDER DIVISION

73 Elgin St, Dunfermline, Fife. KY12 7SD
Freephone: 0800 52 52 60

Fax: 0383 725733
All of the above deals are available from the

following branches of Sound Control.

DUNFERMLINE. 73 Elgin St, Fife. Tel: 0383 733353
GLASGOW 61 Jamaica St. Tel: 041 204 0322
EDINBURGH.17 Saint Mary's St. Tel: 031 557 3986
NEWCASTLE 10 Mosley St. Tel: 091 232 4175
DUNDEE . U - 31 Castle Street. Tel: 0382 25619
KIRKCALDY 63 Dunniker Rd, Fife. Tel: 0592 260293

FAX No. 0383 7 2 5 7 3 3
11 ALL OUR PRICES ADVERTISED INCLUDE V.A.T. Ba DEUVERY AND WE GUARANTEE NO HIDDEN EXTRA CHARGES. ON URGENT ITEMS A SMALL SURCHARGE INSURES NEXT DAY DELIVERY ANY WHERE IN THE U.K.
2) ALL GOODS PURCHASED FROM US COME COMPLETE WITH A NO QUIBBLE GUARANTEE. IF A PIECE OF EQUIPMENT DEVELOPS A FAULT ( THROUGH NO MISUSE BY THE USER I WHITIN ITS WARRANTY PERIOD, IT
WILL BE REPAIRED OR REPLACED ABSOLUTELY FREE OF CHARGE. WE WILL EVEN PAY THE CARRIAGE CHARGES.

3) ALL CALLS TO SOUND CONTROL MAIL ORDER ARE FREE OF CHARGE. IT DOES NOT COST YOU A PENNY TO GIVE US A CALL FOR A QUOTE, AND DO NOT WORRY IF YOU CAN'T CALL DURING OFFICE HOURS,
HAVE AN AFTER HOURS ANSWERING SERVICE AND ARE ABLE TO CALL YOU BACK A.S.A.P.



Part 26
TAKE AWAY THE TIME -KEEPING

FUNCTION OF A DRUM PATTERN

AND YOU'VE GOT A RHYTHMIC

CATASTROPHE, RIGHT? WRONG,

YOU'VE GOT THIS MONTH'S

BEATBOX PROGRAMMING

FEATURE. TEXT BY NIGEL LORD.

ONE OF THE most attractive aspects of
South American and African music for me

is the fact that rhythm is seldom employed

simply as a time -keeping device - as it is in

so much Western music. As should have

become clear during our investigation of

rhythmic form from both these parts of the

world, it occupies a far more pivotal role in

the structure of the music, and more often

than not, has a marked influence on the

harmonic and melodic considerations of a

given song.

This realisation led me to consider just

what could be achieved using

contemporary rhythm programming
methods if the constraint of time -keeping

was removed. This isn't to suggest I was

interested in producing rhythm patterns
designed to be replayed at fluctuating
tempi (although I might be tempted to look

into it before this series is through).
Rather, I simply decided to find out what
could be achieved if the usual time-
keeping reference points in a pattern
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(bass and snare drums and hi -hats)
were given a less prominent role - or a

different function altogether.

I also decided that I had to achieve

my objectives without recourse to
rhythms which were in any way ethnic in

origin (I concede that The Beat has, at
times, begun to appear like a WOMAD-

sponsored section of MT). And although

I did allow myself the use of a number

of instruments (primarily Latin) which
could be described as "ethnic", few, if

any, would be outside the usual array of

voices found on most current machines.

In many ways, I suppose you could

describe these as the kind of rhythms
which drummers ought to play when
unaccompanied, but seldom do. Having

said that, however, like many patterns

we've looked at in this series, most of

these examples would prove difficult, if

not impossible, for one person to play

on conventional instruments. Indeed,
the more elaborate patterns would, I

think, prove taxing for a drummer and a

full percussion section.

Anyway, the fruits of my labours can
be seen in Patterns 1 to 7 and
"experienced" with the aid of a couple
of fingers and moderately well-equipped

drum machine. More than most
rhythms, these patterns lend

themselves to experimentation and
positively cry out for individual
interpretation. Remember, their primary

purpose is to sound good in their own

right; though they can obviously be used

as rhythm tracks within a song or piece

of music, they are intended to take
centre stage and not be compromised in

any way by other instruments - quite the

reverse, in fact.

As usual, space prevents me from
including variations on each pattern, but

this is what you should be striving to
achieve - perhaps chaining a number of

them together to provide a rhythm which

shifts around a central axis. This can be

achieved by naming certain instruments

as the static elements of the pattern
and others as being more "nomadic".
As ever, the choice is yours, but bear in

mind the cyclical feel of these patterns

and the different role of the bass and
snare drums.

The highly eclectic nature of all seven

patterns precludes a detailed
description of any one of them (the way

I see it, if you can program them, you

can categorise them). But don't forget

how much variation can be achieved
simply by using drier, tighter sounds or

heavy, more ambient ones - or

combining the two. This is particularly

true of the dual snare drum parts in
Patterns 2, 6 and 7 which should be
assigned radically different voices if an

effective contrast is to be achieved
(follow the guidelines laid out in
October's On the Beat).

As you'll see, I have stuck to 4/4
time sigs throughout, and none of this
month's patterns involve triplets, so
programming really couldn't be more
straightforward. Just remember that
achieving the right mix between
instruments (something which cannot
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D be notated on the grids) is of comparable

importance to choosing the right voices -
particularly when programming the more
complex Patterns such as 1, 4 and 7.
Remember, too, the importance of pitch in

creating a degree of separation between
voices - particularly the cymbal/bell
combinations and the bongos/congas.
Generally speaking, it's better to sacrifice
the selection of the optimum pitch for an
instrument when played on its own, than
risk it being muddied by other instruments

when played in concert.

PATTERN: la : TEMPO:105-1156PM

BEAT: a a 4

Clsd HiHat

Open HiHat
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Hi Agego
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.
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TIME SIG:4/4 '':t'M 1

PATTERN:lb TEMPO:105-1156PM

Mal BEAT:
Clsd HiHat

Open HiHat

Cowbell

Hi Agege

Lo Ago

Snare Drum

Hi Bongo

Lo Bongo

Hi Conte

Lo Conte

Hi Timbale

Lo Timbale

Lo Tom

Bass Drum

TIME SIG:4/4

TEMPO:105-1156PM

I BEAT:

Clsd HiHat

Open HiHat

Triangle

Hi Agogo

Lo Agogo

Snare Drum

Hi Bente.

Lo Bongo

Hi Conga

Lo Conga

Hi Timbale

Lo Timbale

Lo Ton

Bass Drum

+.

TIME SIG:4/4 BAR 3

PATTERN: Id TEMPO:105-115BPM

BEAT: a 3

Clsd HiHat 0 0...i ii i

..P.P.P.P....Ht41 . ... ....,...... .

,

. .
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.1.
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1931nPAII
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Bas Prpr 4. , .

) I

TIME S1G:4/4 .: . : .:

_
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PATTERN: 2a TEMPO: 110-125BPM

4 BEAT: z 3
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PATTERN:2b TEMPO:110-12513PM
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PATTERN:2c TEMPO:110-1256PM
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9otc nWorKs

C

Frederick House,

211 Frederick Road,

Hastings, E. Sussex TN35 5AU

Phone 0424 436674

New Year Sale
TRAX Studio Manager

£89.95

MKS70 Editor

2,7-9-.95 £69.95

K4 Magician

£4915 £44.95

VZ-ED Editor

c.49475 £44.95

JUNO 1 / 2 Editor
.2--34:g £29.95

TRAX is a set of programs specifically designed for the day to day
management of a professional recording studio, from initial recording to
Invoicing. The package consists of a Tracksheet / Utilities program, A Disc
File Indexer, the Invox Accounts program and a powerful new Database
program. Version 1.5 has around 50 new features including MIDI timing, a
reciprocal metronome, SMPTE calculations and a new Tracksheet Accessory.

At last ! A fully featured Editor + Librarian for this classic synth. This is an easy
to use graphic editor with both tone and patch editing, dual librarians and many
utilities. The package also includes a PG 800 type accessory editor.

This is a fully featured Editor + Librarian for the Kawai K4 / K4r. The editor
uses graphic sliders for fast editing. Editors are provided for Singles,
Multis. Drums and Effects. The package also includes a loader accessory.

This Editor + Librarian enables you to unleash the hidden power of the
Casio VZ series synths and Hohner clones. The fully featured voice editor
provides access to all parameters, with additional editing utilities.

This is an easy to use graphic Editor + Librarian for the best Juno synth
ever made. The package also includes a loader accessory.

TX81Z / DX11 Manager
,3-e/5 £29.95

FB01 Librarian.

Sr,3-49c5 £29.95

S'"3415
£29.95

M1 Toolkit

NSW
£29.95

IL0
IA

0'
The Advanced 4 Op Librarian / Manager includes a comprehensive
collection of 512 original velocity sensitive sounds. The program will also
handle performances. Version 1.6 is compatible with the Yamaha DS 55,
TQ 5, B 200, YS 100/200 and V 50 synths as well.

The Yamaha FB 01 is one powerful little workhorse, Really. Give it the right sounds
and it can hold its own in any MIDI setup. The package includes a Librarian /
manager and 480 superb velocity sensitive sounds.

Quadraverb Toolkit A fully featured easy to use graphic organiser for these best selling effects units.
This package is supplied with a selection of new effects and the Quadraverb
Pocket Toolkit Accessory

SAMPLE THE RHYTHM
BEATS COLLECTION C.D.
AT LAST Prosonics U.K. Present 30 classic drum machines covering over a decode in rhythm

now superbly digitally mastered onto one compact disc featuring:

ROLAND: CR78, TR505, TR606, TR626, TR707, TR727, TR808 (MULTI SAMPLES),

TR909(MULTI SAMPLES), R8.

YAMAHA: RX5, RX11, RX21L.

KORG: DDD1, KPR77, DDM110, DDM220.

BOSS: DR550, DR.55 (DR.BEAT).

PLUS: SIMMONS KIT, LINN 9000, 2, SEQUENTIAL TOM, ALESIS
HR16,HR16B,CASIO RZ1, EMU DRUMULATOR, AKAI XR10,XE8, OBERHEIM DBX,

DR.BOHM DIGITAL DRUMS.

OVER 700 ORIGINAL DRUM MACHINE SOUNDS

AND AVAILABLE FOR THE EXCLUSIVE PRICE OF JUST

£.39:9 £24.95

Organise those M1 sounds with the Librarian Program. Fast graphic operation
Programs and Combis. Internal and Card operation. Up to 500 patches in memory.
Name editing. MIDI and Disc Utilities. Standard BNK file format for use with
sequencers. Library printouts. Name sorts and more

RICH r s

S

t#.
4r -

.1c
de 40 AI

$0. :
,t,o0

0114'
0060- osoa,ritto id

'VOA. 44<jA,4c, 4

0

4*, .0.
.

1 a
R. .4:.

-b ,b

,,,a

i)0

..b

6.7 1.7

Please complete in block capitals making
cheques / postal orders payable to
"Patchworks" at the above address.
Overseas:- Please add £5.00 for express
despatch and carriage.

Please send me copy (ies)

of (tick as appropriate)

MEGA BEATS

TRAX STUDIO MANAGER

K4 MAGICIAN

JUNO 1/2 EDITOR

FB 01 LIBRARIAN

MKS70 EDITOR

VZ-ED EDITOR

TX81Z / DX11 MANAGER

QUADRAVERB TOOLKIT

M1 TOOLKIT

NAME

ADDRESS

ALL TRADE NAMES ARE THE PROPERTY OF THEIR RESPECTIVE HOLDERS

DUE TO THE NATURE OF OUR PRODUCTS, REFUNDS OR EXCHANGES
ARE AT THE SOLE DISCRETION OF 'PATCHWORKS'

VISA

Tr PHONE HOTLINE 0424 436674
POST CODE

TEL. NO
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PAT ERN;
. . .

-TEMPO:110-1258PM
. .

, e/.

,

BEAT: 1 a 3
1
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PATTERN:3a '
.. .

.. ,
TEMPO:100-115BPM
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PATTERN: 3b
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PATTERN:3c TEMPO:100-115BPM

BEAT: 4 a 3 a
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PATTERN:3d - TEMPO:100-1158PM

BEAT: . a a 4
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PATTERN:4a
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MS6
Analogue
Multi-timbral
Synthesizer
Module
More and more serious musicians are realising that
Digital synthesizers just cannot produce the powerful
and warm Analogue sound with any great degree of
realism.

But you DON'T have to search for an old Analogue
synth to retro-fit with MIDI or pay vast sums for a
modified monster in order to get that classic fat sound.

The Cheetah MS6 has the original filter circuitry of the
'old greats' from the USA incorporated in a modern
British design which brings the Analogue synth into the
90's without compromising on performance.

It's Multi-timbral and Programmable from the front
panel. It's Velocity and Aftertouch sensitive too. It has
over 400 superb sounds, which you can customise in
96 Programmable Memories, and 64 Programmable
Performance Memories. It even supports MIDI
overflow for extra polyphony.

No wonder the MS6 is used by the elite of professional
musicians for bass lines, sync leads, filter sweeps and
warm pads, because the MS6 offers fat, powerful,
real Analogue sounds for the most discerning of users
in a compact 1U high case which doesn't use up all your
rack space.

Combining professional performance at a very
affordable price, the MS6 is a real modern 'classic'.

CHEETAH IS SETTING THE STANDARD

FEATURES

 320 editable ROM sounds
 96 Programmable RAM sounds
 64 Programmable Performance Memories
 Multi-timbral
 Programmable from the front panel
 Velocity Sensitive
 Aftertouch Sensitive
 Real Analogue USA Filter circuitry
 2 Oscillators per voice
 2 Envelopes per voice
 6 Independent Voices
 MIDI overflow
 MIDI IN/OUT/THRU

IU 19" Rackmount case

£349.99 inc. VAT

Affordable Excellence

CHEETAH

1

CHEETAH INTERNATIONAL LTD
Cheetah House
Bedwas Business Park
Bedwas
Gwent NP I 80W
Tel: 0222-867777
Fax: 0222-865575

All specifications and prices subject to change without notice.



PATTERN:4c
.' .' ". '

. . . .. ..
TEMPO: 105-120BPM

. . BEAT: 1 a a 4
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PATTERN : 4d
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SAVE UP TO 20%
ON MOST HI -TECH LINES

IN OUR

48 HOUR
pre -moving sale.

The countdown starts on Friday January 3rd 10.00 am & ends on

Saturday January 4th 5-45 pm
We'll be giving you the best ever prices on our entire stock but be

quick as 48 hours is all you've got.
All the top brands are included such as:

A' isAtari M 13055
CASIO Gee'c'h E -mu

Fostex KAWAI KORG

r\q-, TASCAM YAMAHA

HERE'S A FEW EXTRA SPECIAL DEALS

mtrne=irerein

Kawai MM16 MIDI
Mixer y2-75 £199

Korg S3 Rhythm Work-
station £539

Korg RE1 Remote
Unit For M3R52K £139

Roland JX1's £339
Roland MV 30's
few only £1099

Yamaha RCX1 Remote
For SPX 90 y1-(211 £99

Yamaha SY55's £679

Fostex MTC 1 MIDI
Interface .el -Sr) £79

Alesis Microverb II
£99

Peavey DPM 3 E

1 only £-1199 £1199

Ensoniq VFX SD
..1-31zA £989

Ensoniq EPS 16R
£1699

Roland D10's £585
Roland U20's £725

Yamaha SY77 Synth
£1349

Yamaha NS40 Monitors
1 pair £399

Boss RPD10 Digital
Delay p-35 £85

Ring now for an amazing deal - you will not
buy it cheaper in the next 48 hours

Credit terms available
(written quotations on request)

PRICE

MATCH

ANDERTONS MUSIC CO
HAYDON PLACE GUILDFORD

SURREY GU1 4LR

TEL: (0483) 38212
FAX: (0483) 38211

ITPI=M1

28
YEARS

5 IX* }A

luiwriii,tikmmystvi\
Roland U20 s octave, synth with digital elects was £1199 £799
61 key touch -sensitive and aftertouch keyboard, PCM sounds, built-in

digital effects, 30 voice polyphony, output panning and full multi-timbral
capability are just some of the features that make the U20 such great

- ' this super ABC limited deal we make it even better.

Roland JX-lwas£499£299 Proteus MPS Soon
Superb rich soundir ..pth with A Proteus style sound generator,

61 touch sensitive keys, 20 note touch sens keyboard, 32 voice
polyphony, 64 presets and user poly/16 part multi-timbral. The
programmablility. Save £200!! Emu Proteus MPS soon at ABC.

UNBEATABLE ABC FESTIVE DEALS!!
SYNTHESIZERS DRUM MACHINES
Rolarne ,LOoex, ex cierno .... El 399 A;cs,s SR 1 6 still great £299
Roland D70 ex demo £1299 including FREE instruction video!

Roland EP3 piano ex demo £225 Roland R5 limited stocks £299
Yamaha SY22 £649 Roland R8 £499
Yamaha SY55 £799 Yamaha RX30 £399

moha SY77 stunning £1599 Alesis 04 drum module 49

ART SGE Mach II multi -fix processor Save loads!! £399
Astonishing studio effects processor/digital reverb/pitch transposer
allows the guitarist to combine 12 quality effects (including chorus,
flange, etc) simultaneously. The X11 foot controller controls the SGE
Mach II giving you access to all the patches instantly!!

Emu Proteus In Stock

11111111111111111111111111

Nor° 01/IV £1045
P'teus 1 has 192 of the best sam- New Korg 01/W and
pled pop pre-sets we've heard. 01/WFD now in stock. Sound
Proteus 2 has192 orchestral pre- on Sound said "they're to synths

s. Soon in MPS keyboard. what Carlsberg is to lager".

Cheetah RH £599
16bit stereo sampler now
reduced by £200! Plays Akai
S900 and 51000 disks. Huge
libra available. Unbeatable!

tat°A.
Gift ideas

from ABC Music.

.1 Tuners, stands, disks,

headphones, ram cards, etc.  c

4;pc cle4/
Addlestone Tel: 0932 854877
14-16 High Street Addlestone, Surrey

Kingston Tel: 081 546 9877
56 Surbiton Rood, Kingston, Surrey

Oxford Tel: 0865 725221
44 St. Clement, Oxford, Oxon

Exeter Tel: 0392 425125
68 Bartholomew St West, Exeter

Slough Tel: 0753 822754
324 Farnham Road, Slough, Bucks

Bristol Tel: 0272 238200
32 Alma Vale Road Clifton Avon

Yamaha LIY10 £249
A synth! A sequencer! A drum
machine! The ultimate tool for the

on-th-move musician. Now ydu
con make music anywhere!!

tain't
I order

rvicel
y with
fidence

day money-
ek

Mail Order

U

4 PA CATALOGUE

© 0372 408114 ©
FAX 0312 469833 FAX

1

J
Prices inc VAT
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Vision

Professional
Sequencing

Software

from
Opcode
Systems

vision
1.3

THE MOST

POWERFUL,

PRODUCTIVE,

AND INTUITIVE

TOOL FOR

CREATING

MUSIC ON THE

MACINTOSH.

OPERATING

IN A TRUE

MULTITASKING

ENVIRONMENT

IT HAS

MORE

FEATURES AND

UTILITY THAN

ANY RIVAL.

FOR MORE

INFORMATION

MCMXCIX

708A

ABBEY ROAD

TUDOR ESTATE

LONDON

NW10 7UW

 4.
 ci

?.90 ....Sample CD

DARE TO BE DIFFERENT !
"...very individual... the charm of the collection is the realism of the recordings

powerful, unique sounds..." International Musician

"For anybody looking for a big, natural drum sound this one is a must."
DJ magazine

700+ stereo hits from the same digital recording session that took place in London's massive
1.5 million cubic feet White City Swimming Baths. All samples in matched dynamic sets with
up to five soft through loud hits on each instrument. The POOLSIDE DRUMS CD captures the
sound of a real drummer playing a real kit in a genuinely large, bright acoustic space. More
than enough original sample material to keep you busy on those long winter nights ahead!

V KICKS
V SNARES
V HIHAT
V TOM TOMS
V ROTOTOMS
V OCTOBANS
V BOOBAMS
V COWBELL
V CLAPS
V TEMPLE BLOCKS
V BULL WHIP
V STICKS
V CYMBALS
V ROLLS
V FILLS & MORE!

V NOBLE & COOLEY

V EMPIRE DRUMS

V ZILDJIAN

V PAISTE

V LUDWIG

V SONOR

V PEARL

V REMO

V DIGITAL
LOCATION
RECORDING
(DDD)

V MATCHED
DYNAMIC
SETS

V NATURAL
REVERE)

V 100%
ORIGINAL
MATERIAL

V FULL
COPYRIGHT
CLEARANCE

To get your copy of the POOLSIDE DRUMS SAMPLE CD send.
UK: £49 cheque or Postal Order (includes recorded delivery);

Worldwide: £54 (sterling) International Money Order to:
LONDON SAMPLE WORKSHOP LTD, Dept 101, P.O. Box 1929,

Harlesden, London NW10 4SW, UK. Fax (081) 961 - 5151

LONDON
SAMPLE
WORKSHOP

London stockists:
Brixton Exchange Mart, Rose Morris Music,

Sutekina Music.

Distributed in US by Valhala Music
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MARK OF THE UNICORN Mac MIDI InterfaccAync/Patchbay

MIDI TIME PIECE

Whether you're getting into computer sequencing for the first time or

upgrading to a Mac, you'll need a MIDI interface, sync unit,

patchbay. . . You might even need MIDI Time Piece.

Review by Vic Lennard.

WHILE THE ATARI ST computer has

built up a reputation for being
the music computer for the UK

and Europe (mainly by virtue of

its onboard MIDI sockets), many

of those who can afford the move are swapping their

STs for Apple Macs. The main incentives of such a

move are improved reliability and better -quality
software; one of the main drawbacks is that the Mac

requires an external MIDI interface. While these are

available from around £60 (for a single MIDI In) this

invariably leaves you needing a MIDI patchbay to work

with your other MIDI devices. Synths, drum pads,

keyboards and so on, all require patching via their MIDI

Ins or Outs, or both. If you want to input MIDI Clock or

MIDI Time Code while continuing to use a keyboard

with your sequencer, or if two MIDI controllers are to

be used at the same time, then you'll need a MIDI

merge box of some sort too.

If you're working with a multitrack tape recorder,

then you'll also need a SMPTE-to-MIDI clock or
SMPTE-to-MTC converter to synchronise the software

you're running with the recorder. It's yet another
piece of hardware you have to buy.

Mark of the Unicorn are well known for their
Performer/Composer software for the Mac. Their
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demaiI
INSTANT DESPATCH

FOR CREDIT CARD HOLDERS

VISA AMERICAN
EXPRESS

HOTLINE
0206

765652

PAY BY CREDIT
CARD FOR EXTRA

DISCOUNTS! 4

PHONE US WITH YOUR CREDIT CARD NUMBER FOR IMMEDIATE DESPATCH,
OR PAY MONTHLY WITH MUSICARD OR MUSICLOAN.

PRICE CREDIT CARD PRICE CREDIT CARD PRICE CREDIT CARD

KEYBOARDS AND MODULES DISKS Best of DX, One man band GUITAR SYNTHS
Ensoniq EPS16+ £1849 £1785 Recording 77 £30 each £28 each Roland GR50/GK2 4' £899 £850
Ensoniq SQ1+ /1235 £1195 YAMAHA SY55 Korg Z3ZD3 £849 £799
Ensoniq SQR £825 £799 CARDS: Sax, Drums, House, Latin, DRUM MACHINES AND SEQUENCERS
Ensoniq SQ2 £1375 £1295 Rock Pop £79 each f77 each Yamaha QY10 sequencer/expander £249 £245
Ensoniq SD1
Yamaha SY999
Yamaha SY77
Yamaha SY55
Yamaha SY22
Yamaha TG77
Yamaha TG55
Yamaha TG33

£1995
£2450
£1429

£679
£549

£1250
£449
£449

£1895
£2400
£1399

1639
£529

£1199
£425
£425

SY22
RAMS: Vector project, Pop House,
Dance Band
ROMS

EFFECTS

Korg A5 Multi effects

£95 each
£69 each

£229

£90 each
£65 each

£219

Yamaha RY30 Drum machine £399
Boss DR550 £169
Roland CR80 Human Rhythm player £399
Roland R5 Drum Machine £369
Roland R8 Drum Machine £579
Roland R8M Drum machine Rack Module £499
Roland Pad 5 £139

£379
£167
£375
£360
£575
£485
£130

Roland JD 800 Programmable Synth £1699 £1599 Akai AR900 Digital £289 /279 Roland Pad 80 £465 £455
Roland JX1 Performance Synth £499 £450 Zoom 9002 Multi Effects £299 £289 Roland SPD8 Total Percussion Pad £339 £325
Roland SC55 Sound Canvas, Sound Module £485 /175 Zoom 9030 Multi Effects £499 £489 Alesis D4 £399 £379
Roland Studio MV30 £1195 £1150 Yamaha FX500 £250 £240 Alesis SR16 Drum Machine £299 £289
Roland D70 Super LA Synth £1299 £1275 Yamaha FX900 £595 £500 Alesis MMT8 Sequencer £289 £279
Roland U220 Sample Playing Module £535 £529 Yamaha EMP100 £199 £189 Roland 5855 Sequencer £435 £425
Roland U20 Sample Playing Keyboard £795 £750 Yamaha R100 Reverb £179 * £169 Roland MC50 £499 £485
Roland W30 Workstation £1499 £1450 Alesis Quadraverb + £335 £325 Kawai 080 Sequencer £449 £429
Roland E70 £1299 £1250 Alesis Midiverb 3 /239 £229 Akai XR10 Drum Machine £299 £285
Roland E15 £499 £479 Alesis D4 Drum module £399 £379 Akai MPC60 £2299 £2199
Roland E5 £390 £375 Alesis Quadraverb GT £459.. £449
Korg 01/FD £1795 £1775 Alesis Microverb Ill £159 £155 RECORDING
Korg 01 £1695 £1650 Art Multiverb LT £179 £178 Tascam 488 8 Track portastudio £995 £985
Korg WS1 Wavestation £1299 £1275 Tascam 424 £459 /449Korg Ml Workstation
Korg T3 Total Workstation
Korg T2 Total Workstation 76 Key
Korg T1 Workstation 88 Key
Korg Ml R Rack Ml
Korg M3 R Soundstation
Akai 51000 61 note Sampling keyboard
Akai S950 Sampler

£999
VOA
VOA
£POA
£999
£799

£2999
£1099

£985

£899
£750

£2899
£1075

Boss SE50 Multi FX unit
Boss BE5 ME programmable Multi effects
Boss BE5 Mufti Effects
Boss MT2 Metal Zone pedal
Boss CH1 Chorus
Boss PS2 Pitch Shifter
Boss HM2 Heary Metal

£349
£250
£199
£69
£59

£135
£49

1339
£240
£195

£67
£57

£133
£47

Tascam 688 8 Track Midi Studio £1899
Tascam Porta 2 Hi Speed Porta Studio £499
Tascam Porta 05 Hi Speed Porta Studio /299
Tascam Porta 03 New 4 Track /225
Tascam MM1 Mixer £699
Fostex R8 £1500
Posies X18 (new model) £250

11850
£489
£295
£219
£685

£1450
£240

Akai 51100 Sampler (to order) £3299 £3199 Boss RV2 Reverb £118 £116 Fostex X28 Multitracker £399 £379
Cheetah 770 88 Key Mother Keyboard £799 £770 Boss MZ2 Metalizer 175 £73 Fostex X26 Multi Tracker £299 £289
Cheetah 5VA 61 Key Mother Keyboard £279 £269 Boss SD1 Super Overdrive £41 £39 Fostex 280 Porta Studio 8 Ch 4 Track £550 £539
Roland PC200 Mother Keyboard £169 £165 Boss DF2 Distortion Feedbacker /72 £70 Yamaha MT100 II 4 Track Recorder £349 £339

Boss BF2 Flanger f79 £77 Yamaha MT3X 4 Track Recorder £549 £535
KEYBOARD STANDS Boss CE2 Chorus £51 £49 Aiwa DAT £POA
Ultimate support stealth stand £63 £60 Boss CE2B Bass Chorus £60 £58 Sony DAT £POA
'X' Keyboard Stand /25 £23 Boss CES3 Compressor £69 £67 Tascam DAT £POA
3 Tier Keyboard Stand £125 £120 Boss DC3 Dimension "D" £112 £110 Alesis 1622 Mixer £699 £650

Boss DD3 Digital Delay £109 £107 Yamaha NS1OM Speakers £129 each £115 each
SOFTWARE Boss DS2 Turbo Distortion £59 /57
ROLAND R8/R8M Library Cards
01 Contemporary Percussion £45.00 £43.00

Boss DSD3 Digital Sampler

Boss GE7 Graphic Equalizer
£129
£76

£127
£74 r

02 Jazz Brush
03 Sound Effects

£45.00
£45.00

£43.00
£43.00

Boss HF2 High Band Flanger
Boss NS2 Noise Suppressor

£77
£69

£75
£67

Post This Coupon To Secure Any
04 Electronic
05 Jazz
06 Ethnic Percussion
07 Mallet
08 Dry
09 Power Drums USA
ROLAND U220/ U20/ D70 Library Cards

£45.00
£45.00
£45.00
£45.00
£45.00
£45.00

£43.00
£43.00
£43.00
£43.00
£43.00
£43.00

Boss OD2 Turbo Overdrive
Boss PH2 Phaser
Boss 0S2
Boss FC50 Midi foot controller
Digitech "The Vocalist" VHM5
Digitech GSP21 pro

£63
£97
139

£125
£899
£649

£61
£95
£37

£123
£879
£629

Goods Advertised Here

Ytf II

Send Me Immediately

Name

Address
01 Pipe Organ & Harpsichord
02 Latin & Effects Perc

£45.00
£45.00

£43.00
£43.00

Digitech DSP128P
Digitech DSP16

£299
£275

£279
£265 Phone

03 Ethnic Instruments £45.00 £43.00 Digitech GSP5 £269 £250 I Enclose Cheque Payable To Axe For £
04 Electric Grand & Clavi £45.00 £43.00 Digitech GSP7 £395 £370
05 Orchestral Strings £45.00 £43.00 DOD 7 band EQ £59 £57 Please Debit My Access/ Visa/ AMEX NO
06 Orchestral Wind £45.00 £43.00 DOD overdrive + £39 £37
07 Electric Guitar £45.00 £43.00 DOD Classic tube £35 £33 1:101:101:101:1C100000000
08 Synthesiser £45.00 £43.00 DOD American Metal £45 £43
09 Guitar & Keyboards £45.00 /13.00 DOD Metal Maniac 139 £37
10 Rock Drums £45.00 £43.00 DOD Stereo Chorus £59 £57
11 Sound Effects £45.00 £43.00 DOD Stereo Flanger £59 £57 Please Reply To: -
12 Trombone & Sax
YAMAHA SY77

£45.00 £43.00 DOD Compressor/Sustainer
DOD Analogue Delay

£39
£89

£37
£87

Axe Music Axe Music
CARDS Sax, Drums, Strings, House + DOD Wah Vol £79 £77 96 High Street 27 St. Johns Street
Latin £99 each £95 each

Colchester Bury St. Edmunds
Essex Suffolk

CREDIT AVAILABLE SUBJECT TO STATUS,APR 35,3 % VARIABLE ON DIRECT DEBIT WRITTEN DETAILS ON REQUEST, 43111 PAYMENTS ARE CALCULATED 10 MAKE THE CO1 1TH IP33 1SN

TERM LAST APPROXIMATELY 2 YEARS, THEY CAN BE INCREASED TO SHORTEN THE TERN BUT TO REDUCE THEM WILL LENGHTEN THE TERM,
0206 765652 0284 705571



MIDI Time Piece interface fits all the above
requirements by being a MIDI interface, an eight-

input/eight-output MIDI patchbay, SMPTE generator

and SMPTE-to-MTC converter - in one box.

HARDWARE
IN KEEPING WITH most professional rackmount units,

MIDI Time Piece (or MTP) is black and takes up 1U of

rack space. Panel lettering is in the distinctive orange

of Mark of the Unicorn.

The front panel contains LEDs to show you what is

currently going on within the unit. There are eight
LEDs for each of the MIDI Ins and MIDI Outs, and two

more for SMPTE lock and MTC Full Frame message.

The latter also doubles as the power -on LED.

In the centre of the front panel is a mode switch.

With this you can select standard 1MHz async, which

all Mac sequencer software accepts, or Fast 1X which

is specifically for MOTU's Performer. This setting
transmits MIDI data to and from the Mac at the
fastest speed the Mac in use can handle - typically

this can be four times the standard MIDI rate. As
eight independent MIDI Ins and Outs are supported,

with up to 128 independent MIDI channels of data on

output, this faster rate will cure the problems of MIDI

choking (where data is audibly slowed down).
Hopefully other sequencer software manufacturers
will support this facility in time. The mode switch also

has a third position for straight -through connection to

either a printer or modem, depending on which port

on the Mac has been used.

Two MTPs can be linked together to provide a 16 x

16 MIDI system. Consequently, the LEDs on the front

panel have dual numbering; 1/9, 2/10 and so on. A

further switch lets you select between on/off, 1-8
and 9-16 settings for this reason. Finally, MIDI In and

Out 8 are on the front panel. The MIDI Out duplicates

the rear -panel socket, while the MIDI In appears on

the front panel only. It's a convenient provision - the

last thing you want to do is to have to hunt around
the rear of a racking unit for a MIDI In and Out when

someone provides you with an extra MIDI controller or

module during a session.

MTP's rear panel is completely filled with sockets:

eight MIDI Outs and seven MIDI Ins, quarter -inch jack

socket Audio In and Out for SMPTE and a 9V external

PSU socket. There are also three Mac DIN -8 sockets;

the first of these connects to either the modem or
printer port on the rear of the Mac, the second

provides a direct -through connection to the device

which is supposed to be connected to the Mac serial

port in use (modem or printer), and the third is the
Network Out for connection to a second MTP or

another MIDI interface.

Included in the package is the PSU and a couple of

eight -foot DIN -8 cables; one for connection to the

Mac and the other to either your printer or modem on

the through port.

SOFTWARE CONFIG
INCLUDED WITH MIDI Time Piece is a disk
containing a Mac desk accessory. This allows you to

configure the MTP to harmonise with your particular

setup, and to then save the settings. Consequently, -
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"If you're sequencing with

Performer, you have to

consider buying MIDI

Time Piece - the facilities

are little short of excellent

for the price."

you only need to configure the unit once.

The desk accessory appears on the menu bar and

checks the modem and printer ports for MTPs,
warning you if it can't find one (this usually means
that you haven't turned the unit on). The MTP menu

heading then pops up, under which there are seven

headings.

The first of these is Network Configuration, which

shows you how your Mac and MTP system is currently

connected. The rear of the Mac is shown, as is the

rear of any MTPs that have been found, along with

the connections, which also show precisely which
ports are connected. If you change anything about

the configuration, like changing the front panel switch

from 1MHz to Fast, a click on the Status icon re-
checks the system and then redraws the

configuration. The diagram for a single

MTP is quite simple, but as you can
connect four MTPs in total (two each

to the modem and printer ports) it's
important to check that the system is

configured as you intended.

Next menu option is Cable Routing.

This displays a 16 x 16 grid to
represent the 16 possible MIDI Ins
and Outs of two MTPs. Unfortunately,

the desk accessory doesn't "grey out"

Ins and Outs 9 to 16 when you have
only one MTP connected - it would
make the setting up of the cabling grid

easier. There are two additional rows and columns for

the input and output to the Mac and the Network Out

on the MTP. The latter is so that you can determine

whether some of the MIDI connections are to go to

another MIDI interface. You might want to use this in

conjunction with your existing interface, especially if

you're using a large number of handshaking
connections. This may be the case if you're dealing
with System Exclusive in the form of parameter
changes within a sequence or bulk dumps to a patch

librarian.

The third option is for Channel Mapping. Here you

can channelise MIDI data on both input and output.

Initially, this appears to be a daunting task; you're
presented with a 16 x 16 grid from which you can set

a destination MIDI channel dependent on the
incoming MIDI channel for each MIDI In. There's a

second 16 x 16 grid for re-channelising MIDI data
from the MIDI Outs. There are various reasons why

you might want to do this. Some MIDI devices, like

the first DX7, operate on a fixed MIDI channel.
Admittedly, you could rechannelise via the soft Thru

of most sequencers, but remember that MTP is
operating here as a MIDI patchbay.

Fourth is Event Muting, which brings more 16 x 16

grids. Two, to be precise; one for input and the other

for output. You can select for each MIDI In and Out

precisely which type of MIDI data is to be filtered (why

not call it Event Filtering?). It's nice to see Active
Sensing given a slot of its own - it's frequently
grouped together with the other System Real Time

messages like MIDI Clock, Start, Stop and Continue.

The remainder of these are in a single group termed

Realtime. It's a shame, though, that all MIDI

Controllers are in a single group; there's a lot to be

said for being able to mute certain of the Channel
Mode messages which co -habit in this group. For

example, All Notes Off cannot be filtered without
filtering out all MIDI Controller data.

MIDI Sync lets you dictate the format to which
incoming SMPTE is converted. MIDI Time Code (MTC)

and Enhanced Direct Time Lock (DTLe) are the two

options (DTLe is for use with Performer). There's no

support for MIDI Clock, but apart from Trax, all Mac

sequencers support MTC. You can also transmit MTC

or DTLe from any combination of outputs; stripe MIDI

starts the SMPTE generator in motion; select the
frame rate, Start and Stop times along with the
actual output level of the SMPTE tone - cheaper units

certainly don't offer this. Finally there's a SMPTE
Reader which shows the frame rate, format and
incoming port.

Since you'll spend quite a few hours setting this lot

up, MTP also offers a Save To Disk option so that you

can reload your settings in the future. You can also

save a default set to the MTP's own internal memory;

this is battery backed -up, so it's advisable to also

save to disk.

VERDICT
BEFORE ASSESSING MIDI Time Piece you have to

consider what you're getting for your money: SMPTE

read/write interface, Mac interface and 8 x 8 MIDI
patchbay. You certainly couldn't buy those individual

items for the asking price of MTP.

The unit isn't without its flaws, however. Firstly, the

multiple 16 x 16 grids are rather user unfriendly.
There's no naming of MIDI devices, which means that

you either have to know your MIDI system well or
keep everything written down on paper. Secondly, only

Performer supports all of MTP's features. If you're
using Cubase, for example, you can access the eight

MIDI Outs but can't edit the interface via its menu
options, as Cubase takes over the port connecting

the Mac to the MTP. Consequently, the default
settings have to suffice - this severely restricts use of

the MIDI patchbay. This is probably also true with
other non-MOTU software, although I was unable to

check this. If you have other software, it's worth
checking with the distributor as to how far that
software is compatible with the MTP.

If you're using Performer, then you have to
consider going for MIDI Time Piece - the facilities it
offers are little short of excellent for the price.
However, if you aren't using Performer or don't
actually need 128 different MIDI channels (or already

have a MIDI patchbay), then it's also worth
considering something like JL Cooper's SyncLink,

which costs less than a third of the price and still
offers 32 distinct MIDI channels, SMPTE read/write

and MTC conversion. The choice is yours, as they

say.

Price £495 including VAT.

More from Sound Technology plc, Letchworth Point,

Letchworth, Herts SG6 1ND. Tel: (0462) 480000.
Fax: (0462) 480600.
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YOU'VE PROBABLY ALREADY HEARD THE BUZZ ABOUT ROLAND'S "REVOLUTIONARY"

RSS 3D SOUND SYSTEM, BUT WHAT DOES IT PROFESS TO DO AND HOW?

TEXT BY VIC LENNARD.

ONE OF THE major developments in the

history of sound reproduction was that of

stereo. With it came a fresh set of
possibilities - not just in the novelty of
hearing someone apparently "walk" from
one speaker enclosure to the other, nor

from the abundance of stereo effects that

take advantage of this two -enclosure
system, but from such things as the
placement of instruments to create the
impression of the physical presefice of
their players. Essentially, stereo was a
huge step forward in recreating the
sounds of the real world.

The sounds of the real world, however,

are more complicated still than those
available from a conventional stereo
system. The logical line of development

was to use more speakers. In the '70s the

Hafler system, two amplifier/speaker pairs

were used - to the left and right were the
left and right stereo images as usual,
while in front was the sum of the stereo
images and at the rear, the difference.

Consequently, the front speaker
emphasised sounds that the two stereo

speakers had most in common while the

rear speaker provided ambience, or audio

information at the edges of the stereo
image. While it offered a more natural
sound image than stereo from a

conventional stereo source, this system
had various drawbacks. The main one of

these was that it required two amplifiers,

two sets of speakers and a large listening

area.

Another alternative system uses the
IMX Stereo Expander (which can be found

on many cheap Tandy graphic equalisers).

This uses a mixture of in -phase and out -of -

phase signals to give a spacious quality

on playback, with the balance between the

two phases dictating the depth of the
effect. Again any sound source can be
used, but the result is quite disappointing.

Spacey, yes, but in a directionless
manner.

Neither of the above methods are

capable of "placing" a specific instrument

or part of a sound; instead they affect the

entire stereo image. To be able to locate,

say, a piano in the stereo image requires

the encoding of the original recording in

some way.

An alternative approach to that of multi -

speaker systems is to "encode" sounds to

be replayed on a stereo system such that

they sound to human ears as if they exist

outside the stereo field. While it can be
argued that it's scientifically impossible to

create a true 3D image from just two
loudspeakers, the success of systems
which attempt to do this vary from person

to person.

Some time ago, Roland embarked
upon a line of research and development

intended to provide a more realistic
image from an electronic piano using a

built-in pair of loudspeakers. The
culmination of the years of research
which followed is the Roland Sound
Space system - RSS.
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MUSIC
CONNECTIONS

MULTITRACK RECORDING (4 - 24 TRACK)
AS MAIN DEALERS FOR: FOSTEX - TASCAM-
STUDIOMASTER - SOUNDCRAFT SPIRIT,
WE CAN HELP YOU THROUGH THE RECORDING
MAZE AND ENSURE YOU GET THE SYSTEM
THAT'S RIGHT FOR YOU I

WITH THE BEST SERVICE AND PRICE
OUR ENGINEER CAN INSTALL YOUR
SYSTEM AND WE WILL KEEP YOU GOING
EVEN IF THERE IS A BREAKDOWN!

MULTI -TRACK RECORDERS
IN STOCK:

TASCAM TSR8, FOSTEX R8, TASCAM MSR16,
MSR16S. FOSTEX G16S, TASCAM MSR 24S.

SOON: ALESIS A-DAT 8 TRACK DIGITAL MULTITRACK

MIXING CONSOLES
SOUNDCRAFT SPIRIT - SUPERB DUALITY
AND AFFORDABLE TOO!

MACKIE DESIGNS
NEW CR1604 - IN STOCK, STUDIO QUALITY 16/4
MIXER (LOADS OF FEATURES/OPTIONS)

ONLY £799 Inc VAT.

STUDIOMASTER

PROLINE 16/4/8 GOLD, 16/8/16 GOLD,
MIXDOWN 16/8/16, SERIES 216/16/2, DIAMOND
12/2, 16/2.

TASCAM
3700 AUTOMATED 24 + 32 INPUTS, 3500, 2516
A WIDE RANGE OF OTHER MIXERS: FOSTEX 812,
ALESIS 1622.

WE WILL MAKE SURE YOU GET THE BEST DEAL

ON PRICE 8 SERVICE. PLUS PATCH BAYS, MONITORS,

POWER AMPS, SIGNAL PROCESSORS,WIRING LOOMS,

GRAPHIC EO'S, EFFECTS, MICS, DAT MACHINES, TAPE, DE-

MAGNETISERS.EVERYTNING YOU NEED!

MEGA DEAL OF THE YEAR!
UNDER HALF PRICE
KORG S3 PACKAGE

NOW IN STOCK £499 INC VAT MU/
HI RRY - ONLY LIMITED STOCKS
THE, KORG S3 RHYTHM WORKSTATION
YOU HAVE ALWAYS WANTED TO HAVE COMPLETE
CONTROL OVER YOUR MUSIC - THIS KORG S3
PACKAGE WORTH OVER £1000 IS A PROFESSIONAL
RHYTHM WORKSTATION WITH FABULOUS SOUNDS &
LOADS OF FEATURES.

* 16 BIT DRUM MACINE WITH LOADS OF
PERCUSSION & INSTRUMENT SAMPLES.

* 8 TOUCH SENSITIVE PADS
* BULIT IN 16 BIT STEREO MULTI -EFFECTS

PROCESSOR REVERJ3CHORUS - DELAY - FLANGE -
TREMELO PHASE!!

* 8 TRACK SEQUENCER WITH 100 PATTERNS, 30
SONG CAPACITY - SO YOU CAN MIDI UP YOUR
KEYBOARDS

* FULL SMPTE GENERATOR / READER
* 6 INDIVIDUAL AUDIO OUTPUTS
* 2 EXTRA PCM SOUND CARDS (DANCE & JAZZ)

INCLUDED WITH LOADS MORE INSTRUMENT
SAMPLES & PERCUSSION SOUNDS TO
BREATHE NEW LIFE INTO YOUR MUSIC..

FULL REFUND IF NOT AMAZED"""
BE QUICK...THESE WILL ALL BE GONE VERY QUCKLY

USED & EX -DEMO SPECIALS
ALESIS HR1613 £150
ROLAND MC300 sequencer £299
YAMAHA D010 drum box f30
KONG DODS drums F99
ROLAND D50 good condition £510
ALESIS OUADRAVERB. VGC £295
RHODES VK1000 HAMMOND ORGAN £895
ROLAND TR505 DRUM MACHINE £139
ROLAND D20 £695
KORG WS -1 £795
POSTED 160 £195
KURZWEIL K1000 78 NOTE KEYB/D £749
ROLAND JX8P POA
ROLAND JX-1 £299
ROLAND RIM £399
ROLAND 0110 MULTI-TIMBRAL RACK £295
YAMAHA RX5 DRUM MACHINE £195
ROLAND 010 SAMPLER IMMAC £395
ROLAND D20 as new £095
KORG M1 vgc £799
KORG WS1 £799
ROLAND TR505 DRUM MACHINE £125
ROLAND D20 £995
ENSONIO 5011- £795
YAMAHA 001 sequencer £99
NORD OW8000 £295
YAMAHA FB01 sound module £125
ROLAND M12012:12 rackmount line mixer, boxed, ygc £135

ABOVE PRICES INCLUDE VAT

MOTHER KEYBOARDS
ROLAND PC200 £131

ROLAND A80 £999
YAMAHA KX88 £POA

MUSIC CONNECTIONS

202 New King's Road,
London SW6 4NF
Tel: 071 731 5993
Tel: 071 736 4771
Fax: 071 731 2600

GREAT SPECIAL OFFERS (ALL NEW & BOXED)
1 x Rhodes VK1000 Organ £795
1 x Roland JX1 £295
1 x Roland A80 £995
1 x Alesis Microlimiter £59
1 x Valley People Noise Reduction
1 x Yamaha 0100 Graphic E0

E£30
N

1 x Alesis Maniple £59
1 x BOSS CLOG Compressor / Gate 389

.. ..... E30

ABOVE PRICES INCLUDE VAT

NEW PRODUCTS
ROLAND 5750 SAMPLER, NEW KORG 01W SYNTH,

ROLAND FP8 PIANO, ALESIS 3630 COMP/LIM,
ALESIS 04 DRUM MODULE

SAMPLERS
AKAI S950. AKAI S 1 0 0 0 KEYBOARD, AKAI
S 1 0 0 0, AKAI S1100,ENSONIO EPS 16 R +,

ENSONIQ EPS 16 +KEYBOARD,
EMAX II, NEW ROLAND S750 + BIG

LIBRARY,ACCESSORIES & BOARDS IN
STOCK FOR MOST MACHINES,

HUGE ENSONIO EPS 16+ LIBRARY.

COMPUTERS AND SOFTWARE
ALL THE LATEST SOFTWARE AND COMPUTERS AT BEST PRICES

LET US HELP YOU CHOOSE A PACKAGE OR BUY SEPARATELY -

ALL IN STOCK

ATARI 1040STE COMPUTERS WITH MOUSE

ATARI SM124 HI RES MONITORS

C -LAB: CREATOR V3.1, ROTATOR V3.1, CREATOR & ROTATOR 3.1 UPDATE KITS

UNITOR II, HUMAN TOUCH, ALPHA ROTATOR, EXPORT, AURA, MIDIA.

STEINBERG: CUBASE V2.0, CUBEAT, PRO 24 LATEST V.

APPLE MACINTOSH SOFTWARE: OPCODE VISION, MOTU PERFORMER,

STEINBERG CUBASE, MOTU COMPOSER, APPLE MAC HARDWARE: MOTU MIDI

TIME PIECE, MOTU VIDEO TIME PIECE, MOTU MIDI MIXER, JL COOPER SYNC -

LINK. J L COOPER MAC NEXUS - CALL US IF YOU WANT TO SAVE RE'S

DRUM MACHINES
BOSS DR550, ALESIS SR16, D4, ROLAND R8M, EMU PROCUSSION.

ROLAND R8, SFR,
CALL US & SAVE EEE'S

DAT MACHINES
BEST DEALS- INSTANT DESPATCH

SONY DTC 750 - BEST DEAL, SONY DATMAN - PHONE,
CASIO DA7  EPHONE

NEW TASCAM DA -30 & DAP -20, ALL IN STOCK + BULK DAT TAPE

PORTA STUDIOS
PORTA 03 - FOSTEX X26 FOSTEX X28 - FOSTEX 280

- TASCAM 424- TASCAM 488 - TASCAM 644 - TASCAM 688
- YAMAHA MT100 MK2 - CALL US TO SAVE MONEY!

PIANOS
EMU PROFORMANCE, KORG SG1X,

ROLAND FP8, RHODES MK80

SMPTE SYNCHRONISERS
C -LAB UNITOR 2 £POA
XRI 300 £229
JL Cooper sync link £POA
STEINBERG MIDEX + GOOD

OPEN 6 DAYS A WEEK
NEXT DAY COURIER DELIVERY ON CREDIT CARD ORDERS!

CALL US TO SAVE YOU rEr'S

VISAMM.
AMERICAN

EXPRESS

KEYBOARDS & RACKS
ON DEMO

WE OFFER PROBABLY THE BEST SELECTION OF THE
LATEST KEYBOARDS & RACK MODULES IN THE
COUNTRY.

COME TO US & COMPARE THE BEST GEAR AROUND
AKAI ON DEMO:
AKAI S950 S1000 & S1100 SAMPLERS, S1000 KEYBOARD
ENSONIO ON DEMO:
ENSONIO SD -1 MUSIC PRODUCTION SYNTHESISER
ENSONIO SO -1+ PERSONAL MUSIC STUDIO
ENSONIO SCI -2 76 KEY EXTENDED VERSION OF SO -1
ENSONIO EPS 16 PLUS 16 BIT SAMPLING KEYBOARD
ENSONIO EPS 16R PLUS - RACK VERSION EXTRA MEMORY
E- MU ON DEMO:
E -MU ON DEMO:
E -MU PROTEUS 1
E -MU PROTEUS II
E -MU EMAX it
KONG ON DEMO:
NEW KORG 01WFD & 01W WORKSTATIONS IN STOCK & ON
DEMO
KORG M1 MUSIC WORKSTATION
KORG T2 WORKSTATION
KORG WS1-EX WAVWSTATION
KORG WS -AD RACK
KORG SG -1D SAMPLING GRAND
OBERHEIM MATRIX 1000
ROLAND ON DEMO:
ROLAND U20 RS-PCM KEYBOARD
ROLAND JD800 SYNTH
ROLAND FP8 DIGITAL PIANO
ROLAND EP7E DIGITAL PIANO
ROLAND EP5 DIGITAL PIANO
ROLAND A80 KEYBOARD CONTROLLER
ROLAND 5750 DIGITAL SAMPLER
ROLAND SC -55 SOUND CANVAS
ROLAND PC -200
YAMAHA ON DEMO:

YAMAHA SY 99, SY 77, SY55, SY22 MUSIC SYNTHESISERS
YAMAHA TG 77,TG 55, TG 33 TONE GENERATORS
YAMAHA KX-88 MIDI MASTER KEYBOARD

NEW BOXED UNITS ALL READY TO GO AT GREAT PRICES
POP IN FOR A DEMO OR CALL

FOR SAME DAY DESPATCH
IF YOU WANT TO SAVE CALL US

SIGNAL PROCESSORS
BOSS CL50 YAMAHA FX500 ART LT,

ART MULTIVERB II, BOSS SE50 ALESIS MICROVERB 3,
OUADRAVERB PLUS

I

MIDIVERB 3, GUADRAVERB GT, EMP100,
SPX900, ZOOM 9030, 9002, YAMAHA FX 900.

PHONE FOR VERY BEST DEALS - SAVE LEE'S

GUITARISTS!!
PLEASE REMEMBER WE HOLD IN STOCK A WIDE RANGE OF

GUITAR EFFECTS PEDALS, PLUS RACK MOUNT EFFECTS, ALSO
GUITAR STRINGS, LEADS, TAPES,

AND A WHOLE LOT MORE
GREAT DEALS ON ALL BOSS PEDALS

ALSO IN STOCK GREAT NEW KORG AS EFFECTS UNIT.

Chelmsford
Great New Store !

10 Mins from M25, (.111NC 28 Al2)
Loads of free parking,

30 Mins by train from Liverpool St.,
Massive Hi -tech selection,

Treat yourself to a new experience

MON- FRI 10-6PM, SATURDAY 10-5.30PM

MUSIC CONNECTIONS
Chelford Court,
Robjohns Road,

Chelmsford, Essex CM1 3AG
Tel: 0245 354777

Fax: 0245 355007
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THE ORIGINAL STEREO recording
technique involved a pair of identical
microphones crossed at 90 degrees.
While this process records the ambience

of the recording environment, it's often
too imprecise to locate specific
instruments. Better localisation is

obtained by individually recording each
instrument - as in present multitrack
practice. The recording then has to be
treated with reverberation to recreate the

ambience of a "real" acoustic
environment. This is necessary because

the panning of each instrument only
moves it around within the stereo image;

the "depth" of that image has to be
artificially created.

Over 30 years ago, the idea of accurate

binaural recording was investigated.
Analysis was made of the way in which the

human ear responds to sound by the use

of a dummy head with microphones
inserted where the ears would be. This
facilitates faithful sound recording as long

as reproduction is achieved using
headphones. One exponent of this
technique was Hugo Zucherelli, who used

a dummy head fitted not only with
microphones for the ears, but also with
transducers to pick up the vibrations
through the skull's bone formation.
"Holophonics", as he called his

technology, was used on various early
1980s recordings from Pink Floyd and the

Cure. However, there were problems in

getting binaural recordings to sound
correct on a loudspeaker system, which is

why the idea never really caught on.

In part this is due to "transaural
effects". These occur only when you listen

to sound via loudspeakers; due to the
dissipation of sound in the air, your right
ear not only gets the signal from the right

speaker but also part of the signal from
the left speaker. With a binaural recording,

this crosstalk destroys the integrity of the

image, which is dependent on the correct

component of the signal being heard by
each ear.

While the use of a dummy head allows

reasonable accuracy in the recording of
data for the creation of binaural recording,

using humans gives more accurate results

(due to our composition and the manner in

which we absorb sound). By locating
microphones in the ear canals it's possible

to analyse the results using a Fast Fourier

Transform (FFT) and to create a database

of characteristics of sound depending on

the position of the sound source.

Roland's solution to the transaural
problem is to transmit an out -of -phase

version of the right-hand signal from the
left-hand speaker with a compensating
time delay, and a delayed, out -of -phase,

right-hand signal from the left. Without
delving too far into the technical aspects,

the attributes of the binaural database are

programmed into a Digital Signal

Processor (DSP) chip which, along with the

transaural compensation processor, then

alters incoming sound to produce the RSS

psychoacoustic effect.

One shortcoming of RSS, and indeed

any binaural system, is that to receive the

full effect of the recording, there is a
specific listening position at which the
recording will be most graphic in its aural

illusion. This position is on the bisection

of the lines of the speakers, and such that

there is an angle of 60 degrees between

the speakers. At this point the time delay

for the transaural compensation is
optimised. Acceptable results can be
heard at most other positions on the
bisector, but results are less convincing if

the listener is off this line.

ROLAND RSS
THE COMPLETE SYSTEM comprises three

elements; the RSS-8048 Sound Space
Processor, two ADA-8024 analogue -digital -

analogue converters and SCC-8004 Sound

Space Controller. The RSS-8048 is
capable of processing up to four
independent signals, each of which then

require stereo outputs; consequently, the

ADA-8024 has two analogue inputs, one

output and two input digital (optical)
connections and two pairs of stereo
analogue outputs with rear -panel switches

for emphasis on/off and sampling
frequency selection (44.1kHz/48kHz).
They also offer the best digital quality
currently available, with 18 -bit linear
analogue -digital and 20 -bit linear digital -

analogue conversions. The RSS-8048 is

also on the leading edge of current
technology with 24 -bit signal processing.

The simplicity of the front panels of both
the processor and converters bely the
power within - only input level meters and

status LEDs for the sampling rate and
emphasis are visible on the ADA-8024,
while the RSS-8048 simply has the remote

channel number.

Control over the power within the
system is exercised through the SCC-8004

remote controller, a most futuristic -looking

device which can actually control up to 16

different RSS-8048s by the use of
different remote ID numbers.

The way in which RSS is used to
facilitate full control over the positioning of

the processed signal can be considered

as follows: if you imagine that you are
seated at the centre of the earth, you
need control over two aspects of the
sound position. The height of the source

above or below you puts the signal onto a

circle (effectively latitude) around which it

can travel, so you also need to know its

position on that circle. The height is
termed Elevation while the position within

the circle is the Azimuth; there are four
sets of rotary controls for these on the
controller, one set for each channel.

As rotaries go, these are the business.

Perfectly smooth in rotation, they are
unlikely to be mechanical, especially
bearing in mind their accuracy; I'd be
prepared to bet that they are operated by

optical vanes. They resemble large alpha

wheels - a Roland speciality - around which

there are 36 LEDs split between red and

green; the colour shows when you have
changed the sense of movement. In the

case of Elevation this will be from top to
bottom, while for Azimuth this shows
change from front to rear. The actual
position of the wheel is far more accurate;

a change of position is transmitted to the

processor every three degrees, giving 120

possible positions.

Above each channel is an accurate, 12 -

segment bar meter showing the operating

level in dBs below clipping. While the four

channels can each be run independently,

it's also possible to work them in stereo

pairs with either of the controls acting for
both. For instance, you could take a stereo

drum image and effect both sides of the

signal by rotating one or other of the pair
of controls. This is true for either the
Azimuth or Elevation rotaries. This stereo

facility is brought into operation by
pressing the Link button. There is also the

facility to have the rotaries acting in
different directions; one clockwise, the
other anti -clockwise. This is activated by

pressing the Mode button while using the

Link function.

RSS AND MIDI
THE ONLY OTHER button of real interest

on the remote is the Send button. This
transmits the current positions of all eight

rotaries via MIDI. While RSS operates in

the digital domain, all movements of the
rotaries - and hence the position of
sounds in the three-dimensional sound
field - can be recorded on a MIDI
sequencer, which then recreates their
movements on playback. Roland have
decided to use a feature which is rarely
used on MIDI devices; Polyphonic
Aftertouch. Few keyboards transmit this,

and even fewer sound modules recognise
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AUDIOTRAX
hard disk recording

and sequencing

U D I O T R A X TM
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0

£199

0

-"satsovein."'

SIMULTANEOUS

HARD DISK

RECORDING

AND MIDI

SEQUENCING

ON THE

APPLE

MACINTOSH

COMPUTER

FOR AN

UNBEATABLE

£199

FOR MORE

INFORMATION

MCMXCIX

708A

ABBEY ROAD

TUDOR ESTATE

LONDON

NW10 7UW

FAX:

081 963 0624

PASNI0( F

MACKIE DESIGNS
CR 1604

HIGH HEADROOM LOW NO.:,E 1, CHANNEL MIXER
THE HOTTEST MI: AROUND

TO CHECK OUT THE NEW MACKIE DES1);11f' I

FAVOI1RITE DEALER.

,
11.51152, ing, is pia', !"...

log) , 1,-17 n-ounrub,,, re,atinni
isr Illho.

MACKIE DES1,::

Ampsound
Axis Audio
B.E.M.

Ctrl 0bro
Carlsbro

Carlsbro
Carlsbro
Carlsbro
Carlsbro

Manche I,n

London
Eirmingho,
Dolby
Leeds
Leicester
MrInstield
Norwich

Carlsbro Nottingham:

SheffieldCarLsbro

Carlsbro Stoke -on 'Iron'
C.C. Music Glasgow
Future Music Southanptr
Larking Audio Hitchin
Music Connections Chelsea
Music Connections ChelDIStoi,
Roper & Woyman
Stirling Indio
Syst,ms Workshop

Turnkey

pr,ant_ve.

:wilt PRESS: Full MIDI automation

NEW: CR 1202 oompor.t vertdon 1.2-2 sister isitb. phint,s,1 n r I -HI

ins, 'CAT.

THE SAMPLE -CD SERI RODUCERS
/ ARTISTS / DJ's / PRO eRs ivMIXERS

1.0 0 SAMPLES
DISC

AST SAMpLING * 99 TRACE P.D INDEXES

ED STRAIT ALIAS r' RHYTHM KING)

: An artist w ODUCED dance

ese new Cgs:

V..fgaslas)  No 6 OF
144-4 90 MAN MA

UK Dance
K Darn, Sing

DIGITAL %,

SOUNDS LEV L- MA

PRODUCE TECH

A/K/A JACK 'N' CHI

HITS that speaks v

1988 "JACK THAT
V. Naslas) a No.
(Gallup) "DENKIMI
1991 "ANIMAL SH
solo)  No. 3 Dance

In pursuit of this so
pr,Itudinn and non
1000 samples ! and
(MUSIC TECHN(
producers and rent
ARE THE FR
AVAILABLE

:d the

Ins
'9 as

'ugh!
I) MOS

EATIN THE HEAT" (with
o. 10 UK Dance Singles

INTO TIME" (debut album,

"*.1).1 NI FROM THE FRONTLINE"
led tot that loan N of the tor)d's top

e bark r. gerlv requesting Vols 2 & 1. THESE
-ATIN'ELY INSPIRING DANCF SOUNDS

PULL DOC111'31 Ninees' rely useful samplt -rat,I .or . 1 a.) tuning 01 :Ins
lweakbeat precisely k+ any e.g. S I 000)

Already much sought-after professionals...
> > > DATAFILE ONE < <

* Over 60 Breakheats * 100's Vocal hooks * Synth dub and sub basses tit Tons of dance -

orientated percussion including: * Classic TR808/TR909/TR727 drum kits * Techno/electro
heats + pieces * Scratches * Over 100 original Drop -ins * EX/Aliens/Robots * Oriental
vocals * Ethnic flutes/instruments * Ambient fx * Stabs * Many more unique one -offs
"Unreservedly excellent an unbelievably valuable addition to your sample library...the
definitive dance sample CD" MUSIC TECHNOLOGY AUG '91
" An exceptional and extremely useful product...an invaluable tool for the professional sound
technician" - DJ MAGAZINE JULY '91. "STRATTON KNOWS his business...if the quality
of Datafile One's sounds is anything to go by, Volumes 2 & 3 should be unmissable" -
INTERNATIONAL MUSICIAN AUG '91 "Incredible! The only word needed to describe the
greatest sampling tool ever released to the public....vocals so fierce you have to hear them for
yourself...most of the voice samples I've never heard anywhere before...whether your a producer,
remixer, engineer or a DJ with a sampler, this disc is a must for your sample collection" - DMR
"DANCE MUSIC REPORT" USA

And now available, an equally deadly selection...
> > > DATAFILE TWO < <

* Over 100 Breakbeats * Over 150 Soulful Vocal hooks / ad-libs / FX * Kraftwerk-style
eleetro percussion * 40 choice basses incl. Juno 106 and SH 101 * Guitar breaks + FX * Sci-
fi / Techno FX / robots * Roland R8 & Alesis HR1613 kits * Complete human beatbox * Stabs
* Ambient FX incl. Whalesongs / birds / film atmospherics * Industrial perc. / FX * halo -
house piano * Automotive FX / horn blasts * Drop -ins *

"The same combination of rawness, cheekiness and honesty which made Datafile One so
appealing. In fact, it complements Datafile One very effectively" - MUSIC TECHNOLOGY
DEC '91. "The Datafile CDs provide the samplist with all the raw material needed to assemble
Iwuse or techno tracks to a very high standard...given Ed Stratton's ear for what works, the

-.11ile CDs area near -essential purchase if dance music's your game" - SOUND ON SOUND
NO \ '91. "A jigsaw puz:le that could be assembled in a large variety of ways with the pictures
always making sense" - MUSIC TECHNOLOGY AUG '91 "Together these discs represent the
most comprehensive dance sample resource currently in circulation - MUSIC TECHNOLOGY
OCT '91.
"The vocals & FX are even more powerful...) saved plenty of my best stuff for 2 & 3...." -
MAN MACHINE.

COMING SOON THE FINAL CHAPTER...

> > > DATAFILE THREE e <
* MORE SOUNDS TO BLOW THE B",'S OFF A RHINO AT 100 PACES...(ALL
x(STING CUSTOMERS WILL BE SENT INFO & ORDER -FORM AHEAD OF

RELEASE)
ZERO -G: THE RESULT OF
FOR HOUSE / RAP / SOUL II
110W IMPORTANT GOODS)
BIG DIFFERENCE TO 1,
nil NI Op HP \ pi! IV

CALL : 0442 8 706 81 FOR VISA/MASTERCARD ORDERS OR POST / FAX DETAILS :

Please send ... copies of ZERO -G DATAFILE ONE at £49.95 each inclusive
copies of ZERC:1-G, DATAFILE TWO at £49.95 each inc

(International orders : Add £5.00 for ex irmail/handling

mad E + SPACE"

eques : allow 7 extra days for clearance) or :Please debit my ACCESS-- VISA ----MASTERCARD

er: _ Expiry date:
(Capitals): Initials Surname

ESS (CAPITALS):

_Postcode

ONE ORDERS: (L

NING: DATAFILE ONE was the world's first dance sample -CD (released May '91). At
least one other sample CD has appeared containing stolen original ZERO -G.
samples. Do not fall into the trap of buying the same samples twice !



- it. Polyphonic Aftertouch allows different

values of aftertouch for individual notes,

as opposed to Channel Aftertouch, which

usually averages the total pressure
currently being exerted on notes being
played.

The MIDI Note number corresponds to

the Azimuth position, with the 120 notes
between C-2 and B7 being used, while the

pressure value is used for Elevation, with

values between 0-119 being used here.
The use of 120 values of MIDI information

means that the resolution of the rotary
controls is kept on playback of movements

via MIDI - an important point. The system

requires a two-way (handshake) MIDI
connection; the return of the MIDI data

from the sequencer via playback or a
"soft" Thru is used to show the current
rotary positions via the LEDs; without the

MIDI return connection to the Controller,
the LEDs don't light up.

There is a fundamental problem
regarding the use of poly aftertouch in this

manner; you can't individually record
Azimuth and Elevation on separate takes

of the sequencer. Both sets of information

for one channel have to be recorded via
MIDI in one take. And with the high
resolution of the rotaries, this is awkward
to say the least. It would have been more

sensible to have either used a couple of
undefined MIDI Controllers or, even better,

Non -Registered Parameter Numbers which

exist specifically for this kind of situation.

Perhaps Roland will change this in the
future.

IN USE
AS ALL MONITORING systems are
different, there is a setup procedure to
follow when first installing RSS into a
system. Using a hidden mode, a

continuous sound playing back from the

speakers is used to set the Level of Effect

and Crosstalk Cancellation Angle. The
former adjusts the level of direct signal,
while the latter is used to fix the outer
limits of the Azimuth. Once completed, the

settings are sent to the Processor and
remain in memory until changed again. The

RSS system is then ready for use.

RSS is certainly mixer -channel hungry,

requiring four sends and eight returns. The

sends can be via auxiliary outputs or
individual channel direct outputs, the input

and output levels of the ADA-8024 being

set at +4dBm. Having set the returns on
the desk, it's then a matter of fishing
through the audio signals to find those on
which RSS has the required effect. This
may be a dramatic result, such as moving

a sound around a complete circle with the

Azimuth control, moving a solo instrument

through a figure of eight using Link and
Mode or simply a widening of the stereo

image by lifting the Elevation a little and
setting the Azimuth to create additional

width beyond the speakers.

Different types of sound respond to RSS

treatment in different ways. To my ear,
those with high -frequency content tend to

work least well - hi -hat, cabasa, cymbals

and the like can be disappointing. Kerry
Hopwood - engineer for Tim Simenon
(whose single 'Winter in July' was recently

used to premiere RSS on BBC's

Tomorrow's World programme) - suggested

that it was the more harmonically complex

sounds which gave him problems.

Whatever your impression of RSS-
treated material, the effects are due to the

fact that the treatment changes the tonal

colouration of a sound as it moves it
around; the greater the high -frequency
content, the more I become aware of that

tonal change. This type of change does
occur in real life, however. If you stretch an

arm above your head and click your fingers

and then slowly bring your arm down in an

arc continuing to make the same sound as

you go, you'll find that the tone of the click

changes. Roland have attempted to
duplicate this effect, but the tonal changes

are currently too severe for my tastes. This

is an area which is being investigated; if

Roland can get this right, then RSS may

well be able to manipulate all types of
sound with equal success. However, it's
worth bearing in mind that a severe change

in tone only occurs when RSS is being
used to its extreme; the same can be said

of aural exciters and other enhancers,
although I'm not implying that such devices

could synthesise the RSS effect.

RSS seems to be at its most effective

when operating on sounds free of reverb or

other effects. This could be because the

reverb effect is restricted to the normal
stereo image and so attempts to pull the
sound back into the stereo image. One
interesting effect is to put the reverb from

a sound through two channels of RSS, one

side moved to the furthest left while the
other is just pulled slightly to the right. This

assymetrical placing is quite off-putting
and certainly enhances the stereo image

effectively. A similar effect on a piano or
other stereo -panned instrument is equally

dramatic.

Slowly -moving sounds benefit most from

RSS; you can clearly visualise a position

associated with the movement. However,

the precise positions of movement are very

much down to individual inter-pretation.
Some will clearly hear a sound moving
behind them, while others will just hear it
moving over their shoulder. Either way, the

sound certainly moves outside of the
confines of the stereo image. When I first

heard a demonstration of RSS, I heard a

buzzing sound coming some metres from

behind my head - and then realised that my

back was against a brick wall...

The MIDI side of RSS is in many ways a

bonus. The ability to be able to concentrate

on a particular part of a mix, record it to a

sequencer and then continue, safe in the

knowledge that the movements just made

will not need to be recreated at mixdown,

is reassuring to say the least.

Finally, RSS appears to playback well via

a monophonic system, and it is this aspect

which augurs well for its future TV and
radio usage.

VERDICT
THE COST OF the complete RSS system

hasn't been mentioned. It's £25,300 (if
you need to ask whether this includes VAT,

you can't afford the system; actually the

price is exclusive of VAT). I don't think
many studios will be adding RSS to their

armoury, but a day's hire for RSS to be
used on a final mix isn't out of the
question. The current system is very easy

to use; you can be connected and up and

running within an hour.

You should soon be able to decide how

well the system works for yourself - if you

haven't already. There are now several

recordings available which have used RSS

and these include Bomb the Bass' Winter

In July'. The b -side of the follow-up, 'The

Air You Breathe', is called 'Liquid Metal'

and RSS is heavily used on this too.
'Spiritual High' by Moodswings featuring

Chrissie Hynde, uses RSS, while on the
album side there is Cooltide by John
Martyn, Flashpoint by the Rolling Stones

(their producer, Chris Kimsey, was one of

the first people to use the 1990 prototype)

and the forthcoming Swing Out Sister
album. Perhaps the best opportunity to
check out the musical uses of RSS for
yourself is on the sample CD Pascal
Gabriel's Dance Samples (reviewed MT,
December '91), which has a section of
treated sounds which you can sample and

try in the context of your own songs.

With a company like Roland behind
RSS, it's likely to have a healthy future.
With stereo TV receivers quickly becoming

a domestic standard, film soundtracks
may be one of the beneficiaries of RSS.

Three-D radio adverts are another realistic

possibility for the near future - the next
time you think that the rear speakers in
your car are performing particularly well,

just remember that you haven't actually
got any.
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cnrnkey

Authorised Dealer

We are now an Authorised Apple
dealer, one of only two in the music
industry.
In practice, direct supply from Apple
U.K. means:
 A Full Apple range of products from
Classic & Stylewriter, to FX &
Laserwriter in stock at all times, to
compliment all the relevant Macintosh
music products, from basic
sequencers & interfaces up to
Digidesign's new Pro Tools system
 Apple trained personnel. Many years
of Macintosh digital audio experience,
now combined with support in the
areas of networking, system software
etc...
 On site service, factory supported
warranties
 Rapid availability
 Fully equipped training room
 Modem 'Apple Link' direct to Apple
U.K.
 As an authorised dealer we are not
able to supply Apple computers by
mail order.

SPIRIT STUDIO
Almost everyone involved in music
production at some stage dreams of
owning a Soundcraft console. The
legendary sound quality, reliability and
ease of use, means a Soundcraft
equipped studio must be taken
seriously.
A minor miracle has been performed,
using the world's most advanced
production technology, and
revolutionary manufacturing techniques,
to bring you Soundcraft quality at a
previously unimaginable price.
SPIRIT STUDIO is designed for all

types of multi -track from 8 to 24 track.
Turnkey has an unparalleled 10 years
experience with the brand & as central
London's exclusive dealer for SPIRIT
we offer a complete sales package.
From advice, finance & installation to a
quality of after sales backup that stems
from many years experience with the
brand.
We are packaging SPIRIT consoles

with both Fostex & Tascam multitrack, &
as the U.K.'s largest supplier of MIDI
equipment we are ideally placed to
integrate them into the heart of your
MIDI based studio.
SPIRIT...at last affordable excellence...

Affor
Soundcraft

114-116 CHARING CROSS RD.,

LONDON. WC2H ODT

(Opposite Foyles Bookshop and 100
yards from Tottenham Court Rd Tube)

Tel. 071-4341365 / 071-240-2041
071-379 5148 / Fax : 071-379 0093

Roland
SliC-1118

AKAI
n

Soundcrdfr
3',ri/noWer' nwmorJBL lqzpsac=
lensonn ALESIS SONY1

SPECIAL OFFERS CLASSIFIED SPECIAL OFFERS

FOSIBC YAMAHA TASCAM
iiRr. clIDX Stausflitch

311r2r2M

RHODES MK60 weighted piano
seat acoustic & electric .iano sounds £51
SECK 1282/1882

8 / 16 track
recording consoles

Due to increased production costs the SECK range of consoles is
now too expensive to produce, and has therefore been discontinued

Each channel has
a longthrow
(10Ornm) fader, 4

duxiliaries and
al inputs both

of which can be
used at once,
giving up to 24/36

P B-
3 band custom profiled equalisation, sweepable 201 mid with EC) also
on four auxiliary returns. Insert lacks on each channel and on the 8

boortoups. a480 phantom powering on XLRs. comprehensive soloing
,drag all sends & returns, multi -mode LED meters. buort in talkback
0, to six aux busses and several monitoring options. Ergonomic
on and rugged noise -cancelling steel- - - gsergc 12:8:2

construction gives excellent hum 7.1J4u ex VAT
en. and is uniquely light and portable £10 Pol.
bulk -in carrying handle. This exclusive NEW BOXED
represents the last chance to acquire 18:8:2these pro -facility desks and at an £825 ex VAT

.rteous reduction ClOP0P
R.P.1282 - £1299 1582 . C1799 NEW BOXED

ATARI 1040 + C -LAB Creator + POAmouse + SM-124 Monitor

ART MULTIVERB LT EFFECTS PROCESSORefing.0 :21tidir"1273
REVERBS from

.Rellec -'..: coo and Live Vocals, huge Halls (up to 25
nci decays .or 1 ail in a wide range from warm to bnght. to
.orse and 20 various Gated/Companded Gated. Stereo FLANGE

) CHORUS. ECHOS and MULTI -TAP DELAYS. STEREO
,311,10. PAN and SPECIAL EFFECTS.  COMBINE UP TO THREE

.itaneous effects  16 bit, full bandvadth processing, 80dB dynamic
;o, (extremely quiet)  Great MIDI spec: MIDI PROG numbers
unable to any program, 16 MIDI channels or OMNI. compile your

..., patches etc. Control from kbd. or sect or use punch or MIDI
',witch for program advance or random selection respectively  19'

mounting
, EXCLUSIVE offer represents an

plus VATaeatable opportunity to purchase a £139 including
o.tifully natural sounding commercial carnage
,ry reverb at a fraction of the cost
bxpect to sell out very quickly. NEW BOXED

R.P. 0345

ATARI 1040 +C-LABNotator+ POAmouse 4- SM-124 Monitor

STUDIO RESEARCH KEYBOARD/ UVE
RECORDING MIXERS

Remarkable range of professional
stereo (in to 2)

consoles.
Available in 6, 12

and 16 channel
versions, Very quiet,

great sunding EO,
rugged steel constructor

for good shielding etc.
Each channel has 1/4' line

and XLR balanced input. pin, high, mid and low EQ, 2 auxiliaries,
pan and tone.throw fader  Auxiliary master gain, EO and pan. Bar
graph metenng, headphone monconng The range of applications for
stereo mixers is growing fast. eo Multi drum -

machine mixing  Lye/Main submixina
(12 channel 700W PA system,
complete for under E900) Y.'` 6:2 £169 VATAtari/synth arrangements direct to
DAT for CD quality demos. Available
at a fraction of the list price 12.2£259 AT
Exclusive. Ltd stocks.
Includes FREE rn 'n"°ri rig 16:2 £319 v'AXy
headphones and 24hr carnage

NEW BOXED

ATARI 1040 + Steinberg Cubase £699
+ mouse + SM-124 Monitor

CHEETAH sx-16 16 BIT STEREO SAMPLER
WITH 8 SEPARATE OUTS

Scoop purchase
Vi4 makes this the

cheapest 16 tin stereo sampler and Is cheaper than most 12 bit mono
machines. Sample up to 48kHz In stereo, playback through up to 8
separate audio outputs, 512k base memory with optional 2 Meg
expansion, disk dtive compatible with Aka! 51000. 5950. 5900. Lynex
disks MD only). Optional TV modulator for EX VAT
graphic waveform editing. Scrub facility to u eo
allows 'scratching' of samples with the mod NEW

wheel. End of line clearance. ARP 799 BOXED

KORG M3R Synth Drum expander
with best of M1 al sounds and 33 FX £499
TASCAM PORTA2HS PORINPUTTAS111010

TInhdee penPdoernt ch2annI;Ss ehaacsh wsii.x

separate EO and Auxiliary send.
It runs at high speed all
important for producing good
demo quality tapes. All four
audio tracks can be recorded
onto somultaneously with dbx
noise reduction and monitored

wa their own vu meters and a separate input for ONCE ONLY OFFER
sync is availble. Strictly limited quantities. Our EX VAT
tiller includes free Mic. headphones, tapes, 029 P&P
cleaner/demagnetiser and cables. RAP 0599

NEW BOXED

ART MULTIVERB III exclusive £22920kHz 4 FX at once, .erformance MIDI

ROLAND CM -32 samorr.PurEEsrzERTNTR°LLEmoDuLE D

 - Ytiat Be EA rmdous't ve en I %ffley'based on

the legendary 13110.
(Exactly the same sound
spec except there are 33

sounds) LA synthesis gives you a choice of sampled and
-ies,zed sounds, the same combination as the highly aclatmed D50.

library of sounds can be downloaded
HIDI - expensive ROM cards are not EXCLUSIVE PRICE

Fostex 4050
Sansui MDR]
Foster MTC-1

TOyan,..M.OsNila.RSr

Jy Lm ,o an o

0150
s t

JBL Control 5 s/h
JBL Control 10 e d

40% OFF  SECOND
SYNTHESIZERS Stberg Cubase New [285
Cheetah MS6 £212 Sianhag Cubeat C89

Ensomo VFX.SD £899 Steinberg Mdex Plus C299
Ensonr SO NEW E1021 C.LAB Creator £260
Ensomq SOR.. C639 CLAB Rotator £399
EV51 editor E159 Alan Mega 4 a Mon 0525
Kowa o KIMk2 E339 Atari 1040STE . Mon
Kawy K1R E219 mouse  Pro24 VIII C449
KaWai K4 NEW E4.29 . C -LAB Creator C590

Kew. K4R NEW £339 CLABNotator C715

Kasai Spectra NEW £299 Steinberg Cuba. 0699
Korg MI f749 . Steinberg Cubeat £549
Korg M3R £450

Yamaha 0100 7 band stereo graphic - C49!

Yamaha Deals
SY77 CPOA
SY55 CPOA
SY22 CPOA
TG55 CPOA

Korg T3 s h C1295
MIRek IT3 rack) £899
Korg Wavestahon C750
Roland oh 0309 Alesis ME0230NEWC195

Roland D110 s h t295 Alesis microyerb II £86

Roland 10800 £1099 Alesis rnicroverb Eros

Roland D70 sh 0800 micmcomP £75

EFFECTS
Art 1E0 Mid EC/ f249
AlesosOuadraverb 0260
Alesis Gale C86

Alesis Limiter C86

RUE Sonic Maximizers
SPECIAL OFFER PRICES

411, 32214220 /822A

8 Meg boards for 01000 / 01100 - only C399
Roland 010 s/h £259
Roland D20 0495
Waldorf MicroWave £500
Yamaha SY77 C11130

Yamaha SY55 E499
Yamaha SY22 C425
Yamaha TG77 £799
Yamaha TG55 £299
Yamaha TG33 £299

Alesis MIDIVerbIll E185
ART Multrverb3 £229
ART SGE II £385
Aphey type C s/h C143
Boss SE50 Barest UK price
Boss RV1000 £99
Lexicon LXP1/5 C295
Symmetrix 511 EPOA
Yamaha SPX900 C413

SAMPLERS/PLAYERS Yamaha SP.1000 £599
SyOuest R45 Fl Dsk (449 Y44,04 EMP100 07e
Aka, 5900 on £599 Yamaha FX500 sal £212

Aky 5950 ex hire CPOA Yamaha RW° £99

JBL G734 1 5h 400W cab £259
6950 750A card C115
SI000 SyOuest £2299
Akat 51000 CPOA
51000KB C1850
S1100 E D EPOA
51000 HD CPOA
S1000 2M cards s/h 0134
510008 meg card £399 Yam GC20200 NEW 0150

E -mu Proteus/1 (490 PORTA STUDIOS
E -mu Proteus/1XR £640

pro,eu,2 Tascam 488 8 trk CPOA
Tascam 688 CPOA

E -mu Pooteust2XR £895
Tascam 644 CPOA

Ebou E -max II E1199
Tascam Porta 05 CPOA

Ensonn EPS-160 01490

Yamaha GSP100 C50

crPotetdcsapFREErrc.
hchabb taxa crticisderre9

den. elorst pat

Studiomaster MA36 MIDI Analyzer - 219
Ensondt EPS.16R £1532

Tascam Porta 03 CPOA
Roland W30 NEW 01020
Roland W30 used C099

Tscarn voT CPOA
Foster CPOA

Roland U20 demo C575
Faster 280 CPOA

Rhodes 760
"ORoland U110 £339

Sansui
w,O,

Roland U220 used £382 r"5
Yamaha MT3X

MOTHER KBDS 1175

Roland PC200 £112
Aka! MX76 13/16/24 TRACK
Roland A80 NEW C999 "'Hee' See'r'" 02850Roland

Asa NEW Akai ADAM C7500
Re Secx1282 £1599

Cheetah Master 7P £575
Cheetah Master 5V £237

PIANO KBD/MOOS
Rhodes MK60 NEW C510
Rhodes MK80 £999
Roland RE/300S £865
Yamaha PF85 0599
Emu Prolormance, C250
Emu Proformanc.05290

DRUM MACHINES
Aka MPC60 Mk 1 £1249
Ales. HR1. C140

Foot R8 P Line1648 C1999
TSR8 Seck1882 £2399
TSR8 Pline 16/4/8 02599
StudiomasterDesks

Mixdovun 16/4/8 (999
Mixdown 16/8/16 01299
Prolme 16/8/16 C1250
Proline 16/4/8 £949

Fostex R8 CPOA
Fostex Model 80 C699
Tascam TSR8 CPOA
Fostex B1E C1750
Fostx E16 GddSealC2499

Roland U220s here at last - 0425 NEW

Alesis HR16B £150
Alesis SR16 NEW £255
KORG 0.3 new £525
Boss DR550 Er 26
Roland R8 s/h £299
Roland R8M £330
Roland R5 £199
Roland SPD8 051
Roland PAD80 Mkt C212
SirornonsTrixerNew £499

SEOUENCERS
Aka ASOIO £599
Ales. MMT8 NEW C239
Alesis Dalad,sk 0297

Fostex G16 [PIA
Tascam MSR16S CPOA
Tascam MSR24S [PIA

OTHER MIXERS
Tascam MM1 20/2 [PM
Fostex 2016 16/2 CPOA
Fostex 454 CPOA
Fostex 812 CPOA
Ales. 16/2/2 0553
Sack 1282 £499
Seek 1882 £799

MASTERING / DAT

 sis MMT-8 Sequencer NEW C239

Kawai 080 £375
Roland MC50 C370
Roland M030 0849
Cheetah M08 demo £79

COMPUTERS
SOFTWARE

Cakewalk 4.0 tor PC £99
Cadenza 2 5 for PC £129
Encore Mac or PC £389
Mastertracks Pm 3.95
(tor Windows 3.0) C249
Music Quest range £Call

Philips Notebook PC
Cakewalk Sequencer

MIdIator interface
All for only 0675 !

Coda Ftnale Mac/PC £549
OpCode Vision 1.3 C349
OpCode E2 Vision £85
OpCode Mac/MIDI I/F C47
Magnlosh Classic FD

I/F a EZ Vision C659
Macintosh Classic 2. I/F D.J. PRODUCER
+Vision or Performert1199 Numark 1975 viz £799

Sony DTC1000 0695
Sony DTC55 0425
Sony TCD D3 NEW £450
Tascam DA30 C899
CASIO DA7 NEW £425
Fostex E2 ture/codetP0A
Tascam 103 3-headEPOA
ReVoxl3TIMMI £699

SYNCHRONISERS
XRI 300 0159
Fostex 4010 C299
Fostex 4020 £299
Fostex 4030 '3 left" £399

£210
C69

CPOA

£149
C129
0125
C149
C519

MAIL ORDER DEPARTMENT = "'AC

ALESIS OUADRAVERB + £260
Multi effects .rocessor BRAND NEW

EVOLUTION EVS1
S,,YoN.TuHL N D

last, a 16 hi
Allitap.o

4

l module
broken the

banter If you're on a tont budget. there's no longer any need .

up with the noisy. low bandwidth sounds 0000 other budget mod,.
offer. The EVS-1 generates all ds sounds with CD courtly (16 bit 44.1
kHz) The EVS-1 is several &Harem synths in one. A semi:de-0.M,
a fat analog synth (subtractive). and various additive synthesizers
(Phase Modulation like the VZ-1, Ring Mod like the 13-50, FM and WM
- All types of synthesis can be used simultaneously). A single EVS-1
can replace a whole rack full of different modules anything from lush
analog strings, raw -power basslines, exotic digital timbres etc...
Features include 8 part multi-timbrality  never less than 16 notes
poly  power -drum kit including Latin Sounds as well as conventional
kits  FREE editor/librarian software which runs as a desk.accessory
on Alan ST computers. allowing quick and easy tweaking of sounds
as you write themusic. 19' rackmount.
Unrepeatable opportunity to purchase very EXCLUSIVE OFFER
expensive sound quality with the multi- EX. VAT
channel spec for sequencing at a ncliculous£169
pnce. Strictly limited quantrly. R.R.P. £299 NEW BOXED

ALESIS MIDIVERB 3 NEWc £185
Simultaneous Multi effects .rocessor

Roland D-20 Za:tr,;:rhurra%kanve
I Ile keyboard which which made .

courkstation concept a reality, and 51,1
best value for money for people ten,

every s.g.writing 1001in one box. The 11
gives you a drum -machine, a reverb. a n'
timbre! synthesizer. an 8 track sequenceo

a 3.9 inch disk drive in a compact key,
who. can easily be taken on the road. Fully prograrnm.,
synthesizer with built in Time Vananl Filters, Amplfiers ant .

functions.  Mix PCM samples with fat. analog waveforms to co
rich and accurate sounds  128 Presets/64 user memories 0

any combination of PCM and synthesized sound partials. -

board digital reverts algorithms with decay and level parameter:-
each patch  63 sampled drum sounds with separate drum Mac 
sequencer Including 84 preset and 64 user patterns. 6 t
Sequencer with 10,000 event storage capacity. offers easy I. h
machine style recording. We have EX N/A--
secured the last ever batch of these Lout, ADD too

best-selling wOrksta lions al an carriage
unbelievable price. R rlFW BOXED

YAMAHA SY22 vector synthesizer £549eas to r ram, sounds areal, FX

JL COOPER PPS -100 SMPTE/MIDI
Synchroniser

ALL SMPTE FORMATS 
MIDI TIME CODE AND SP
POINTERS  PROGRAM
CUES AND

PROGRAMMABLE TEMPO CHANGES  UNIQUE RECORDER
PUNCH IN/OUT CONTROL. Although this unit lists at over £500 it is

probably the most comprehensive and up to
elate unit at any less than £2000. Al our SCOOP PRICE

price it costs less than the most basic FSK
devices, making ft cheap enough even for 4 £129 XI
track.R.R.P. C525

ROLAND U20 RSPCM keyboard

30 note .01 , .real ctrl ke bd, FX drums £649
EMUwl TB.1 Tr 3.2E LEGENDARYEEMLT..L.EUND

EMAX II 32 audio

EXCI IISIVE channels  16
note poly in
stereo  18-1Y1

conver..

d
!tering

and quality)  4 stereo p.1
separate outputs  3 stereo effects -loops  SCS,

RS422 interfaces as standard, giving access to our vast Eat
available in store on floppy. SyCluest and CD-ROM and al a
remarkable £1.99 per disk from our 24 hr meil.order copying service 
The RS -422 allows instant sample dump into Alchemy'. or Sound
Designer.  3 distinct types of synthesis subtractive, addawe and
Transform multiplication Any one of these gives more sonic.polenttal
than most top-ol-the.range synths. For all those Ern.. owners, the
Emax11 will convert all your old disks! EXCLUSIVE OFFER
This offer represents a unique EX VAT
opportunity to get the legendary E -mu £1349 NEW
sounds at a fraction of the normal once. BOXED
Hurry. these will sell out very quickly

ROLAND JX1 performance synth
Quick and eas to use - 24 bit sounds £255

enclosure. Unbelievable pose

STUDIO RESEARCH 8 or 12 CH 500W
PA SYSTEM

Studio Research 12 2PX
MoterAmp 500w. 12 XLFl/Lone .

inputs. 3 -band E0 and 2 aux per
channel. Fan cooled 2 X Studio
Research (UK -made Fane
drivers)

12 CM

15rn'". £699 EX VAT
£18 P.P

°91,6 ln NEW BOXED
bss-

re'e" £599 EXIAT
C18 PvP

NEW BOXED

KAWAI K4 mutt-timbral 16 bit

thital s thesizer, BRAND NEW £425
MAXAMP 2 WAY STEREO POWERED

MONITOR SYSTEM
Superb sounding stereo monitors with
bolt in 30w amp. Decent sized two
ay ported enclosures (not to be

confused with 'micro monitoral give
ample bass response ideal for small
studios I portastudios. Wooden finish,

es with

15
EX VAT

speaker £18 P.P
NEW

Money back if not 100% satisfied. BOXEDBOXED

..ssary. 9 Pan mull)-timbral, 32 partial ON003S EX VAT 0
 0% interest free crew is available on selected items. (interest 'mann))

_oonic Eels or control from keyboard or £139 .C9 dd0 /00t7 credrt is available on all items) both subject to status. Soho
doter (Mac. PC or Atan). We have the last P&P

NEW ALL PRICES EXCLUDE VAT Mt 097. -
ME ME MI

NAME & ADDRESS

.unable units. R.R.P. £385
Soundhouse is a licensed Credit Broker under the Consumer Credit

Our long established mad order department documents your order from receipt to despatch. Send cheques
ostal orders. Access or Visa orders. Bankers draft, Building Society cheques. Cash In rag. Envl to SOHO GOODS REQUIRED

SOUNDHOUSE /TURNKEY 114 - 116 CHARING CROSS ROAD LONDON WC2H ODT. (10 day clearance CREDIT CARD NO.I
I I I ,

or personal cheques). All other forms of payments - 24 hr despatch, Telephone Orders Welcome.
I I I I

'TOTAL £



For 15 years, keyboardsman Joe Zawinul was the driving

force behind Weather Report; today he's leading The Zawinul

Syndicate and still master of the synthesiser.

Interview by Simon Trask.
SYNTHESISERS. COUNTLESS MUSICIANS USE
'em, but relatively few have managed to establish their

own unique, instantly -identifiable voice on them. One

musician who long ago managed to do just that is Joe

Zawinul, co-founder with saxophonist Wayne Shorter
of perhaps the greatest fusion group of all time,
Weather Report. "The music is a soundtrack for your

imagination and head", Zawinul was quoted as saying
in the sleeve notes to the very first Weather Report
album (back in 1971), yet if the group's music was ever

cerebral it was never wholly that. What has always
made Weather Report's music special, and given it its
lasting impact, has been its ability to communicate on a

deeply emotional level - to touch not only the mind
but also the body, heart and soul of the listener. Where

so much fusion is about cleverness and surface gloss,

leaving you with the feeling that the music's only
purpose is to demonstrate the technical prowess of the
musicians playing it, in Weather Report's music
technical prowess has always been subservient to a
deeper meaning - the conveyor of the message rather
than the message itself.

Zawinul's evocative synth textures were at the heart

of Weather Report's music in more ways than one,
providing both its musical and its emotional mainstay.

In truth, any instrument is no more than what you
make of it. Emotion and authenticity can only come
from the musician to be transmitted through the
instrument to the listener; in the right hands, a
synthesiser is no less effective a conduit than any other

instrument. No-one has proved this more effectively
than Joe Zawinul.
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We Sell Ke V boards
Yamaha, Korg, Roland, E-mu,Kurzweil, Akai, Ensoniq, Waldorf, Casio - need we say more?

And not just keyboards either! Drum machines, samplers, sequencers, expanders and all manner of computer and computer software all form part of the largest display of pro -
audio equipment in Britain (after all, we aLe" the largest pro -audio retailer in Europe!)

Over the last few years MIDI based equipment has assumed prime importance in the creative process of the music industry. Since music is our business,we find it relatively
simple to adapt our organisation as this new technology evolved; bring in and train more expert staff members, expand our already large complex still further building more
demonstration and training areas, and enlarge our training facilities to take on board extra MIDI based courses. Unfortunately, the only thing we haven't been able to change is the
size of the ads! We finally decided that there was so much going on in our MIDI division that it was about time it got its own ad. So here we are!

MUSIC & TECHNOLOGY SCHOOL

We have expanded our prospectus to include two new MIDI
courses. Each course is held on site, in our purpose built
teaching studios with a maximum class of eight. Basic
accommodation is usually available.

Course 1. (one week) during a small studio (8.16.24 track)
practical plus business £175 + VAT (accommodation £25 + VAT)

Course 2 (one day) MIDI -basic £55 + VAT

Course 3. (one day) MIDI -advanced £55 + VAT

(both MIDI courses are on consecutive days and may be taken
as a single unit for £100 + VAT) for full details on any of these
courses drop us a line or give us a call.

LEARN ANOTHER LANGUAGE - TODAY!

Can you honestly say that you understand what is being talked
about in the new generation of computer ads? Exactly what is a
Dat I/0? Just how many different Mac computers are there and
which is the best one to buy? What is a DIKI device, and if I

connect it to a Winchester drive will it make my MIDI timepiece
run faster?

For anyone who has not yet succeded in ploughing their way
through this incomprehensible jargon try sending for our MIDI
faxpak - one of a range of six (PA, Portastudios, 8 track,
Financial advice, and information on our recording school), all
designed to help you through the recording maze. All the packs
are free - just give us a call!

SECONDHAND AND EX -DEMONSTRATION MIDI LIST

Atari 1040 STE (no monitor) £299 +VAT Yamaha TG55 £399 + VAT
XRI XR400 £140 + VAT Alesis MMT8 £175 + VAT
Akai S1000 £1699 +VAT Roland JD800 £1199 + VAT
Aphex Studio Clock SMPTE Controller £199 +VAT Korg Wavestation ND £999 + VAT
Korg MI £875 +VAT EMAX II Rack 1199 + VAT
Yamaha RX21L Latin Drums £50+VAT Roland MC500 Mk II £650 + VAT
Korg S3 Drum machine £499 +VAT Alesis HR16 £150 + VAT
Atari 520 FM (new) £199 +VAT Yamaha RY30 £375 + VAT
Roland U220 £399 +VAT Akai S950 £875 + VAT
E -MU Proformance £245 +VAT XRI Systems XR300 £199 + VAT
E -MU Proteus II £775+ VAT Akai X7000 Sampler Keyboard £399 + VAT
Roland JX-I touch sensitive synth £260 +VAT Alesis SR16 £225 + VAT
Roland CM32P Sample player £150 +V AT Ensoniq EPS16 + £1199 + VAT

This list represents only a fraction of our current s
all pr

econdhand and demonstration stock. Call us for a full listing -
ices exclude VAT.

SPECIAL MIDI OFFERS

Atari 1040 + monitor + Notator £710 +VAT

Hard Drive (200 meg) inc SCSI + DMA interface £999 +VAT
Atari 1040 + monitor + Steinberg Cubase £685 +VAT
Atari 1040 + monitor + Creator £625 +VAT
Steinberg Cu -base £279 + VAT
Akai S1000 2 meg expansion boards £125 +VAT
Akai 5950 3/4 meg expansion boards ........ ............ £115 +VAT

Akai S1000 8 meg expansion boards £349 +VAT
Fostex 4020 event controller (inc SMPTE) £299+VAT
15104 digital interface for samplers £149 +VAT
Atari Stacey 2 meg RAM, 40 meg H/D £999 + VAT
Kursweil K1200 88 note weighed keyboard amazing
sounds + more £1499 + VAT
Roland PC200 remote - master keyboard £139 + VAT
Roland CN20 Midi information input pad £29 + VAT

SPECIAL OFFERS - (ALL NEW)

Soundtech stereo compressor limiter £125 + VAT

Aphex type C exciter.... £165 + VAT

Casio DA] Dat. E369 + VAT

Casio DAR100 DAT Walkman . £385 + VAT

Sony DTC 750 R-DAT £385 +VAT

Roland SDE3000 up to 4.5 sec delay. ....£499 + VAT

STUDIOMASTER STOCK
MULTITRACK DEALS

With Studiomaster now in receivership, we do have stocks of desks and can fulfill most orders.
Give us a call - you may get a good deal! (However warranty on these products must be
discussed rather than expected!)
Fostex R8 + Soundcraft Spirit 16:8:16 £3049 + VAT
Fostex R8 + RSD Pro -line 16:4:8 with MIDI muting £2149 + VAT
Fostex R8 + RSD Proline 16:8:16 £2349 + VAT
Fostex R8 + Mixdown 16:4:8 £2649 + VAT
Fostex R8 + S2 £2999 + VAT
Fostex G16S + S2 £5799 -t VA:
Tascam TSR8 + RSD Proline 16:4:8 with MIDI muting £2599 + VAT
Tascam TSR8 + RSD Mixdown 16:4:8 £2799 + VAT
Tascam TSR8 + Soundcraft Spirit 16:8:16 £3100 + VAT
Tascam TSR8 + S2 £3149 + VAT
Tascam MSR16 + S2 £4799 + VAT

SECONDHAND + EX - DEMO
Tascam MSR24 1" 24 track. £4500 + VAT Tascam TSR8 ...£1599 + VAT
Akai EX75N Stereo noise reduction.. £75 + VAT Yamaha DP100 compressor ..£50 + VAT
Fostex 454 848 mixer . ..£399 + VAT Symetrix SX201 parametric EO ... £150 + VAT
Alesis 4 way headphone amp. £49 + VAT Fostex 4050 Autolocate £350 + VAT
Alesis 3630 £199 + VAT
Lexicon LXP5 Multi Processor . £299 + VAT
Studiomaster mixdown 24:8:16 Gold.. £1699 + VAT
Studiomaster mixdown 24:8:16. £1399 + VAT
Studiomaster Proline 16:8:16 .£999 + VAT

Studiomaster mixdown 16:8:16 Gold.. £1449 + VAT
Fostex A8 8 -track (new heads) .£699 + VAT
Fostex R8... ..£1099 + VAT
Yamaha SPX 900 Multi processor. _1450 + VAT
Yamaha EMP100 Multi processor. .£149 + VAT

Zoom.......................................................£899+VAT
Dmwmer DL221 £289 + VAT
Revox PR99 t999 + VAT
Yamaha Midi program change controller . . .£50 + VAT

Tascam Ports 02 HS porta studio ....................£339 + VAT
Aphex Dominator (new) ...................................£650 + VAT
Aphex Type Ill Excito (new) .. .. £599 + VAT
Aphex Compeller (new) ...................................£650 + VAT
Fostex 015 porta studio . £175 + VAT

Tascam 488 8 -track cassette porta studio £849+ VAT

HOT STOCK
While we do not pretend to carry every item from every manufacturer, (ever tried putting it to the
test) our size usually insures we have all the best selling items in stock. Current favourites;

Roland JD800, Ensoniq EPS1 6+, Alesis SR1 6, Ensoniq SQ2, Korg Wavestation A/D

Yamaha RY30, Roland 5750, Yamaha MT1 20, Alesis 3630, Akai S950, Yamaha SY99, Alesis
ADAT, Kurzweil K2000, Tascam 3700.

THE AMAZING S2 RECORDING CONSOLE £1699 + VAT

Take a brand new mixing console. Give it every feature of the stunning Soundcraft Spirit (i.e,

full ED on every channel including monitors.) plus a few for good measure (connections for
2 sets of speakers and 2 tape decks.) Add the build quality of T.A.C, the innovation of

Studiomaster (fully expandable on inputs plus an optional meter bridge.) and the stylish
design of Soundtracs. Finally, add a full MIDI mute processor of the legendery Allen & Heath
Saber (internal sequencing plus MIDI mute on absolutely everything.) And the price? -
21699 + VAT! THE AMAZING S2 - WOW!

TCD STRIPPER £149+ VAT

A brand new unit from Thatched Cottage which strips (and adds) copycode prohibit from all

DATS and CD's - now you can do as many copies as you want on any machine! We also do

a pro -copy kit -2 X Sony DTC 750 DAT units plus cables and a T.C.D Stripper -£899 + VAT

SPECIAL OFFERS (ALL NEW)

ROLAND CM32P £169 + VAT Sample player a full U110 sample player with 64 stunning samples,
32 note polyphony and fully multitimbral in its own box. Cards containing dozens of extra samples
are available for only £30 + VAT. (This is a full spec unit not to be confused with the much cheaper
CM32 or CM32L)
ENSONIQ SQR - £399 + VAT!

Hundreds of samples, 20 great drum kits, and built in 24 bit effects,  less than half price  one of
the best synth/sampter modules available.
ALESIS MIDIVERB III - 4 Simultaneous effects, programmable. £185 + VAT
ALESIS MICROVERB III - 256 preset effects including reverbs, delays & echoes £125 + VAT

ALESIS MICRO SERIES (stereo) MICRO LIMITER, MICROGATES, MICRO EQ, MICRO QUE all
at £65.00 + VAT each. Amazing.
ALESIS QUADRAVERB PLUS £260 + VAT
ROLAND JXI keyboard £289 + VAT

PROFESSIONAL remote cordless enclosed headphones (great for foldback) £55 + VAT
TASCAM G10 (per pair) self powered heavy duty monitors £99 + VAT
CASIO DA7 DAT rack neat rack with space for cassettes £17.99 + VAT
SECK 12:8:2 POWER SUPPLIES £19.99 + VAT

ROLAND CS10 £75 + VAT A monitor stand, stereo amp and treble and bass speakers all in
one. Stunning value!

When it comes to new equipment you may have noticed that we don't say 'phone for

the best deal, POA, or "lowest price gurantee" (Hal Hal if the prices are so great why

don't they just print them and amaze us all). Our bulk buying policy can usually
guarantee that a telephone call to us will not be wasted and in any case we can

throw in those "hidden" extras - cables with multitracks, patchbays with desks, (By

the way, next time a dealer "guarantees" the lowest price and then can't deliver, try reporting them to the
local Office of Fair Trading - it will teach them not to waste your timeNTo be honest though, if you spend all

afternoon on the telephone, the chances are you might find someone somewhere who will undercut us by a

pound or two. The difference at THATCHED COTTAGE is if your multitrack breaks down on a Sunday
morning or your Drum Machine blows up on a Bank Holiday Monday you CAN ring us, we'll be here and we

WILL do something about it - 365 days a year. Have you ever needed help and advice outside shop hours?

If you are serious about your music you will know that it is quality of service that makes the difference and

at THATCHED COTTAGE it's only a phone call away!

* * * THATCHED COTTAGE DIGITAL * * *
In order to cater for the increased demand for advanced multitrack systems we have a seperate division -

Thatched Cottage Digital. Housed in a brand new purpose designed building, it handles 24 -track analogue

(including the new Tascam MSR24, Saber, Magnum, Quartz + DOA desks) and all digital and leading edge
installations (such as the new Yamaha digital Multitrack)

If you are considering any kind of professional set-up and feel that the legendary T.C.A. service and value are of
interest, contact us on (0223) 208110 or ring the normal T.C.A. number for full details.

EDUCATION!

If you represent a school, college or other educational establishment you may be eligible for our special discount scheme. Call 0223 208110 for details

We got to be biggest - by being the best !
A division of
Thatched
Cottage

Thatched Cottage Audio, North Road, Wendy, Near Royston, Herts

Telephone
(0223) 207979
(0223) 208080

Fax
(0223) 207952

am=

TCA SERVICE
Our fully equipped service department
can offer fast turnaround (sometimes
while - u- wait) and very competitive
prices on Fostex, Tascam + Revox tape
machines, most portastudios, desks
(most makes), Atari computers, Akai
samplers and many other products. If
you have a problem give us a call
before its too late!



Although Weather Report made their last forecast in

1986 with This Is This, their 15th album (16th if you

count the Japanese -issue Live In Tokyo double album

from '72), Zawinul didn't hang up his famous
skullcap, switch off his synths and opt for a life of
leisure. Instead, he led the touring band Weather
Update for a while, then formed a new band The
Zawinul Syndicate and released The Immigrants and
Black Water in '88 and '89. Work on a third Zawinul

Syndicate album was put on hold while he produced
Malian singer Salif Keita's latest album, Amen, but
recording has since been completed, with just the
mixing left to be done - apparently, Zawinul is going

to bring in Roland's RSS 3D sound imaging system -
and then the finished album, to be titled Patriotism,
should be released in March.

In June '91, Zawinul and the band proved
themselves a live force to be reckoned with when they

flew into London and played a couple of storming
nights at the Jazz Cafe. A return two -night
engagement in early November as part of a lengthy
European tour provided an opportunity to meet up
with the man who has been an inspiration to so many
synth players over the years - and whose music is now

being discovered by a new generation of musicians
armed with samplers.

Zawinul greets me at the door to his hotel suite

with a firm handshake. In person he's a stocky,
muscular figure, medium height with a gravelly voice

and a warm but intense gaze matched by a warm but

intense manner. He looks in good shape - you
wouldn't believe he will be 60 years old this year.

As we settle down to chat, I start by asking him
what he thinks of the notion of the synth hero.

"I don't relate to this at all, and I don't care about
it", he replies. "I like when people like my music, and

that's all I need. All I want is that the music is being
interpreted correctly and then everything is going to
be fine. I don't have to be no hero or nothing, it
doesn't mean anything to me."

Well, that's that one sorted. So how does Zawinul
view the instrument which has been his chosen
medium of expression for almost 20 years?

"I don't overrate the synthesiser", he replies. "It's
nothing but a tool, like a trumpet is a tool. The
synthesiser is always put in the category of the piano

just because of the keys, which I think is absurd,
because it is not more related to a piano than any other

instrument. It's a totally different instrument, only it's
triggered by something that maybe a piano player
might understand better than a trumpet player, say.

"I never was one to translate what I would play on
an acoustic piano to a synthesiser, and I think the fault

of many synthesists today is that they do just that.
They only use the synthesiser for the curiosity of a
sound, they don't phrase for that sound. They still
phrase like they would play the acoustic piano, and
therefore they sound funny, comical at times, because

it doesn't make it. Even the good synthesiser players,
even the famous ones, I hear that often they sound stiff

on different sounds because they look at the keys and

play more like they're keyboard players, but you
cannot do it, because the tool changes the moment the

sound changes. You must move from a hammer,
maybe, to some pliers.

"I have for instance developed a violin sound on the

T8 which will knock everyone out. Period. It's all on
touch sensitivity. But you've got to play it like a violin,

not as if you're playing it on a keyboard. You've got to

feel it. You've got to feel every sound and you've got
to practice every sound, 'cos every sound is to be
played differently.

"Let me tell you something. I've played many
instruments. Synthesiser is by far the most difficult
instrument, when you really want to play it well,
because you've got to live with each sound, you've got

to become that sound. It doesn't mean you have to
change personality all the time. It's like a decathlon,
where you have to go from the high hurdles to the
discus throw to the hammer to the shotput to the
pole-vault. You've got to be quick, and when I play
I'm very quick. For me, growing up with an
instrument which did that, the accordion, it was no
problem."

Zawinul began playing the accordion when he was

five years old, back in his native Austria, and has
returned to it in recent years, using it on a track from
Black Water called 'Medicine Man', and also on Salif

Keita's album.

Listening to 'Medicine Man', it's striking how well

the sound of the accordion fits into the characteristic
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Zawinul sound world. He was once quoted as saying
that the accordion was the original synthesiser. So did

the instrument influence his conception of the
synthesiser?

"I think so, subconsciously", he replies, "because
also then I made my music according to the sound. On
an accordion you have different registers, meaning
whenever you hit one of those registers it gets another
sound up, you can change the sound."

Zawinul also discovered a more unorthodox means
of changing the accordion's sound: "I had arranged a
piece of music called 'The Caliph of Baghdad', but the

tone I had on the accordion was not quite what I
needed, so I took the soundboard off and glued in
some material which changed the sound to a nasal type

of sound, almost a double-reed instrument. The closest

I would say I came to it with the synthesiser was the
ARP sound on the melody of 'Black Market', a nice
mellow tone and yet you couldn't miss it. So yes, I'd
say the accordion was without a question the real father
of the whole synthesiser movement!"

In the past few years, Zawinul has been playing a
MIDI controller instrument which goes by the
endearing name of Pepe. Don't be surprised if you
haven't come across it in your local music emporium,

however, as there's only one in existence. Conceptually

a cross between a wind instrument and an accordion, it

was designed by Zawinul and built - reportedly at a
cost of $40,000 - by Korg. Playing it involves blowing

into one end of what looks like a microphone
gooseneck while pressing buttons on the main body of

the instrument to select the notes and to change
registers. It does look a little unusual, but Zawinul is
fluent on it, and uses it at the Jazz Cafe to play
saxophone solos, triggering a sax sample on his Korg
M1R.

"By having the breath control I can do many things

with it", he says. "If you blow into a saxophone you
get a tone, and then what you do with this tone is
what's happening. The notes you play are important,
but also what you do with the sound of those notes.
And with Pepe I have it right there in front of me."

In case you're wondering how Korg came to be
producing the instrument, Zawinul has been involved
with the company informally since 1977.

"They came to me when I was in Tokyo with
Weather Report and I met this man, Ryo Takahashi, a
very kind human being", he recalls. "They were fans of

my music and they said how much they were interested

if I would try out their instruments and tell them what

could be made a little different and a little better.
Nothing was ever signed. I just felt they were very
sincere in making good instruments, and that was good
enough for me."

As you'll see from the equipment list at the end of
this interview, Zawinul uses a lot of Korg gear on stage.

He also uses a mixture of analogue and digital synths.

In fact, at the Jazz Cafe he divided his time mostly
between the MI and the T8. The Wavestation, being
the most recent addition to his setup, was used
sparingly but tellingly, always making an impact when

it came in. The 707, which sat atop the T8, was used
primarily as the MIDI input for the vocoder, but came
through very effectively at one point with a harmonica

sound. The two DSM1s appeared to be confined to
occasional orchestral hits.

Courtesy of a MIDI routing box which was custom -

designed for him by one of his former keyboard techs,

Jim Swanson, Zawinul is able to route any of his
keyboards to any of his expanders. Another feature of
the Zawinul live setup - one which he has made use of

for many years - is a semi -circular spread of 11 volume

pedals, each one of which is labelled with the name of

the instrument it's plugged into. Using these pedals in
conjunction with the routing of the MIDI box, he's
able to spontaneously layer and balance sounds on
different combinations of instruments.

"It's good because you're working with your
dynamics. Sometimes something a little louder is good,

and you bring it in softly and you can just deal with it.

Or you can bring something in and out very quickly.

It's not for everybody. You have to be really co-
ordinated. I forgot one change last night."

Zawinul seems to be able to get the results he wants

out of any synth, whether it's analogue or digital. But

where does he stand in the eternal analogue versus
digital debate?

"Well, I tell you something, man, I still use my old
instruments. The Prophet T8, the Rhodes Chroma
Expander, the Oberheim Xpander. . . These are my
three main analogue instruments that I have used for
years. For me it's analogue, because analogue has that

little uncleanliness, and for me that's part of music. No

natural instrument in the world is totally clean. None.
And that makes music, that's part of the ambience, for

me. Often when I have a sound, I create a little growl
thing in there, I can maybe just put a little noise on it
to give it that humanity."

So which synth out of the many he has used over the

years would Zawinul say is his favourite?

"Of all the instruments I ever had? The T8 is my
favourite instrument, because for me it's the most
simple instrument", he answers. "My technical
expertise has been overrated. I'm pretty dumb when it
comes to a knowledge of electronics, frankly speaking.

I mean, I have to admit this. But I know the T8 inside
out. If you asked me now what is written under the
second knob, I wouldn't know, but I know by feeling
what these things do. I have about 154 sounds in my

T8, because it's been modified for me so I can have
another bank. I have really good sounds in there."

IN HIS HOUSE IN MALIBU, CALIFORNIA,
Zawinul has a music room where he records whenever

he's at home. Rather than just work on tracks
specifically for an album, he records all the time, and
has a massive library of tracks stored away on cassette.

"I can do ten tunes in a day", he says. "If I say I
have two thousand cassettes full of music, and actually

useable music, I would say I'm not overdoing it. 'Cos
I've been doing this shit for 20 years, you know? I have

rows of organised cassettes, and there's an hour -and -a -

half on each cassette. Symphonic music, all kind of
folks' music..."

Zawinul describes himself as an instinctive musician

who doesn't need to think about things like what
harmonies he's using - whatever comes into his head

"Analogue has

that little
uncleanliness,

and for me

that's part of
music - no

natural

instrument in

the world is

totally clean.

None."
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PASCAL GABRIEL "
E.,The Dancin

4,
DANCE SAMPLES CD

OVER 1000 OF THE BEST DANCE SAMPLES ON ONE CD!!
Pascal Gabriel is one of the leading lights on the current dance scene. He has worked with such well-
known names as Bomb The Bass, S -Express, Coldcut, Jimmy Somerville, Erasure, EMF, and many
more. This CD is different to any other available. It is NOT A COMPILATION of sounds from last
year's records, but a resource of new sounds to help you make the HIT RECORDS OF NEXT YEAR.
People are describing it as 'fabulous', 'fresh', and 'superb value'. In the past a library like this would
take years to build-up and a huge amount of work and skill to achieve. Now it can be yours in days for
only £49! - Why wait!

Loads of Drum & Percussion
Loops & Breaks
Guitar Hooks and FX
Vocal Riffs & Effects
Hits, Scratches & Drop -Ins
Countless Snares and Kicks
Synth FX &Basses
Brass & String Hits, FX and Runs!
Film & Media Snatches
Orchestral Effects
And Much, Much, Much More!

Valhala Review Extracts!
"...if you want to be inspired to greater heights of musical ecstasy, look no further!...The
amazing thing about these Valhala cards is that they sound completely different...all the voices
here really do sound new...I am now assured that trying to do my own programming is a
complete waste of time. To create anything like what we have here would take days and days
of work...Well of course if you are at all serious then you'll buy all three!...don't take my word
for it - try them out yourself! - M1 Card Review, SOS, Dec '91.
"The last time you heard sounds of this quality emanating from a single keyboard you were pro bly listening
to an Emulator or a Fairlight...these sounds will tempt you to make an MI the major keyboard our rig. If
they don't I honestly don't know what will." - M1 Card Review, MT Aug 1990.
"...there's no company currently making a better name for itself than Valhala..1 admit it, I'm imp
number of absolute gems - the overall impression is one that firmly lives up to Valh 's excellent
for quality...quality plus value - what more do you want?" - D50 Card Review, MT

Korg M1 - 4 International Gold Cards plus Top 40, Rock, Orch an
Korg M3R - 2 International Gold Cards plus Top 40, Rock, Orch a
Korg WaveStation - Just an International Gold Card at prese
Korg T -Series - Five disks (100c/200P) - IG, Top 40, Roc
Roland D50 - 2 International Gold Series, Studio Se
Roland D10/20/5 - 2 International Gold Cards, to
Roland D110 - 2 Interna
The Valhala STUDIO SE
PCM, Digital, Analo
Yamaha SY77 -1 Inte
Yamaha SY55 - 2 Interna
Yamaha SY22 -1 Internat
Kawai K4 - 2 International
Kawai K1- 2 International
RAM Cards
M256 - For all Rolan. - Roland's price is £95 - Valhala's price is just £55
MCR-03 - For all Korg . ' t.ment - Korg's price is £89 - Valhala's price is just £65
Yamaha MCD32 RAM Cards just £59 MCD64 RAM Cards just £79
Kawai DC8 RAMs for Kl, etc. - £35 DC16 RAMs for K4, etc. - £45

nal Gold Cards
S incoipo

ects
Go Cards - £65 each

and Orch Cards - £60 each
p and Orch Cards - £60 each

40 and Orch Cards - £55 (ROM), £60 (RAM)
op 40 and Orch Cards - £45 (ROM), £50 (RAM)

d- 5 each

p 40, Orch, New Age,

Please send cheques or postal orders and although orders are usually completed within 7
days, allow 28 days for delivery, Or order by phone using:

DAVID RUIFY
DRUM SAMPLES C[

OVER 350 Hits plus around 150 Red Hot Loops ON 01

We are proud to announce the imminent
release of another of the HitSound Producer
Series - Volume 3. This is another superb
volume, the result of exhaustive recording
sessions with top session drummer David
Ruffy. Dave's worked with some of the best
in the biz - Sinead O'Connor, Prefab Sprout,
Aztec Camera, and World Party to name but
a few. Not only does this CD feature what
we believe to be the finest and most modern
set of drum samples - but also some brand
new loops that are really far too good to
make so widely available. If you've a
sampler and you ever use drums - you need
this CD!

The most up-to-date range of synth editors on the m
today, also offering superb value for money. Synt
supported include - SY55, U20/220, D10 Se
Proteus 1/2, D70, JX1, r50, K VFX, OB8,
with programs being a d a
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to three ti the amo
money. Buy be

"NA14)'Technology
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U

r - £75
ails and prices!

and SoftLink and require a lures mono monitors and at least I Meg (except

r
SIC

D50/550 M.EX Multi-Timbral Expansion
Make your D50 8 -part mutli-timbral! Plus enhanced MIDI
features!
With dual RAM banks - £245

Without RAM banks - £199

D50/550 Speed System - £45
Speed up your D50 by over 40%!

D50 PCM.EX PCM Expansion - £245
Add 50 new PCMs including piano & drums with the ability to
add unlimited new PCMs.
D50 POWER PACK - £399 Ltd. Offer!
M.EX with RAM, PCM.EX & Speed System at this special price!

SCP Sample Card Programmer for Roland
PCM Cards - Coming Soon! (Please)

Snares, Kicks, L
Toms, and Cym,
Performace Vel(
or more!
Micing Variatic
RSS Samples pl
Data Section
PLUS over 1501
hot drums loopi
good to sell!
Live & Sequent
And Much More
Superb value at

Sampling tecti*1
A verycomp nsive s
sy ths and dr a

Gaudio
MI

900-C
ion- JD800 - S

olume costs £29.

Climax Collection
Crimax Collection Volume 0
664 Samples - A range of vo

Climax Collodion Volume T'
551 Samples - Orchestral sa
Orchestra.

Ohm Collodion Volume 11
A wide range of guitar vamp
Each volume costs £45.

Ubersdiall Collectio
ea. °. - Guitar samp.
Samplers - Mellotron -
samples.
Wave Two - Drums - yr
- 921 samples.
Each volume costs £45

Klaus Schultze Sant
Numbered Limited Edition lead. g

DAT-RAM - Volun

SPECIAL
All six Sonic II
£140. Call for f
while stocks la

NEW
IG Korg T -Seri
MKS70/JX10

All tradenames are the property of their respective holders. Becuase of the copyable nature of most of our products all refunds/exchanges are at the discretion of

AMG. Any person Mond using pirated versions of any of our products will be pursued to the fullest extent of the law. Norman' is atradenarne of AMG. All prices and
ctnanifinntinnct aro tn. ,hone..1.11n, nfinr nntiliratinn ALIA 1001

CALL FOR FULL DETAILS
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Danny Cummings' & Miles Bould's

Rhythm of tiffen...
PERCU SION SAMPLES D

Jam -Packed with patterns and single hits -Pure

If your psychiarthrist fired the word
'Percussion' at you, and you know your
onions, then your likely to respond - 'Danny
Cummings'. Currently on tour with Dire
Straits, the man's got a well-earnt
reputation the size of an rweight
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Lem 9000 - Plus!

pander - Plus!

Prophet V - Elka Synthax - Plus!
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Y99 - 01/W - Plus loads more!

Buy the set of four for just £100.
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-Guftar
antly useable...perfect for creating a basic 'instant rock guitarist' on your

mpler...Things get even better...It's really just like having a good selection of records
from which to sample useful snatches of guitar, but without all the other music
happening on top." - SOS, Sept 1991. "...devastating results...Handle with care: highly
recommended." - Music Technology, Oct 1991.
Chords, Bends, Solos, Licks and Effects from Electric, Wah Wah, Acoustic and 12 String
Guitars - Clean and dirty versions! 605+ Samples, 63:18 minutes - Just £35.
"Altogether or individually, the HitSound CDs offer good value for
money...an excellent start in bringing a great selection of expensive -
sounding and highly usable instrument sounds to anyone with access to a
sampler." - SOS, Sept 1991.

Each volume costs £35, or select all three for just £90.

SAMPLE IT!
No Competition?
We couldn't agree more!
AMG has the BEST products.

Here are five new sampling CDs from AudioQuest - The SAMPLE IT! Collection.
Currently available are:
Breaks, Grooves & Rhythms 1 - Superb selection of newly created loops that sound as if they're off vinyl!

Sample Wave Sounds & Textures 1 - Prophet VS, Vocoder samples and more.

Classic Synths & Beatboxes 1 & 2 - Featuring such classics as the Jupiter 8, MiniMoog, Prophet V, TR808,

TR909, and many many more. Call for details on each volume.

FX's & Bizarre Samples 1 -A collection of natural and synthesized effects - sonic icing for your music.

CDs cost £39 each or buy all five for £165.
More volumes are planned for release over the next few months - Keep watching!

Dance Series 1 Sample CD
Over 1000 samples including 17 Sono kits'!

Features:
17 Song Kits' featuring 200 riffs

75 Loops from acid house to live funk!

170 drum and 120 percussion samples!

Guitar licks & Orch Hits!

Scrathing, Sci-Fi FX!

Over 110 vocoder, robot and computer noises!

Loads of hooks and vocal samples!

All on one brand new CD from France.
Just £55 fully inclusive - Available now!

Call for a list of all the titles currently available!

AMG
The Advanced Media Group

(6 073088 383
) Samples ) Synth Sounds ) Software ) Hardware

Hurst Lane Privett Nr. Alton
Hants GU34 3PL
Fax 073088 390



I say I have

two thousand

cassettes full
of music, and

actually

useable music,

I would say I'm

not overdoing

it. 'Cos I've

been doing this

shit for 20

years."

he's able to transfer straight onto the keyboard. He
sees the roles of player, composer and orchestrator as
one.

"All my compositions are improvisations, and they
all come out of sounds", he explains. "I like that
original idea which comes through your mind. I don't
know how it comes through and I really don't care to
know, but I try to preserve it as close as I can. I have
found this in my music life: of all the songs I have
written which have been recorded, the most successful

were those which came closest to the original
improvisation, and that shows me that it is the right
way."

The spirit of the original. ..
"Cannot be beaten. And all those songs, like 'A

Remark You Made', that was one improvisation from A

to Z. And that's the way we interpreted it. And
`Birdland'."

When his band are learning a new track, he gives
each of them a cassette of his original improvisation.

"I want them to learn about the original because
that's what I'm always going back to, to the original
feeling, how the tune was perceived."

So how does Zawinul set about creating a track?

"I set myself up maybe a click track and put a little

rhythm together", he replies. "I don't want to waste
too much time on programming a drum machine,
because while that rhythm is going on I'm recording

already. I'll start fiddling with the tone on one of my
analogue instruments, maybe the T8. I like to feature

my analogue sounds. I'm really quick at finding a
sound I like. Boom! I play something, then maybe in

I don't like the sound as much any more so
I tweak it a little bit and keep on, and there all of a
sudden is a song, it don't take no time."

Although these days he uses Hybrid Arts sequencing

software for recording, in many respects he treats the
sequencer as if it were a tape machine.

"I play everything live, man, and I don't like no
quantisation", he says firmly. "For my music,
quantisation doesn't work."

However, there are some features of MIDI
sequencing which he is happy to make use of.

"With the sequencer I can get takes from other
recordings which I like. I might think 'That would be a

nice drum line, but I don't want it played by a
drummer, I want this drum middle played by a cello'.
It's just a magic game, it's a beautiful game."

And he isn't averse to bringing pre -MIDI
sequencing into play every now and then. "I do
sometimes use an old ARP sequencer that I have. I
connect the Oberheim Xpander to it and I have some
crazy programs with the six oscillators playing different

sounds. I'll trigger them in a random way, or maybe

accentuate the first and third notes in an eight -note,
16ths pattern and take the middle one out. It's really
like an African band, where all the different timbres
make up little rhythm patterns. They're not melodic
sequences, it's just to add something to the flavour,
give you something to play on. Then I put a bassline
on top of it, a melody line and an accompaniment and
the tune is finished, man."

Zawinul sums up his attitude to working with his
synths thus: "It's fun, it's just fun. I call it 'games

synthesisers play', you know? If you're intelligent and if

you are musical and don't let this stuff overwhelm
you. . . If you get trigger-happy then you will never
play nothing on the synthesiser, because the
possibilities are so vast."

Zawinul's musical career stretches back past Weather

Report and synthesisers. Born in 1932 in Vienna, he
began his musical studies at the Vienna Conservatory
aged seven, where he learnt piano and studied
European classical music. It wasn't something he
enjoyed greatly.

"I hated it", he recalls. "I hated that horizontal
approach, and number two I didn't like the material. I
found it to be awfully boring playing Mozart Sonatas
and Bach Preludes."

After the war, he played in American servicemen's
clubs in France and Germany for a while, discovering

the Hammond B3 organ in the process. During much
of the '50s he was part of a popular music trio in
Austria, playing the accordion most of the time.
However, in 1959 he moved to New York in search of

the jazz life, and soon found himself playing in
Maynard Ferguson's big band. Later that year he
landed the job of piano accompanist to singer Dinah
Washington, then in 1961 he joined saxophonist Julian

`Cannonball' Adderley's band as keyboard player,
remaining with the band until he and Shorter decided

to form Weather Report. Steeping himself in the jazz
tradition, he also used to play informally with two
giants of the saxophone, Ben Webster and Coleman
Hawkins; a 1963 album on the Riverside label,
Soulmates, brotight Webster and Zawinul together on

record, and provides an opportunity to hear Zawinul
the traditional jazz pianist in action.

While with Adderley, Zawinul not only composed
classic tunes like 'Mercy, Mercy, Mercy' and 'Country

Preacher' but also introduced the sound of the
Wurlitzer electric piano to jazz music. It was his use of

the Wurlitzer which first turned Miles Davis on to the

sound of the electric piano. Then in the late -'60s he
played Fender Rhodes on such classic Davis albums as

In A Silent Way, Bitches Brew and Live -Evil.

Synthesisers didn't appear until the third Weather
Report album, Sweetnighter. But even before then he
was always after new sounds, delving into the innards

of the acoustic piano, or processing the sound of the
electric piano with effects like ring modulation.

With the death of Miles Davis a few months ago, I

couldn't let the opportunity pass to ask Zawinul, a
long-time friend of the trumpeter, for some words on
the great man - for instance, what did he feel he
personally had learnt from Miles Davis?

"I learned number one not to talk about music", he
replies. "We hardly ever talked about music, Miles and

me - or Wayne and me. Wayne and me worked
together for 15 years in Weather Report, and the times

we actually talked about music were very rare. We were

not, let's say, occupied with music. Most young
musicians I hear, that's usually what they do talk about,

music. But we played it. Talks were used for ideas in

general. Political views, views about life - things and
ideas rather than people and music.

"I think I picked up also from Miles a certain sense

of business. Always regardless of how the situation is,
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EUROPEAN TOUR
EQUIPMENT LIST

Korg A3 Effects Processor (x2)

Korg DSM1 Sampler (x2)

Korg DVP1 Vocoder

Korg DW8000 Synth

Korg Ml Synth

Korg MIR Synth Expander

Korg Pepe MIDI Controller

Korg 707 Synth

Korg Wavestation Synth

MIDI routing box (custom-built)

Oberheim Xpander

Rhodes Chroma Expander

Roland M24E Mixer

Sequential Circuits Prophet T8

you always have to know who you are, and represent
your music with great respect and honour. He took his

music very, very seriously. I don't know, what can you

say, he was a very, very good friend, I always had great

admiration for his artistry in every way. He had it.
Some people have it and some people don't, and he
had it. He was interested in things, and that made him

interesting. He had a way of drawing people to him
without being obnoxious. As a human being he made

noise around him without making noise, to get
attention without doing all that much.

"To me, when I give you an overall view of Miles

Davis, I'd say. . . maybe the best musician I've ever
played with in my life. Not just a musician, but an artist

who made music. There's a difference. There are a lot
of great musicians but very few artists, and he was one

of them. A real artist."

As people have been discovering, Weather Report's

albums provide a rich source for jazzy sample loops. Is

this something that Zawinul is aware of - and how does

he feel about people using extracts from his music?

"People do this on my music a lot", he replies. "You

know what I think about it? I think it's good, but it's
only good if the original people (a) get credit for it,
and (b) get paid for it. That's only fair."

He goes on to relate one example of an American
group who used '125th Street Congress' from the
Sweetnighter album. In this instance, the group's
management contacted Zawinul and asked him what it

would take for them to be able to use the track; the
end result was that Zawinul and the group shared the

publishing, and he got credited on the record. "This is

OK with me, it's fine", he says.

To explain what is not OK with him, he gives
another example, in this case a track by MC 900ft Jesus

called 'The Truth is Out of Style' - an appropriate title,
perhaps - which uses 16 bars of 'Cucumber Slumber'
from the Mysterious Traveller album as a loop through

the track.

"They never contacted me. See, this to me is illegal.

Herbie Hancock got me with this guy who is one of
the greatest detectives of things like that. He got
Herbie back $175,000 dollars for one song. I mean,
this is serious money being made. Some of these
groups are getting No. 1 hit records using your ideas as

a fundament."
So, samplers watch out, the detective's on your trail.

I wonder if he's discovered 'Butter', a track on A Tribe

Called Quest's Low End Theory album which samples

the opening bars of 'Young And Fine' from Mr Gone?

For Zawinul, it's not sampling but live playing which

gives him the greatest buzz in his musical life. Years of

touring haven't diminished his enthusiasm for placing

himself in front of an audience.

"I love it, man. For me it's the whole ball -game. I
like to work at home in the studio, of course, but in
general I like to be out there playing for people,
because that's the true feeling, where your
musicianship. . . I think for every good musician the
greatest thrill is to play in front of people, live. No
bullshit, everything is like it is, no hiding, no running.

There you are, naked, and that's what I like."

LIMITED OFFER FROM
Notator is the best sequencing and
notation program for the Atari ST,
combine this power with the MIDI and
Synchronisation capabilities of Unitor
2 and you have the heart of the C -Lab
Universal System.
For a limited period, C -Lab are
offering the ultimate Notation,
Sequencing and Synchronisation
Package for the Atari ST-The Sync -
Pack. The Sync -Pock consists of
Notator V3.1, Unitor 2 and a Mouse
Mat all in a C -Lab Briefcase.
The normal RRP of this package is
£950.00 inc VAT. Until January 31st

1992, a select-
ed number of
Dealers will be
able to offer
this package
for only
£649.00 inc
VAT... a saving
of over £300!
Add to this the

SOUND
TECHNOLOGY

 plc

c introduction of TCM (Tape Control
Mode) in Version 3.1 of Notator and
C -Lab will not only control all your
MIDI equipment but also the transport
controls, record ready and many
more functions of your Fostex and
Tascam Tape machine*.
The participating Dealers are listed
below. Remember, this offer is limited.
Don't miss this unique oppor-
tunity to join the growing band
of dedicated C -Lab users.
Sound Technology
plc, Letchworth Point,
Letchworth, Herts.
SG6 1ND. Tel

0462 480000.

Fax 0462
480800.

MTC-1
required for

Fostee machines.

LMTC-I required for
Tose., machines.

PARTICIPATING DEALERS
Music Village - Chadwell Heath 081 598 9506 - Cambridge 0223 324 536 - Barnet 081 440 3449 Music Connections - Chelmsford 0245 354777 -Chelsea 071 731 5993

Ca rlsbro Retail - Mansfield 0623 651633- Derby 0332 48156 - Leicester 0533 624183 - Leeds 0532 405077 - Nottingham 0602 581888 - Norwich 0603 617641 - Birmingham 021 643 4655 -

Sheffield 0742 640000 - Stoke 0782 205100 ABC Music - Esher 0372 466195 - Adelstone 0932 854877 - Oxford 0865 724820 - Kingston 081 5469877 - Bristol 0272 238200 -
Slough 0753 822754 - Exeter 0392 425125 Thatched Cottage Audio - Royston 0223 207979  KGM - Wakefield 0924 371766  Sound Control - Dunfermline 0383 733353 -

Glasgow 041 204 0322 - Fife 0592 260293 - Dundee 0382 25619 - Edinburgh 031 557 3986 - Newcastle 091 232 4175  McCormacks - Glasgow 041 332 6644  Dawsons -
Warrington 0925 32591  EddleMoors - Bournemouth 0202 395135 The Music Corporation -Poole 0425480569 . SDL- London 071 580 4000 -London 071 629 1234 -Sidcup 081 302 8811 

Musical Exchanges- Birmingham 021 2367544 -Coventry 0203 635766  Al - Manchester 061 236 0340- Preston 0772 204567- Stockport 061 429 8777  Turnkey- London 071 379 5148 

Sutekina - London 071 836 0180  Rose Morris - London 071 836 0991  Brixton Exchange Mort- London 071 733 6821 Keyboards In Action - Plymouth 0752 347595 -
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MARK OF THE UNICORN Apple Macintosh Software

PERFORMER
After six years in the field, Performer has had another of its regular updates

- does it still live up to its claim of being "The Professional's Sequencer"?

Review by Ian Waugh.
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OME SAY THAT the professional's choice

of computer for music in the '90s is the
Apple Mac. But until late '90, the cost of

a Mac had been prohibitive to all but the

pros. The launch of the Classic (at £895),

however, put that to rights, and the Classic II
followed at the end of 1991.

The minimum hardware requirements to run
Performer (review v3.61) is a Macintosh Plus with an

800K external disk drive and two megabytes of RAM.

However, the manual warns that running it even on a

basic SE may cause irregularities in timing during
playback (although only under duress).

BIG MACS
THE MORAL OF the story is that although the Classic

may be the affordable face of the Mac, for serious
work you still need a more powerful machine. The
Classic II looks set to replace the SE/30 even
though it's not as well specified, but it's based
around a 68030 CPU running at 16MHz so it looks
like one of the cheapest "power" options.

Minimum specs apart, if you're serious about
using a Mac you really need a hard drive and if
you've half an eye on System 7 you want at least
4Meg of RAM, never mind what the quoted minimum

requirements are. The Classic II with 2Meg of RAM

and a 40Meg hard disk costs £1200 while a 4Meg

RAM/80Meg hard disk version costs £1550. Hardly

the ST bashers the original Classic aimed to be. All

that power and only an 9" monitor, too.

If you already have a Mac you'll probably be aware

that Mark of The Unicorn's Performer has been
fighting it out with Opcode's Vision for number one

place in the Mac sequencing arena. Just to confuse

matters, they've now been joined by Cubase
(although this has set itself apart from the
competition by being considerably more expensive).

Performer goes all the way back to 1985 and
MOTU have updated it regularly. Its last appearance

in MT was in April 1990 although it was given a
major update to v3.5 later that year. As many
readers will not have followed the Mac music market

but may now own or be contemplating the purchase

of a Mac, we'll look at Performer in its entirety rather

than just as an update.

KEY INSTALLATION
INSTALLATION IS RELATIVELY easy although the

program uses a key disk for protection. You can do a

hard disk install which means the program fits itself

into a cosy corner of your hard disk from where it will

run quite happily. If you mess with it, however, it will

cease to function. The other option is to copy the
program to your hard disk in the normal way, in which

case the program will ask for the master disk each
time you launch it.

OK, so the guys have a right to protect their
interests but you're only given one hard disk install.
Which is fine until your Mac crashes, something it

can do through no fault of the program it's running.

And then what do you do in the middle of your
session! I've suffered at the hands of hard disk
installs before and quite simply don't trust them.

I opted for the Master disk option. The program
was reviewed on a Mac Ilsi running under MultiFinder
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A former pupil and then teacher at the Guitar Institute of Technology

in Los Angeles, Frank Gambale has been hailed as one of the world's

most technically accomplished guitarists. After spells with both Jeff

Berlin and Jean Luc Ponty he joined Chic Corea's Electric Band.

Music Maker Records have available exclusively Frank's two solo

albums and now his specially priced Live double album, which in

Frank's words is "...unabashed, unabridged, total blasting...".

To listen to tracks from Brave New Guitar (album: £7.99) and A

Present For The Future (album: £7.99, and CD: £12.99) just dial

0898 666121.

To listen to tracks from Live (cassette: £7.99, CD: £12.99) just dial

0898 666124. All prices include p&p.

To order, telephone 0353 665577 (office hours) or the

Music Maker Hotline 0898 666199 (24 hours) and

quote your credit card number.

Calls cost 36p per minute (cheap rate) and 48p per minute (at all other times)

the power of

OPCODE
at your local

opus& dealer
TURNKEY, LONDON

2001, ASH

Al MUSIC, MANCHESTER

ABC MUSIC, ADDLESTONE

ABC MUSIC, KINGSTON

BRIXTON EXCHANGE MART, LONDON

ARGENTS, LONDON

CALLHAVEN COMPUTERS, LONDON

CARLSBRO, DERBY

CARLSBRO, LEICESTER

CARLSBRO, SHEFFIELD

DAWSONS, WARRINGTON

DAWSONS, NORTHWICH

HESSY'S MUSIC CENTRE, LIVERPOOL

KEYBOARD SHOP, SHEPHERDS BUSH

McCORMACKS, GLASGOW

MUSICAL EXCHANGES, BIRMINGHAM

MUSICAL EXCHANGES, COVENTRY

PROJECT MUSIC, HOUNSLOW

RAINBOW MUSIC, DUNDEE

SOFTWARE CIRCUS, HOLBORN

SOUND CONTROL, GLASGOW

STIRLING MICRO SYSTEMS, LONDON

SYCO, LONDON

THATCHED COTTAGE, ROYSTON

TSC, THE SYNTHESIZER COMPANY, LONDON

opcode
software

THE MOST

POWERFUL,

PRODUCTIVE,

AND INTUITIVE

HARD DISK

RECORDING,

MIDI

SEQUENCING,

SYNTH AND

EDITING TOOLS

AVAILABLE

FOR THE

MACINTOSH

COMPUTER.

FOR MORE

INFORMATION

MCMXCIX

708A

ABBEY ROAD

TUDOR ESTATE

LONDON

NW10 7UW

FAX:

081 963 0624

Computer
MUSIC Systems Ltd

MUSIC APPLICATIONS FOR IBM PCs
Call our sales hotline on 071-482 5224 or Fax us on 071-485 9302 !

\yVoyetra Sequencer Plus
Version 4

Are you fed up with PC Starter Packs ?
Do you want a 'professional' sequencer ?
Voyetra Sequencer Plus is arguably the industry standard sequencer
for IBM machines. First developed in 1984, it is used in commercial
recording studios worldwide by many professional musicians.
Sequencer Plus has full SMPTE/MTC sync options - direct to the new
V24s multiple -port interface supporting up to 64 MIDI channels. A full
upgrade path for Sequencer Plus software and interfaces is available.

'an extraordinary sequencer...maintaining an admirable balance
between editing power and straightforward operation.'

PC Magazine

'One of the best American sequencing programs...is Sequencer
Plus...it hasn't crashed once. How many other programs can you
say that about ?'

Sound on Sound

Voyetra Sequencer Plus Packages
SPClassic & V22 : 32 channel MIDI interface £229.00
SPClassic & V4000 : MPU compatible MIDI interface £279.00
SPClassic & V24s : 64 channel SMPTE/MIDI interface £399.00

SPGold & V22 : 32 channel MIDI interface £359.00
SPGold & V4000 : MPU compatible MIDI interface £409.00
SPGold & V24s : 64 channel SMPTE/MIDI interface £529.00

Computer
MUSIC Systems Ltd

No-one knows PC music better !

5-7 Buck Street,
London NW1 8NJ.
Tel 071-482 5224

NEW THIS MONTH !

Hard Disk Recording
ON AN IBM AT /

We are proud to announce The CardD - a breakthrough in
IBM -based hard disk recording. The CardD interface is designed
to be used with the IBM PC/AT and compatibles. As a system,
The CardD and The EdDitor allow quick and effective real-time
digital editing and mastering. A menu driven interface makes
using the system both intuitive and easily mastered. This power is
now within reach of everyone.

16 bit, 32/44.1/48kHz Sampling Rates (user selectable).
20Hz-20kHz Frequency response & 92dB Signal to
Noise ratio - CD quality.
Transfers audio data to/from hard disk in real time.
Supports S/PDIF Digital inputs/outputs (with the optional
I/O CardD)
Stereo multiple waveform editing program available
(The EdDitor)

DAL 'The CardD' : Hard Disk Recording board 575.00
DAL 'The EdDitor' : soundfile editing software 184.00
DAL 'The I/O Card111' : Digital i/o for The CardD 395.00
DAL Developer'sToolkit for The CardD 475.00

MIDI Fader Automation Special !

We have a few RECITAL 16 -channel MIDI Fader Automation
systems left to clear. Formerly on sale at £939 inc VAT, we are
now offering them at £799 inc VAT. For more information please
contact us.

If you want to make music with your PC, talk to us. We
have been in the field of computer music for six years, and
our staff are fully able to advise you on your music
requirements. We have products to suit all tastes at prices
to match. Give us a call today !
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6.07 along with a word -processor, and the machine

did hang a few times. Although I'd hesitate to blame

Performer, I'm glad I didn't install it on my hard disk.

If it had gone down you would have been reading this

review next month.

The Mac has a reputation for user -friendliness and

attracting non -protected software. Passport have

recently dispensed with their copy protection; will
MOTU follow suit?

LOCKED TIGHT
TO THE PROGRAM. The first thing you'll notice is the

manual - all 500 pages of it. There's a Getting
Started section, after which all the functions are
explained in considerable detail, most with the aid of

diagrams, although there is some forward
referencing.

Performer is SMPTE compatible and MOTU have

their

Time Piece) which

own MIDI/SMPTE interface called MTP (MIDI

comprises an eight -In, eight -Out

MIDI interface with
MIDI patch routing
supporting up to 128
MIDI channels. Power

users can network up
to four MTPs for a total

of 512 MIDI channels.

Performer offers
improved SMPTE sync

with DTLe (Enhanced

Direct Time Lock), an
advanced version of
DTL supported by

earlier versions of

Performer. Instead of
one frame advance
message per SMPTE

frame, DTLe consists of four frame advances and you

can achieve lockup while the tape is rolling.

DTL never caught on in the UK (although it was big

in America) and few devices support it. With v3.5,
however, Performer included MTC (MIDI Time Code)

so you can sync using the format to suit your
equipment.

Performer supports Apple's MIDI Manager, too.
This lets you run more than one MIDI program
simultaneously under MultiFinder, synchronise them

to each other and swap MIDI data. But I wouldn't

advise this with anything less than 4Meg of RAM and

you still may have to be economical.
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INTERFACE
AS WE ARE talking state-of-the-art here it makes

sense to gloss over the more mundane sequencing

functions and see what makes Performer so
outstanding. Its user -interface is an "enhanced"
version of that already familiar to Mac users. The
program is based around a number of windows and

most of these contain a secondary Mini Menu which

holds commands of particular relevance to that
window. A Pushdown box sends a window to the back

of the screen and there's a Zoom box to

automatically resize the window (although this insists

on putting it in the top left of the screen).

Transport controls are housed in the Consolidated

Controls Panel, which also includes the tempo and
meter controls and offers direct access to most of
the main windows - Chunks, Song, Sliders, Markers,

MIDI Configuration, Tracks, Event List, Graphic Editing

and Notation Editing. You can split the Consolidated

Panel into its separate sections if you wish.

There are yet more windows, which are accessed

from the Windows menu. Remote Controls permits

assignation of MIDI messages and Mac keyboard
alternatives to most of Performer's operational
functions. You could, for example, control the
transport functions entirely from a MIDI keyboard,

although MIDI controls aren't restricted to notes.
They can be controller data, program change numbers

- any MIDI data, in fact.

The MIDI Monitor window displays incoming MIDI

data broken down by port, MIDI channel and data
type. The Input Quantise window is used to quantise

incoming data.

TRACKS
PERFORMER HAS A resolution of 480 ticks -per -
quarter -note and supports an unlimited number of

tracks - you simply add them when required. These

appear in the Track Window along with their MIDI

channel/port assignment, patch name (if any) and
comments (very useful). There's a separate
Conductor track which holds tempo data and you can

drag tracks around to re -order them.

To the right of the tracks list is a Tracks Overview

window which displays the tracks in equal -length
segments which can be anything from 30 ticks to 16

bars long. You can zoom in and out to alter the
amount of time each segment represents.

The shade of each segment shows the density of

MIDI data in it and selective filtering of unwanted
types of data is available. For example, you could

elect to see only program changes and the Overview

window would then only show segments containing

program change messages. Only data selected for
viewing will be edited, too.

CHUNKY SONGS
SEGMENTS CAN BE selected with the mouse and

turned into Chunks for arranging in the Chunks
window. A Chunk can be either a sequence (a
collection of tracks) or a song (a collection of
sequences). You can build an entire song from other

sequences by chaining and stacking Chunks in the

Song window, simply by clicking and dragging. It's

akin to the method used by other sequencers of
linking Patterns into Songs, although Performer's
Chunks are generally rather more sophisticated and

powerful - and requiring a corresponding degree of

understanding, too.

The distinction between songs and sequences is

important. You can only save sequences in MIDI File

format, for example, but having constructed a song

you can convert it to a sequence.
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HIT THE MARK
THE MARKERS WINDOW is used to display and edit

the markers for a Chunk sequence or song. A marker

is basically a name attached to a specific location in

a Chunk. They appear in the Edit windows and can be

recorded in real time. They are particularly useful

when working with video as you can use them to mark

hit points in real time and then use the Marker
window as a cue sheet. You can adjust tempos to
automatically align musical cues to the hits.

The Markers window also supports MOTU's post -

production device, the Video Time Piece, which can

superimpose graphic images on a video picture,
including streamers - a solid white bar which travels

across the screen to reach the right-hand side at an

exact hit point.

Performer supports event chasing to ensure the

correct playback of a piece from any point. You can

select which events should be chased. Recent
additions to v3.6 enable you to perform most editing

functions during playback, too.

You can filter out unwanted MIDI data during
recording and the Multi Record option lets you record

from several different MIDI channels simultaneously.

A track can be assigned up to 31 channels for
playback.

Step -time recording is well handled. You select
required note durations, including tuplets, from a pop-

up box and play the pitches on the keyboard. You can

select two or more durations at the same time and
you can erase the last step should you make a
mistake.

The Record Beats function lets you record a piece

out of time and add bar lines to it later. This ain't
easy. If you record a piece out of time you then have

to tap along to it in time in order to insert the bar
lines in the right places. I'll stick to recording in time

and making tempo changes later.

EDITING
TO VIEW AND edit the data in a segment you double

click on it and, depending on what key you're holding

down on the Mac keyboard, up pops the Event List,

Graphic or Note Editor.

There are time rulers at the top of the editors and

a pointer co-ordinates box tells you exactly where the

mouse pointer is as you move it across the window.

View Filter lets you select the types of data (a
choice of 16) you want to see. You can display the
timings in bars, real time (minutes and seconds) and

frames.

I suspect many musicians will be quite at home
with the Graphic Editor which not only shows notes

(as bars on a grid) but also displays controller data,

including velocity, graphically beneath the grid. You

can alter a note's pitch, duration and position by
clicking and dragging and you can insert notes, too.

Controller data can be edited in a similar way and a

Tempo Change grid unsurprisingly lets you draw in
tempo changes.

The Note Editor is a reasonable alternative for
those who like to play with the dots. A window can

only show one track at a time, however, and the
smallest display resolution is 1/16th notes, which

may be fine for 90% of mainstream music but
occasionally even heavy metal musos have been

known to pen a 1/32nd. Working with classical music

is likely to be more problematic. Notes are easily
edited by clicking and dragging and you can insert

notes and other events, too.

Performer can handle SysEx dumps, too, and you

can place them into a track.

FUNCTIONS
QUANTISATION IS REASONABLY comprehensive and

you can set offset, sensitivity, strength and swing
options as a percentage. The Smart Quantise option

is principally designed for use with MOTU's
scorewriter program, Professional Composer.

There is a DeFlam command which looks for close

groups of notes and

makes their attack
times the same.
With the Change
Velocity function you

can smooth out

irregularities and

create smooth
velocity changes - an

alternative to

drawing changes in
on the graph with the

mouse although if
it's volume changes

you want it may be
better to use the
sliders (coming up).

You can scale, limit,
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thin and and remap continuous data, too.

Performer has some excellent note manipulation

functions: Invert, for example, flips notes around a

specific axis. Retrograde and Reverse Time reverse

the order of events, effectively turning a tune
backwards. There is a slight difference between the

two, Retrograde producing a result closer to how you

would expect a backwards tune to sound. Scale Time,

meanwhile, expands and compresses the duration of

events.

Transpose is largely self-explanatory but
Performer's transpose options go further than most.

You can transpose by interval but also diatonically to

create harmonies - brilliant, this - although you may

still need to edit the odd note. You can also change

mode and map each pitch to any other - this is useful

for transferring drum parts between machines. You

can save customised Transpose maps for future use.

DECISIVE DEVICES
THE MIDI CONFIGURATION and Patch List windows

let you access "virtual" MIDI devices which you can

assign to tracks. This "assignment by name" is quite

a feature on Mac software (other developers take
note) and preferable to using MIDI channels and
program change numbers, especially if you're

"You can transpose

by interval but also

diatonically to

create harmonies -

brilliant, this -

although you may

still need to edit
the odd note."
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COME AND GET IT
FOR SERIOUS DEALS PHONE :

0202 395135 EXT. 125
SYNTHESISERS / KEYBOARDS.

YAMAHA SY77 ONE ONLY £1299

YAMAHA SY55 NEW LOW PRICE £625

YAMAHA SY22 £549

YAMAHA TG77 EXPANDER £949

YAMAHA TG55 EXPANDER £399

YAMAHA TG33 IN STOCK P.O.A.

ROLAND JX1 £299

ROLAND JD800 P.O.A.

ROLAND D70 P.O.A.

ROLAND D5 USED £399

ROLAND E15 E35 E70 IN STOCK

ROLAND U20 IN STOCK £699

ROLAND U220 EXPANDER £469

ROLAND SC55 EXPANDER P.O.A.

ROLAND MV30 IN STOCK P.O.A.

ROLAND FP8 DIGITAL PIANO P.O.A.

KAWAI K1 MK11 USED £399

KAWAI K4R EXPANDER £299
KAWAI SPECTRA £325
KORG DW8000 USED £225
KORG T1, T2, T3 P.O.A.

K090 EX8000 USED £199
ENSONIO SQ2 P.O.A.
ENSONIO SO1 + P.O.A.

ENSONIO SW P.O.A.

PEAVEY DPM3 EX HIRE £1100
EMU PROTEUS 11 SHOP SOILED £725

EMU PROTEUS 1 SHOP SOILED £525

EMU PROTEUS II XR £899
RHODES MODEL 660 EX DEMO £625

SAMPLERS

ROLAND S750 P.O.A.

AKAI S950 £1050
AKAI S1000, S1100 ALL IN STOCK P.O.A.

AKAI S1000 (USED) £1875
ENSONIQ EPS-16 PLUS, EX HIRE £1399

ROLAND W30 IN STOCK £1199

SEQUENCERS

SEIKO MR 1000 (5000 NOTE SEQ.) £49

ROLAND MC50 £489

YAMAHA QV 10 (USED) £199

ATARI 10405TE + MONITOR P.O.A.

C -LAB NOTATOR, CREATOR P.O.A.

STEINBERG CUBASE £329
STEINBERG CUBEAT VERS. 2 £129

ROLAND MC300 £299

DRUMS

YAMAHA RX8 £199

YAMAHA RY30 P.O.A.

ALESIS SR16 P.O.A.

ALESIS D4 P.O.A.

ROLAND 148 DEMO £399
ROLAND 148, R5 NEW LOW PRICE P.O.A.
ROLAND PAD 80 £349

ROLAND SPD 8 £349

KORG S3 £499
SIMMONS TRIXER (USED) £699

EMU PROCUSSION P.O.A.

RECORDING EQUIPMENT

SANSUI WSX1 SIX TRACK
WORKSTATION £699

YAMAHA MT3X £389

TASCAM PORTA 05HS £269

TASCAM 488 ALL AVAILABLE
BOSS RV1000, REVERB £149

ALESIS QUADRAVERB + BEST EVER PRICE
SOUNDTECH ST200 CC COMP / LIM £149
YAMAHA GC2020B COMP / LIM £199

YAMAHA FX500 £249

ART MULTIVERB LT £169

D.A.T. MACHINES

CASIO DA -7 PORTABLE £469

SONY OTC -750 ES £469
TEAC DA -P20 PORTABLE P 0 A.

MULTI -TRACK RECORDING

DEALS ALWAYS AVAILABLE ON FOSTEX
AND TASCAM MULTI -TRACK EQUIPMENT.
PIIONE NOW FOR MORE DETAILS.

SANSUI WS -X1

 u 61 

    OOOOOO

J 211*C1000 1(717770170C

ITTITItT
COMPLETE 6 -TRACK RECORDING STUDIO
6-CHANNELMULTITRACKRECORDER
8-CHANNELSTEREOMIXER
2-CHANNELMASTERSTEREO

RECORDER
IBUILT-INDIGITALREVERB

ORIGRRP61199

£699

KAWAI K4
DIGITAL SYNTHESISER
61 NOTE VELOCITY&PRESSURESENSITIVE KEYBOARD
 25616 BITPCM& DIGITALCYCLICWAVEFORMS
16DIGITAL EFFECTS
 61 PCM DRUMSOUNDS
64SINGLEPATCHES/64MULTI-

PATCHES/32 EFFECTS PATCHES
 16NOTEPOLYPHONIC
118CHANNELMULTI-TIMBRAL

01310.119PC895

£525
KAWAI K1R

111111111111 7,7,

DIGITAL SYNTHESISER
RACKMOUNTK1SYNTHESIZER
8CHANNEL/16NOTEPOLYVIAMIDI
64 INTERNALPATCHES
32MULTIPATCHES
 RAM AND ROM CARD FACILITY

ORIGERPM49

£259
RHODES MK 60

DIGITAL PIANO
64 NOTE KEYBOARD AND OCTAVE SHIFT
FULLY WIEGHTED ACTION
 8 HIGH QUALITY DIGITALSOUNDS INCLUDING -

VIBRAPHONE, CLAVICHORD, ELECTRIC PIANO,
ACCOUSTIC PIANO. ORIERFIF11299

 BUILT IN FX
 BUILT IN EQ £549

EXCLUSIVE OFFERS
\LL ITEMS ARE NEW, USED OR EX -DEMONSTRATION

KORG MI WORKSTATION
£000 WSI WAVESTATION
KAWAI K4R
ROLAND JX1 SYNTHESIZER
ROLAND U20
ROLAND KR55

£899
£899
£299
£299
£699
£799

ALL PRICES ARE INCLUSIVE OF V. A.T.

1
(0202) 395135 EXT. 125

EULAE MOORS MUSIC LTD.
THE SOUND INVESTMENT
679 Christchurch Road, Bournemouth BH7 6AE
THE LARGEST MUSIC SHOP ON THE SOUTH COAST

THE FRIEND -CHIP K..AT
New Keyboard Remote for the Atari

Seven keys and the shift function allow
you to remote up to 14 functions of any
software package. The K.AT automatically
loads up to 32 variable configurations at
start up, and a footswitch can be used to
operate the "Record" key for punch in/out.
Comes pre -configured for C -Lab and
Steinberg. £69 Inc VAT

More
logical

solutions
from

Qvlogic
MIDI METRO

The unique MIDI Metro from 0 -Logic
translates MIDI clock into a beat you can
see. Just set the MIDI Metro within your line
of sight, the lights change colour as they
swing to the beat. It's easy to follow the
tempo, right on time, every time.
This 19" rack -mounting unit. has a bright
visual display simulating the motion of a

conductor's baton in time with MIDI tempo,
and follows song position pointer for working
directly off tape.
The MIDI Metro lets you know where you
are in advance of the beat and there's no
risk of breakthrough on acoustic
instruments, so you don't need headphones.
£239 Inc VAT
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M.T.C. Plus
The M.T.C. Plus Time Code Player from
Friendchip generates SMPTE time code in

.the usual LTC format and MIDI time code at
the same time, whilst any MIDI signal can be
merged to the MIDI line. The desk -top
manager allows you to work with the time
code generator as if it was a SMPTE track.
£389 Inc VAT
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SUPER MAX
The Friendchip Super MA'X MIDI Matrix
system allows youto control yhe complete
set up of all your MIDI instruments with an
editor for the Atari. Up to a 60 x 60 matrix at
distances of 20 metres or more, a standard
streo cable is the only connector between 8 x
8 patchbay modules. Amazing spec !
Ring for further details and prices.
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FRIEND -CHIP TCR1 TIME CODE REFRESHER
No matter how distorted the time code wave -form with slanted edges to
signal on your tape machine is, the TCR1 minimalise distortion and crosstalk. The
transmits a code with the quality of the TCR1 recognises all code formats
first generation, eliminating any jitter, even automatically, and features sensivity down
if the code is played at variable speed. to -30dB (adjustable).
This results in a constant level, symetric £79 Inc VAT

FRIEND -CHIP

"BIG TIME"
TIME CODE DISPLAYS

Friendchip "Big Time" Time Code
Displays with in-built reader for all code
formats and time code through.
Although time code has become the
reference for any recording in
professional and home studios, the
time code readout of most units is often
very small and hard to read.
"Big Time" displays are the best
solution. The bright LED display is easy
to read, even from a distance.
Available in 1u version with 1" high
characters, and in a 2u version with
2.25" characters_
lu Version - £299 inc VAT
2u Version - £469 inc VAT
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TEL: 0796 200141=1, :0-42=1104cowlyc FAX: 0796 3806
P.O. BOX 109  DUNDEE  DD1 9DF  SCOTLAND

Available Mail Order
or Selected Dealers

Access

AMilk
Telephoned Credit Card orders welcome



running several instruments and making use of
Performer's ability to access 128 - or 512 - MIDI

channels.

A Device is a reference for a particular piece of
MIDI equipment, such as a synth, which you can refer

to by name within the program. It can store a sound

list for the synth much like a patch librarian and from

the Patch List window you can transmit patch
changes, even on the fly.

Device configurations are supplied for a wide range

of Yamaha, Roland, Kurzweil, Kawai and Korg synths

plus the Proteus. However, it's also easy to create

your own Devices. You can specify the number of
banks and the numbering format, too.

Devices can also handle System Exclusive dumps

so you can store individual voices or the entire
contents of the synth. If your synth doesn't have a

Bulk Transmit function you'll have to enter a SysEx

Bulk Dump request message in the Device editor. A

Play Bulk Dumps command in the Track editor's Mini

Menu lets you set up your gear ready to carry on from

where you last left off.

Unfortunately, the dumps don't transfer the voice

names to the Patch List - a great shame - and these

have to be entered by hand. If you keep changing the

voices in your synth during song construction, it
would seem to make sense to wait until the song is

finished before naming the voices. However, you're

most likely to want to select voices by name during
recording. You still can't have everything.

Performer takes the Device concept a stage
further with Instruments which are a group of
Devices. For example, if you have created the
ultimate string patch by layering sounds from several

synths, you can bring them together under one
Instrument. Neat.

SLIDING CONSOLATION
ANOTHER INTERESTING AND useful feature of
Performer is Consoles. These are groups of
customisable sliders which can be used to control

volume, pan position, modulation, pitchbend and
other controller functions.

All the sliders appear in a window but you can split

them up and show them individually or in groups in a

vertical or horizontal orientation. A master slider can

be appointed to a group (effectively making it a sub-

group) so, having set the relative volumes of a group

of tracks you can then adjust them all using one
slider. Brilliant.

The sliders monitor their target tracks and change

to reflect the value of the data. They can also record

any changes you make to them in any track. You can

control a slider from an external mod wheel, for
example, or by the pitch of a note or with keyboard
velocity. You can even use sliders to remap controller

data in real time.

It can take a little while to get your head around all

this, but it's a truly excellent function. You can
perform a fairly thorough mix on a sequence, and
having access to several sets of sliders at the same

time means you don't have to mix volume first, say,

and then pan data.

FILES

PERFORMER SUPPORTS MIDI File formats 0 and 1

and can save the tempo/metre map, expand loops
and save the track names as text. You can specify the

end of the sequence to be saved if you don't want to

save it all. It can also save files in Professional
Composer format for score editing and printing.

Having set up the program to suit your equipment

and way of working, you can save the setup as a New

Template. All new files you create will then start with

that configuration.

VERDICT
ANY SEQUENCER WITH such a comprehensive range of

facilities as Performer is going to take a little while

getting to know. Make no mistake, this is a

heavyweight program. Even the Getting Started section

involves many setting up operations. The wealth of

options, windows and different keystrokes can, at first,

be confusing, but after a little use the pieces start to

fall into place. There is also a comprehensive on-line

help system to prompt you if required.

I have niggles, albeit small ones. Performer doesn't

give you an internal click on a II -series or SE/30 Mac

(the budget -priced Deluxe Recorder does). Although

mouse -clicks in conjunction with the Command, Option

and Shift keys are common Mac operations, wouldn't it

be useful to have total mouse control? And why do you

have to use the keyboard to type in new values rather

than use the mouse? The ability to have more than

one file open at the same time would be useful, too.

Many of the features missing from earlier versions

of Performer (MTC support, Loop Recording) have
been implemented in this revision, although there's

still no drum pattern editing or score printout option.

To print scores you are directed to Professional
Composer (MT review to follow).

This isn't a head -to -head and I've no intention of

getting embroiled in the relative benefits of Performer

and Vision (drag Cubase into it, too, if you wish). The

fact is, both (all three) companies have shown an
eagerness to upgrade their programs regularly
(although Steinberg have the shortest track record

here) and when one betters another, that one seems

to come back with features to trump the first.

All three programs are being used by professionals,

and other than a few facilities which may endear one

program to a user more than another, I wouldn't like to

be the man to single one out as best buy. Ultimately

it's bound to be a very personal choice.

Performer has been a firm favourite with Mac
users for over six years and it will now be particularly

attractive to those involved in video work. It's easy to

see why it has been dubbed The Professional's
Sequencer. There's no doubt at all that it is a

very professional piece of kit and well worthy
of the name.

Price £459 including VAT

More from Sound Technology plc, Letchworth Point,
Letchworth, Herts SG6 1ND. Tel (0462) 480000.

Fax: (0462) 480800

"Markers are

particularly useful

when working with

video as you can

use them to mark

hit points and then

use the Marker
window as a cue

sheet."
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(Nottingham

based dance

duo Rhythmatic

are set to make

a Beautiful

Mess with their

debut album.

Yet "mess"

hardly

describes their

approach to

technology. .

Interview by

Simon Trask.

QUESTION: WHEN IS A HOME STUDIO NOT
A home studio? Answer: when it boasts a collection of

gear which would do a professional studio proud. Of
course, if we're going to be literal about it, a "home
studio" is simply a place in the home where music can be

recorded - a definition which covers everything from

personal multitrackers to 24 -track setups. In general,
however, the term still has certain less -than -professional

connotation.

Rhythmatic's records certainly don't have "home
studio" stamped all over them, yet they've all been
recorded in group member Mark Gamble's home studio.

To date, Gamble and partner Leroy Crawford have
released three singles on the Birmingham -based Network

label. A fourth single, 'NuGroove', is due out in the New

Year along with the duo's debut album, the delightfully -

titled Splat! What A Beautiful Mess. Gamble has also been

compiling an album of Art Of Noise remixes done by the

likes of 808 State, LFO, Youth, Prodigy and, of course,

Rhythmatic for China Records.

Rhythmatic's dynamic, inventive, exciting music is
anything but a mess - beautiful or otherwise. Rather, it's

characterised by a sharp, precision -tooled technological

sound with a diamond -hard sparkle to it which fascinates

even as it cuts into your mind. Tight and ever so clean, the

Rhythmatic sound manages to be finely -detailed without

ever being overly busy, thanks to a keen sense of space and

balance and a sophisticated ear for orchestration on
Gamble and Crawford's part. Time to pay a visit, then, to

the place where Rhythmatic's music gets recorded.

To look at, there's nothing special about Mark
Gamble's house in Nottingham, nothing to set it apart

from the other houses which line the street. Inside,
however, lurks the recording setup which prompted the

opening question. If you cast your eyes down the
equipment list at the end of this interview, you'll see what

I mean: a proverbial Aladdin's cave of hi -tech goodies.

Every home should have one, maybe, but I'm not about

to knock on any other doors on the off -chance.

As I sit with Gamble amidst all this gear, he reveals that

his first piece of electronic gear, bought some six or seven

years ago, was a Casio VLtone. Talk about starting with

the basics. But it was enough to get him enthused.

"I'd run home from school and play with this thing all

the time", he recalls. "Then from there it was a Bontempi

keyboard with the preset rhythms, which at least was
polyphonic so I could play a few chords. Then me mum, I

got her to buy me a Technics SXK200, which was the

latest home keyboard in those days. That's when I started

really getting interested in playing music, so I started a
band with a couple of mates on guitar and bass and me

playing this keyboard with drums on it. It was never a
gigging band, we were just jamming, learning to play. It

was basically rock stuff, with funky guitar - because I

didn't know better."

Gamble didn't have the Technics for too long ("Thank

God"), progressing to his first synth proper, a Juno 106.

"The 106 brought life into things - it was starting to

sound like records", he says. "From there it was just
adding bits and bobs until I got my first sampler, which

was the X7000, and I was in love with that. It was a big

jump from having one analogue sound to having any
sound you wanted, and that opened up so many avenues."

Then house music came along, and Gamble found his

musical direction: "Suddenly you didn't have to go into a

24 -track and do a glorified full production with orchestras

and a real band. You could do it at home with a computer

and a drum machine - which is basically what I had."

Those of you who know your house history will be
aware that Gamble was once part of a group called 'Crush,

who had a chart hit with 'House Arrest' back in '87. The

track began life as a demo that Gamble put together at
home using his Juno 106, Akai X7000, Alpha Juno 2 -
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Want to improve your Blues, Jazz . WIDE VARIETY OF STYLES
Still ONLY

' . .No matter what age, level or ability you can quickly master the 1
Eledronk Musician Oct 1990 .

techniques of contemporary popular piano ! These unique courses, : One of the neatest programs I've seen .

using original compositions, focus on the essential concepts needed to , sTart Magazine
£45

play in the many popular styles of today. Pro version includes
; Every studio, teacher and songwriter needs

52 styles

F

E

A
T
U
R

E

S

Create professional
backing tracks and

more with

e

e

 Each style has 5 parts, drums, bass, 3 accompaniments e
 Chord progressions entered through
 Create and edit your own styles
 8 variations per style (intro, fill fade etc)
 Full realtime control of all parameters
 10 song memory for instant recall
 On board MIDI mixer for volume etc
 32 Unique styles included with up to 8 in any song
 SoftlinkTM and MROSTM compatible e

 Optional style library available
 10 Songs per Freestyle SET
 MIDI Thru (Octave shift/double)
 Save Song as Midi File
 Load Playlist as Midi file (type 0)
 Edit style as Midi File in your sequencer
 Direct control of all functions thru midi

The BEST Folac
software R ST

AMIGA
Dr T's
Music Software

The great thing about this
programme (Freestyle), is its
case of use and there is
absolutely no doubt that its
flexible, robust, works well as a
stand alone programme and
makes a wonderful addition to a
sequencer' PAUL OVERRAA

INDEPENDANT REVIEWER

mouse/MIDI

£141

Oldies styles £29
(8 new styles)

Pop styles £29
(8 new styles)

COPYIST

AMIGA OMEGA
KCS

REALTIME
With over 70 different music programmes, Dr T's are synonymous with

reliability and ingenuity. Sequenceing, scoring, voice editing,
compositional and syncing programmes are all specialities of Dr T's.

lom Loin ,1  R

PRISM MACINTOSH

IBM BEYOND

TIGERCUB ATARI

X -OR
Shown are just a few examples of Dr T's titles. If you would like to
know more about how Dr T's can help you make sweet music with

1=1=1111MC:1

your computer simply CALL and we will send you a full info pack.

401 10
Type in the chords to any song, choose the style
you'd like and Band in a Box does the rest ....

AUTOMATICALLY GENERATING PROFESSIONAL
QUALITY BASS, DRUM AND PIANO PARTS IN A

and Rock Piano & keyboard skills ? .1 cant imagine a better way to spend CAS'

...** ............

The series consists of 2 volumes, Beginners - Intermediate and toown Band in a Box further
Intermediate to Advanced. Each comes complete with the following; t

BOOK: contains full music notation and chord symbols of pieces 1.

CASSETTE: All pieces professionally recorded for aural analysis '
MIDI FILE: All pieces in Type 1 MIDI File for further editing etc I,

El 7/volume or £30 both volumes
please state computer type (ST, AMIGA, MAC, IBM) when o rdering- - ........ ......... - -

SOUND SOURCE are arguably the worlds
leading developer of sounds for a huge range
of popular synthesizers and samplers past and
present. Their massive catalogue includes
sounds tailored for all musical tastes including
Rock, Pop, Jazz, Orchestral, SFX and Film
Scoring on ROM and many disc formats.

All SOUND SOURCE banks use
the full memory of the instrument
(computer disks come with self
loading routines so no additional
software is needed) For the best
sounds for Yamaha, Roland, Korg,
Emu, Kawai, Ensoniq, Casio and
Peavey look no further !

Coming
SOON

Roland JD 800 - 7 Banks
Yamaha SY99 - 4 Banks
Yamaha SY99 - PCM disks
Korg T Series - 5 Banks
Korg T -Series - PCM disks
Star Trek Sounds - Macintosh

Special purchase bank of D50(ST .e7
disk) or TX81Z(tape) sounds o'

Musk Paper Magazine Aug 1990 £69

TRYCHO TUNES
ji PERFORMANCE SEQUENCESTM

How Much Time Do You Spend Sequencing
Backing Tracks ?

For the best in professionally arranged MIDI
SONGS, look no further than

TRYCHO PERFORMANCE SEQUENCES.

e

I Over 1300 songs available
I  Current chart back to the 50's
 Programmed by Professionals

Ideal for live, studio applications
 Full MIDI map with each song
 Wide range of formats supported
 from MIDI files to most popular
 hardware sequencers
 Songs available in pre -configured 3 or 10 packs

I  saving money

Recent hits
available

NOW

J

Baby Baby
A Better Love
Every Heanbeat
Everything I Do
From A Distance
I Touch myself
I wanna Sex You Up
It Aint Over Till lts Over
Love Is A Wonderful Thing
Rush Rush
Sensitivity
Time Love Tenderness

Amy Grant
Londonbeat
Amy Grant
Bryan Adams
Bette Midler
Divinyls
Color Me Bald
Lenny Kravitz
Michael Bolton
Paula Abdul
Ralph Tresvant
Michael Bolton

All artists names are for reference purposes
only and are in no way associated with

Trycho or ZONE

Please contact us for a full catalogue and
details. Demo Disks/tapes are £5,
refundable of first purchase.

DEMO DISK for
ST, AMIGA,
MAC & IBM

avialable

Songs also
available- on

audio cassette
or DAT !!

To order simply call with card details or send cheque plus £4 p & p. Dealer and European enquiries Welcome. ZONE are exclusive UK
Distributor for Dr T's, Freestyle, Band in a Box, Trycho, Sound Source and all its product range. Please ask for full details.

ZONE Distribution 5, Abbeville Rd London SW4 Tel 081 766 6564



"Suddenly you

didn't have to

go into a 24 -

track and do a

full production

you could do it

at home with a

computer and a

drum machine -

which is what I

had."

("The last good Roland keyboard, as far as I'm
concerned") and a borrowed TR808. He gave a tape of
the demo to a friend, who unbeknown to him took it

around the record companies. FON picked up on it, got
in touch with Gamble, and the next thing he knew he was

working on the track through the Summer of '87 at FON

studios with DJ Cassius Campbell and singer Ruth Joy -

his first time in a 24 -track studio. By September, they had

a vocal version and a dub 12 -inch version. FON put out

an initial club run, Phonogram picked up on it and got
them to add more vocals and samples to the seven-inch

version "to make it a bit more commercial", and a couple

of weeks later the track was No. 3 in the national charts.

Today, Gamble has a platinum single from the BPI,
commemorating UK sales of 'House Arrest' in excess of

250,000 copies, on his studio wall. His first ambition, he

says, was to achieve chart success. Getting interviewed by

Music Technology, he goes on to reveal with a broad grin,

was his second big ambition. Things can only get better

from here on - an interview in Hello magazine, perhaps.

DESPITE THE SUCCESS OF 'HOUSE ARREST',
Krush foundered on record company indifference with

their next single, which did well in the clubs but never got

a commercial release. In retrospect, it was probably for the

best. The group got off Phonogram and found themselves

with plenty of time on their hands, no record company

pressures to deal with, and money "rolling in" from the

success of 'House Arrest'. Through '88 and half of '89,
Gamble was able to build up his equipment collection ("I

got an Akai MG1214 12 -track, a Soundtracs T -series desk,

an 51000, an S950 and things like that") and work on

new tracks with his Krush partners.

Eventually tracks were touted around the record
companies. A few offers were made which the group

didn't consider good enough, and all went quiet again.
However, while they were in London remixing a Maureen

track, 'Don't Hold Back', in the last quarter of '89,
Gamble went out to a club and heard Unique 3's 'The

Theme' for the first time. It was to set him off in a new
direction.

"That track changed the whole sound, for me", he

recalls. "House had suddenly gone into a totally new,
manic sound. I came back to Nottingham and I just had

this buzz to do loads of tracks, and in about two weeks I'd

done ten tracks which were more manic. I thought 'It's

time that you can do anything. Anything goes'."

At this point Gamble's Rhythmatic partner -to -be Leroy

Crawford came along. In fact, the pair had released a
single, 'House Reaction', under the name T -Cut -F on

Kool Kat (parent company of Network) back in '87,
around the time of 'House Arrest'.

"Leroy came up with the name Rhythmatic and
suggested we go to Kool Kat, I said 'Let's go for it' and it

all developed from there."

SURROUNDED BY THE GEAR WHICH GAMBLE
has collected over the years, you could be forgiven for

thinking that he's more interested in collecting than
making music - that he might even be. . . a gear bore.
After all, how many synths and drum machines do you
need in this era of digital samplers?

Gamble turns out to have a refreshingly down-to-earth

attitude, being more interested in what he can get out of

the technology than in technology for its own sake. Only

too willing to 'bend the rules' in order to exploit the
possibilities of the gear at his disposal, Gamble will happily

use equipment in ways the manufacturers probably never

foresaw, let alone intended. Ways such as (mis)using the

digital EQ in Sound Tools to deliberately induce severe

digital clipping of a recorded signal in order to create
some mind-blowingly distorted sounds and concussive

rhythmic passages, which he'll then add to his sample

library as raw material for possible future use. Others such

as taking advantage of a software bug in Ensoniq's EPS16

Plus sampler, whereby an extremely short sample loop

produces all manner of weird and wonderful noises
whenever you hold down a key. Again, these noises are

sampled for possible future use.

"I actually made a track out of a 909 snare drum which

I copied 50 times and made into 50 different sounds.

Chord sounds, bass sounds, snares, bass drums, hi -hats,

everything. Totally unbelievable."

Unlike some hi -tech musicians, who get paranoid about

divulging their sampling and sequencing secrets, Gamble

is refreshingly open about what he gets up to. He happily

gives me a practical demonstration of both of these rather

wayward methods of creating new sounds, as he does of

one way in which he uses his sequencing package of

choice, Creator ("The ultimate dream in sequencing").
After quickly working up a spiky bass sound on his Jupiter

6, he plays a short riff into Creator, then selects the
sequencer's edit list and starts altering the MIDI data at

random, changing pitch, velocity and duration values and

deleting some of the notes. Then he goes back to the main

page, copies the edited track several times, sets different

delay values for each copied track, merges the tracks, tries

the result out in several different octaves, switches to the

edit list for some more random editing, then returns to

the main page again and adjusts the track's transposition

parameter in real time while the track plays.

"Sometimes you'll have a track going and you'll just
start messing around in real time with things, and it's like

Wow! I'd never have played that'", he observes.
"Creator's great for doing things on the spur of the
moment like that."

Gamble often records the results of his live
manipulations into his trusty Yamaha QX5, as Creator
won't record one track while another track's parameters

are being altered.

"I was always a Yamaha sequencer fan", he says. "In

fact, I started off with a QX21, and it was solid, the timing

was perfect. Creator's fine, but I still believe that the QX5

has the best timing of any sequencer in the world. A lot of

the time, once everything's been sequenced on Creator,

I'll transfer the drum parts into the QX5 and have it
running alongside Creator. That way, Creator's freed from

all the hi -hats and percussion and stuff, so it's got more

time to concentrate on the rest of the music."

Not that timing problems are always down to the
transmitting end of things. There's the MIDI response

times of the slaved instruments to consider - as Gamble is

all too aware. He once bought an Emax Ito use as his
main sampler, but returned it to the shop after four days

and swapped it for an S50 because its MIDI response

didn't give him the tightness he wanted.
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"If you want drums tight then get an 5950, S900 or

any Akai sampler", he contends. "The S1000 isn't as tight

as the 950, but it's still good."

GAMBLE LEAVES MOST OF HIS MONOSYNTHS

and drum machines casually strewn around another room,

rather than have them clutter up the studio. He has no

need to keep them connected up, because they rarely get

used as instruments in their own right. Instead, they're

used as sound or rhythm sources - Gamble likes to work

up a sound on one of the synths, or perhaps a rhythm on

one of the drum machines, and then sample it into one of

his samplers, as he can then chop the start of the sample to

get the tight attack that he likes.

One drum machine which he does keep in the studio is

a recent purchase: a Yamaha RY30.

"They've got about 99% of the Voices usable, and even

the ones that aren't can be with a little editing", he
opines. "It's a powerful machine, and there's a hell of a lot

of scope with that mod wheel. There's never a pattern
goes by without the mod wheel getting spun. Also, you

can get some very techno-y kind of effects out of it,
mainly with the tambourine, using the resonance in
conjunction with the filter cutoff and the decay. It's a crap

resonance, but it's got its own sound. I'd rather have a
proper resonance, though. It's an excellent machine - the

best drum machine for a long time, definitely."

However, drum machines aren't Gamble's only source

of drum and percussion sounds - he'll also sit down with

his analogue synths and program percussive sounds on

them.

"I did a really good kick drum on the Jupiter 6", he

recalls, "a serious bass drum sound, like an old '60s bass

drum."

Once he has a drum sound programmed, he'll sample it

and use the sampler to give the sound a harder edge: "I'll

go into the front of the sample a bit so that it clicks it, but

it's a useable click and it gives the sound more power and

punch."

Gamble's favourite sampler for getting creative with

sounds is his Ensoniq EPS16 Plus.

"The onboard effects are absolutely stunning, really
really powerful", he enthuses. "The volume it can pump

out, as well, because once you've sampled you've got the

boost, it goes through that and you can put it through

distortion and it's like 20 times louder. Plus you can route

that signal through wah-wah and control it from the pitch

wheel. Amazing. I've used that for a few rave tracks."

He also takes advantage of the 16 Plus's resample-with-

effect feature: "I'll bung a bass drum sample through
reverb and distortion, resample it and do the same thing

to the new sample, keep on building it up. You can get

some amazing sounds. One problem with the machine is

the amount of times it crashes, but I don't care, I think

it's an excellent keyboard."

Gamble's main synths are all analogue Roland: Jupiter

6, Jupiter 8 and Juno 106. "My favourite at the moment is

the Jupiter 6. It's harsher than the Jupiter 8, you can get a

bright, buzzy sound out of it if you want. Creating bass
voices, really hard -power sounds is easy. I use it a lot for

hard, fast rave sounds.

"Every time I turn the Jupiter 6 on, I know that I'll get

what I want out of it, whereas with the SY77 I'll be

flicking through maybe 200 sounds and thinking 'I'm not

getting the right one here'. People make the mistake of

wanting the latest keyboard with the latest sounds and

getting rid of a keyboard they may have had for ages and

were in love with, then finding they haven't got the
sounds they want. I've made that mistake myself.

"The SY77 is great for sound effects and tinkly stuff,

though, and for real sounds. I used the `Tutti Frutti'
orchestra sound the other day; it's a preset, but I don't

mind, I'll use any sound. I do like creating sounds as well,

but it is awkward on the 77; the only things I'll do are

change the algorithms and the feedback amount. The

good thing about it is that the parameters are MIDI -

controllable using System Ex."

IN ORDER TO ACHIEVE THE CLEAN SOUND
characteristic of Rhythmatic, there's one processor that

Gamble always turns to: "The Symetrix 511A is excellent

for cleaning up a track. The only bad thing it does is to

take off all the ambience and just leave a dry sound. But I

really like that anyway, so I bung stuff through it all the

time, unless it's a low volume track, then sometimes it's

just too much. Sometimes it takes off the click at the front

end of sounds, so I just take it off and leave the
background noise going until the track's done, then solo

each channel until I find the noisiest tracks, gate all the

noisy tracks until I'm left with a reasonable output, then

bung it through the 511A and it really cleans the whole

thing up. You can turn the track up and it's like 'Where's

the noise?'.

"The 511A's also good for cleaning up noisy sounds,

like the TX7's. You can get some really powerful bass

sounds out of the TX7. One time I spent a whole day just

programming different bass sounds in. There's one bass

voice I did called `Chonk' which is ultimately funky. One

thing about the TX is that the envelope is tight, the front

end is so tight it's beautiful. But it's crap for bass end, and

the sounds are noisy, so what I did was bung 'em through

the 511A to get rid of all the noise and then sample them."

It's a commonplace observation that the dance music

world is fast-moving, but things are getting ridiculous.

Gamble has apparently felt impelled to speed up the tracks

on the Rhythmatic album since they were recorded, simply

to keep up with the expectations of the rave audience.

"At the moment the clubs are like 500 miles an hour",

he explains. "And it's great, I get such a kick out of it.

When I've been out in the clubs, I've noticed that the DJs

will get a record and automatically put the varispeed on

+8, which is strange when you hear it done to one of your

own records, but the crowd don't care, they're just
dancing. Eventually you're going to get tracks that sound

like a tape being fast forwarded. That'll suit me fine, 'cos

the faster it goes the better I like it."

Rave music has already been called 'heavy-metal house'

- if the tempo gets much faster, perhaps it'll turn into

thrash house. Gamble likes the idea.

"I'd love to do a seriously heavy rock track rave -style",

he enthuses. "I've got some excellent rock guitarists on-

line for that. Rock rave, that would be something to work

on. It's all about power and energy, how much power you

can pack into five minutes."

Or five seconds, maybe. Rhythmatic: fast forwarding

into the future.

EQUIPMENT LIST

SEQUENCING
Atari Mega2 ST
C -Lab Creator v3.1 Software
Yamaha QX5 Sequencer

INSTRUMENTS
Akai S950 Sample Module
Akai S1000 Sample Module
Cheetah MS6 Expander
Emu Proteus/1 Module
Ensoniq EPS16 Plus Sampler
Oberheim Matrix 1000 Expander
Oberheim Prommer
Roland Juno 106 Synth
Roland Jupiter 6 Synth
Roland Jupiter 8 Synth
Roland MC202 Microcomposer
Roland MKS20 Piano Module
Roland S330 Sample Module
Roland SH101 Synth
Roland TB303 Bassline
Roland U110 Module
Sequential Circuits Pro One Synth
Yamaha CS15 Synth
Yamaha SY77 Synth

Yamaha TX7 Expander
Yamaha TX802 Expander

DRUM MACHINES
Alesis HRI6B
Kawai R100
Oberheim DX Stretch
Roland TR606 (x2)
Roland TR707
Roland TR727
Roland TR808
Roland TR909
Sequential Circuits DrumTraks
Sequential TOM (x2)
Yamaha RY30

RECORDING
AE Acoustic Energy Speakers
Aiwa AD -F880 Cassette Deck
Atari Mega4/Digidesign Sound Tools
Dactari Hard Disk
Denon DCD 1420 CD Player
JSH DR323 Twin Channel Diversity Receiver
Sony DTC1000ES DAT Machine
Sony TCD-D3 DATman Portable DAT
Tascam M3500 32:8:2 Mixing Desk
Technics SL1210 Mkt Turntable
Yamaha AX900 Stereo Amplifier

Yamaha NS1OM Speakers

ROUTING
Akai ME3OP MIDI Programmable Patchbay
Korg KMS30 MIDI Synchroniser
Signex CP44 Audio Patchbay (x3)

SIGNAL PROCESSING
Alesis Quadraverb (x2)
Alesis XT Digital Reverb
Alesis XT:c Digital Reverb
bel electronics BD80 Digital Delay
bel electronics BD320 Digital Delay
Boss Pro NS50 Stereo Noise Suppressor (x2)
Drawmer DS201 Dual Gate
Drawmer DL221 Dual Comp/Lim
Drawmer DL231 Dual Exp/Comp (x2)
Electrospace Time Matrix Digital Delay
EMS Vocoder System 2000
Klark Teknik DN71 Digital Time Processor
Master Room Spring Reverb
Roland GS6 Digital Guitar Sound System
Roland SPH232 Phase Shifter
Roland SRV2000 MIDI Digital Reverb
Symetrix 511A Noise Reduction
Symetrix 544 Quad Expander/Gate (x2)
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KURZWEIL Digital Keyboard

K1200 PROFESSIONAL
It's been too long since Kurzweil enjoyed a visible profile on the

hi -tech scene, but finally they're back with a particularly fine keyboard: the

K1200. Review by Simon Trask.

URING THE '80S, Kurzweil built a
reputation for themselves as
purveyors of professional instru-
ments to professional musicians at

professional prices. Partly because
the company's sample -based instruments oozed
quality and class, partly because the company never

attempted to cater for the budget end of the market,

the Kurzweil name came to signify prestige and
exclusivity.

But with the storm clouds of economic recession

gathering in the late -'80s, the company should have

been capitalising on their greatest asset - their
samples, by diversifying downmarket with an
affordable sample replay module. Instead they
remained aloof, and it was left to another American

company, E -mu Systems, to show how it should be

done when they moved downmarket in 1989 with the

£899 rackmount Proteus/1 sample replay unit. In
fact, Kurzweil had pioneered the concept of the
sample replay module in 1987 with their 1000 Series

expanders, but typically they were neither
"downmarket" nor "affordable" and failed to capture
the wider instrument -buying public's imagination.

While E -mu enjoyed success with the Proteus,
Kurzweil struggled financially, and started
discussions to find a suitable buyer for the company.

In April 1990 they filed for chapter 11 bankruptcy,
and the Kurzweil name, technology, and distribution

and business rights were bought by South Korean

piano manufacturers Young Chang Akki.

It seemed as if the Sequential/Yamaha scenario

was playing itself out again. However, unlike Yamaha,

Young Chang didn't let a much -valued name go to the

wall, nor a valuable design team slip through their
corporate fingers. Not only did the Kurzweil name
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survive intact - albeit as "a product line of Young
Chang America Inc" - but the South Korean company

established the Young Chang Research &
Development Institute in Waltham MA, USA
(Kurzweil's old home) for the design and development

of further Kurzweil products, and put in place there a

14 -strong R&D team consisting mainly of people who

had been with Kurzweil from the beginning.

As a result of the change of ownership, UK
distribution of Kurzweil products has passed to
Acrobat Music, who, as well as being existing
distributors of Young Chang's Fenix range of guitars,

are also a sister company of The Piano Warehouse,

who have been distributing the Korean company's

acoustic pianos for the past ten years. Whether
Kurzweil equipment will now be better marketed and

distributed in the UK than it has been in the past
remains to be seen. We can but hope so, especially

as Kurzweil (or should that be Young Chang?) could

have a killer of an instrument on their hands with the

forthcoming K2000 synth.

It also remains to be seen whether more
affordable instruments will emerge under the
Kurzweil banner. For the moment the emphasis
appears to be on continuity, on not rocking the boat.

The K2000 is the result of several years of
development by Kurzweil's engineers - while with an

expected asking price of around £2500 it's hardly
going to dent Kurzweil's reputation for producing
expensive instruments.

THREE'S COMPANY
CONTINUITY IS ALSO apparent in the first Kurzweil

instruments to be launched since the Young Chang

take-over. The K1200 and Pro76 keyboards and the

Pro 1 expander are basically improved versions of

Kurzweil's K1000 keyboard and PX1000 expander. In

fact, owners of the older instruments can buy
software/sample upgrades which effectively
transform the K1000 into a Pro76 and the PX1000

into a Pro 1.

The K1200, Pro76 and Pro 1 share the same
samples and the same spec, with the exception that

the K1200 has 48K of RAM for storing user
Programs and other data while the Pro76 and Pro 1

both have 24K. Aside from this difference, the only
consideration in choosing between the three (apart

from the small matter of money) is whether you want

an 88 -note or a 76 -note keyboard instrument or a
19" rack -mount expander (incidentally, weighing in at

651bs, 551bs and 16Ibs respectively). Of course, for

this review I couldn't pass up the opportunity to get

my hands on an 88 -note keyboard, so the K1200 it

was.

ACTION REPLAY
THE K1200's 88 -NOTE keyboard is sensitive to attack

and release velocity and channel aftertouch, while
the instrument can also respond to polyphonic
aftertouch via MIDI. The weighted action lends the

keyboard a feeling of substance without labouring the

point, while the key release is neither sluggish nor
bouncy but just comfortable. The key travel is a little

too shallow to allow you to really dig into the keys,

but not so shallow that you feel like you're skimming

across the surface of the keyboard when you play.

Personally I found it very satisfying to play, and I

could happily settle for it as my main keyboard. If

your idea of an ideal keyboard is one which manages

to steer a middle ground between the "cream puff"

lightness of many 61 -note synth -style keyboards and

the exaggerated "weightiness" which some

"In one List you

could have

Programs ordered

by instrument
group, in another

you could have the

Programs for your

live set, and in a

third you could

group sounds to

conform to

General MIDI."
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"To begin with,

using the front
panel is rather

confusing and long-

winded but after a
while you realise

that the front -panel

organisation is

actually fairly

clear."

- manufacturers seem to think constitutes a piano -style

keyboard action, then you could well find yourself
feeling the same way.

OVERVIEW
NO PRIZES FOR guessing that the K1200 is a
sample -based instrument. At its heart are 152
Soundfiles (multisamples and waveforms) stored in

6Mb of ROM, offering a broad -based collection of
sounds covering all the standard instrumental
categories as well as more abstract sounds courtesy

of the waveforms.

The K1200 can store up to 256 Programs, each of

which can consist of up to four Layers. A Layer in turn

consists of a Soundfile, various software -patchable

audio and control -signal Modules for processing the

Soundfile (but no filters), and various parameters

providing overall control of the Layer. As each Layer

can be given its own independent note -range, you can

create keyboard multisplit/layer/overlap textures
within a Program using up to four different sounds.

Dynamic crossfading and switching between Layers

and switching in and out of Layers are also possible,

using a wide range of control sources.

For instance, you could set up an acoustic
bass/acoustic piano split, layer a ride cymbal on the

bass, and layer strings on the piano but program the

strings Layer to be triggered only by notes with
velocities above, say, 100. That's a fairly
straightforward example; you can be a lot more
sophisticated in the way you combine Layers, if you
want - if you're prepared to delve into the parameters

that the instrument provides for this purpose.

The K1200 can be cycled round Omni, Poly and

Multi MIDI response modes by successive presses of

the front -panel Mode button in Play mode. In Omni

mode it responds to notes received on all 16 MIDI
channels and plays the currently -displayed Program. In

Poly mode it responds only to notes received on the

currently -selected MIDI channel in the display, and

plays the Program assigned to that channel. In Multi

mode it can respond on all 16 MIDI channels at once,

with each channel's notes playing a different Program.

If there are any MIDI channels you don't want the

K1200 to respond on, you can simply switch them out.

Selecting a channel using the front -panel Channel

Up/Down buttons when in Multi mode automatically

calls its Program onto the keyboard, as in the other

modes. Anything you then play on the keyboard is
automatically transmitted on the relevant MIDI
channel, making it easy to flick through the channels

and record multiple parts into a MIDI sequencer on
their relevant channels.

The K1200 dynamically assigns its 24 -voice
polyphony across the active MIDI channels. However,

you can program a polyphonic limit and select any
one of four channel -stealing algorithms for each
Program if you want some control over how voices are

allocated. As always, it's worth bearing in mind the

practical limitations imposed by an instrument's
polyphony when you start thinking what you can do

with 16 -part multitimbrality and four -Layer Programs.

Obviously, if you're playing six -note chords using a

four -Layer Program, the K1200 isn't going to be very

multitimbral.

One welcome feature of the K1200 is its ability to

hold sounds over Program changes; selecting a piano

Program while sustaining a strings Program doesn't

cut short the strings. Also, you can go in and out of
Edit mode without interrupting active notes, which is

more than can be said for some keyboards. While
we're on the subject of laudable features, it's good to

see parameter values which bear direct relation to
what they're about - Hertz for pitch, decibels for
volume, seconds and fractions of seconds for time.

Programmable Receive Velocity and Receive
Pressure maps allow you to define different response

curves for both keyboard and incoming MIDI
performance. Making use of what are known as Bin

Banks, you can switch between different responses

at any time, to suit a different sound or a different
slaved MIDI instrument.

The three buttons labelled A, B and C underneath

the LCD allow you to call three different sets of
Program, map and/or table assignments onto the 0-9

numeric buttons. For instance, if a song requires you

to change to and fro between several Programs, simply

group them together in one of the Bin Banks by
assigning them to some of the numeric buttons, and

then you can call them up with single button -presses.

Similarly, you could assign a combination of Programs,

velocity and pressure maps and intonation tables to

another Bin Bank, allowing you to quickly switch
between different tunings and velocity responses for

different Programs. If three Bin Banks aren't enough,

you can create several Bin Maps, each of which
consists of three Banks, and call different Maps onto

the buttons by pressing buttons 0 and 1 at the same

time and then tapping in the relevant Map number.

The K1200 comes programmed with 17 Intonation

tables including Just Harmonic, Werkmeister, Arabic,

Bali/Java and Pythagorean w/aug4th along with, of

course, Equal Temperament. You can create your own

tunings by editing the tables; the pitch of each
chromatic note within a master octave can be altered

within the range ±1200 cents, to single -cent
resolution. Another parameter allows you to define a

reference note for the table, so that you can play in

any key with your selected tuning.

A MlDlscope mode, selectable at any time by
pressing the Play/Edit, Channel Up and Channel
Down buttons simultaneously, allows you to see in

the LCD the (interpreted) data being generated by the

K1200's keyboard or received via MIDI. It's both easy

to follow and very useful.

When you Save a Program into memory, you have

to assign it to a Program ID number (0-255). Then to

be able to play the Program, you have to assign its ID

number to a Program entry in one of ten Program
Lists. When you select a Program from the front
panel or via MIDI, you're selecting the entry in the

current Program List; that entry (Program 10, say)
may have Program ID number 254 tagged to it. If that

was a Program called 'Down&Out, Program entry ten

would read 'Down&Out'.

The idea is that you can order your Programs in up

to ten different ways. For instance, in one List you
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Have you got MIDI problems?
Solve your MIDI problems with Music Technology special
readers offer, the MA36 36 function MIDI analyser.

The MA36 is a neat battery powered MIDI analyser which
uses 36 red LEDs to tell you everything from the number of
MIDI channels in use to what kind of information is going
down them.

You can check for:
Active Sensing
System Reset

Errors and Interrupts
Note On/Off
All Notes Off

Poly Pressure
Control Change

Program Change
Channel Pressure

Pitch Wheel
System Exclusive

Song Position Pointer
Song Select

Tune Request
End Exclusive

Midi Clock
Start/Continue/Stop
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The MA 36, previously sold elsewhere for £49.95, is available exclusively to Music Technology readers at a special price of only £29.99 inc VAT and P&P.

To order your MA 36, phone our 24 hour credit card hotline on 0898 1007498 or clip the coupon below.
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Please send me MA 36 (s).

I enclose a cheque/PO for made out to:

Music Technology, MA 36 Offer, Alexander House,
Forehill, Ely, Cambs CB7 4AF.
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could have Programs ordered by instrument group (in

fact, the K1200 comes programmed with such a
List), in another you could have all the Programs for

your live set ordered as you need to call them up, and

in a third you could group sounds to conform to the

General MIDI spec, so that the right types of
instrument will automatically be called up by a GM -

compatible song disk. If you select Extended Program

Change mode on the K1200, MIDI patch changes

100-109 select any one of the ten Lists while patch

changes 0-99 select the Program entries within the

currently -selected List. What happened to MIDI Bank

Select, then?

Finally, Performance Setups allow you to program

three independent keyboard zones, each of which can

have its own Program and MIDI channel assignments;

with each Program having up to four Layers, you can

actually have 12 different sounds on the keyboard at

once, organised in all sorts of split/layer/overlap
configurations. Setups can be assigned to the Bin
Banks, so you can quickly switch between completely

different complex keyboard configurations and MIDI
routings.

PANELLING
THE K1200 HAS a minimalist front -panel layout, to

say the least. There's a 2 x 16 -character LCD with a

rather pleasant soft green backlighting, a Volume
slider, a Data slider which on our review model
refused to have any effect on anything, the
aforementioned A, B, C and numeric buttons, and an

upper row of ten buttons which have different
functions (clearly labelled) depending on whether the

K1200 is in Play or Edit mode. To begin with it's all

rather confusing and long-winded, especially as there

are so many parameters to scroll through. After a

while you realise that Kurzweil have made good use

of the buttons-, and that the front -panel organisation

is actually fairly clear. They've also provided various

helpful shortcuts, such as being able to step through

selected parameters or values by pressing the
relevant pairs of buttons simultaneously. But all the

good organisation in the world can't make up for the

fact that the K1200's front -panel layout is

constricting for such a sophisticated instrument and

makes life more difficult than it should - especially
when it comes to editing and patching together the

various software Modules. Surely Kurzweil could have

been more generous on an instrument of this price.

The rear panel is similarly minimalist: MIDI In, Out

and Thru, L and R stereo audio outputs and two

globally -programmable footswitch/pedal inputs. On
the subject of programmable controllers, the pitch

and mod wheels can also be globally programmed to

take on a variety of functions. The mod wheel also

has a centre detent, and can be programmed with
different up/down functions.

SOUNDS
THERE ARE TWO important points to be made about

the overall sound character of the K1200. Digital
instruments are frequently criticised for lacking

warmth, but the K1200's sound has a wonderfully
warm quality to it. It also has a lovely deep, rich,
powerful bass end which works very well for the
various basses and a number of the waveforms - not

least the bog -standard sine wave, which seriously

booms at the bass end. Bass sounds are among my

favourites on the K1200, in particular, acoustic bass,

which has a lovely warm, rounded quality to it and a

sense of realism which almost convinces you that
you're actually plucking the strings yourself.

The Soundfiles fall into the following categories:

Acoustic Piano, Electric Piano, Acoustic Guitar,
Acoustic Bass, Electric Bass, Electric Guitar, Drum

Kit, Percussion, Synth Clays, Percussive Synths, Lead

Synths, Synth Bells, Synth Brass, Trumpets, Tenor

Saxes, Synth Strings, Orchestral Strings, Pop Strings,

Harp, Marimba, Vibes, Choir, Woodwinds, Organs and

Synth Pads, together with various noises and a
creditable number and variety of waveforms, ranging

from standard synth favourites in several variations
through to more digital, spiky metallic waveforms. Not

all the instrumental categories are well represented

and not all the samples are strong (saxophones, for

instance, are disappointing on both counts). But on
the whole the K1200's Soundfiles are impressive,

and up to the standard that musicians have come to

expect from Kurzweil, with a real vibrancy and
presence to them. There are plenty of mellow and
bright, soft- and hard -struck variations on samples

(notably acoustic and electric pianos and vibes),
which can be used very effectively in conjunction with

Layering, crossfading and velocity splitting to create
dynamic changes in timbre - particularly useful when

you consider that there's no filtering on the K1200.

Also, timbral changes are built into some of the
Soundfiles, with attack velocity automatically
switching between different samples of the same
instrument.

Turning to the Programs, the standard Grand Piano

is very classy, as you'd expect from a company who

founded their reputation on the quality of their K250

acoustic piano sound. Also included are a brighter,

more cutting acoustic piano, 'Hardstrike Piano', a
suitably emotive 'Ballad Piano' and a jangly 'Honky

Tonk'. Electric pianos include delicate, tinkling DX -
type tones, rich, shimmering tones and hard -edged,

fuzzy Rhodes -type tones. Wonderful stuff. There are

plenty of punchy, tight basses, a 'Warm Organ' which

really is warm (I'll take your word for it - Tg), some

nicely grungy electric guitars, warm and chunky vibes,

mellow breathy flutes, a lively and diverse collection

of drum and percussion samples characterised by

clarity and presence, plenty of string and choir pads,

and some wonderfully evocative sounds which show

what can be done with imaginative programming on
the 1200.

PROGRAMMING
FOR EACH LAYER within a Program you can select

either Compiled or Modular effects. The former are

effects which have been created by Kurzweil using

the Modules, the idea being that you take advantage

of the Modules without having to jump in and get your
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hands dirty programming them. There are 12
Compiled effects: Vibrato, Delay Vibrato, Tremolo,
Delay Tremolo, Leslie, Chorus 2, Tremolo 2,
Vibrato/Chorus 2, Phaser 2, Leslie 2, Chorus 3 and
Echo 3 (the numbers indicating how many Layers are

used to create the effect). You also get a selection of

programmable parameters with each effect - rate,

depth, ramp and trigger for the Leslie effect. Again,

these "shield" you from the actual underlying
parameters of the Modules.

The best way to get into Modular programming is to

select one of the Compiled effects then change to
Modular effects, as you can then go in and look at

the actual parameter settings which create the
Compiled effect. Modules consist of two LFOs, two

ASRs, two Mixers, two Inverter/Negators, Amplitude

Envelope, Envelope 2, Envelope Control, Pitch Control

and Amp Control per Layer, plus two global LFOs and

two global ASRs per Program. All Modules except the

Amplitude Envelope and Envelope 2 have one or two

programmable trigger inputs, allowing all manner of

patching between Modules. It's basically a very
traditional analogue synthesis model, but
implemented in software. For instance, you can have

ASR1 modulating the rate of LF01 and the depth of

the Pitch Control and/or Amp Control, while LF01
modulates the rate of the Pitch Control and/or Amp

Control. In this way you can create anything from
subtle to extreme changes in the rate of LFO
modulation. And with a choice of 22 waveshapes for

the LFO you can do a lot of playing around with the

"shape" of the modulation.

Another useful modulation chain involves routing
attack velocity to the attack control input of the
Envelope Control and release velocity to the release

control input. As the Envelope Generator is effectively

hardwired to both the Amplitude Envelope and
Envelope 2, you can control the attack and release

times from velocity.

The K1200 has an extensive list of control sources

which can be assigned to the trigger inputs of the
Modules. As well as MIDI controllers 0-31 and 64-95

(opening up the possibility of pretty extensive
dynamic control in conjunction with a MIDI
sequencer), control sources include attack and
release velocity, channel and polyphonic aftertouch,

key number, local and global LFO output and phase,

local and global ASR output, mixer and inverter
outputs, amplitude envelope, two velocity triggers
("on" when velocity reaches a certain point), and
even sample playback rate. "On" can be used to turn

something on or to hold a parameter at its maximum

value, while Off can be used to turn something off or

hold a parameter at its minimum value.

It's possible to simulate echo quite convincingly by

carefully -programmed LFO modulation of the Amp

Control module, while reverb can be simulated by

setting up an extra release segment in the Amplitude

Envelope (which can have up to seven attack and
seven release segments), dropping the release level

to around 40% fairly quickly, and then letting the final

release stage fade out from there. The result can be

surprisingly convincing, though obviously it's not as

flexible as real reverb processing. The advantage of

creating pseudo delay and reverb effects using the

K1200's Modules is that each Level within each
Program can have its own settings, if need be, and

obviously when you use Programs multitimbrally they

keep their own processing.

Other parameters which can be programmed per

Layer include volume, transposition, detune, delay,

pan position, touch sensitivity on/off, sustain pedal
on/off, sostenuto pedal on/off, freeze pedal on/off,

volume control on/off, soft range (amount of damping

or boosting in response to the Soft pedal), dynamic

range and bend range (from a quarter tone to a rather

modest minor third each way, in quarter tone
increments).

The K1200 allows you to control your keyboard

textures dynamically, courtesy of the parameters
Layer Enable and Layer Enable Sense. For instance, if

you've got a bass/piano split and you want to double

the piano with a brass sound on selected chords, you

assign the brass sound to Layer 3 across the same

note range as the piano, then assign, say, the
sostenuto pedal as a control source for Layer 3's
Layer Enable parameter. All you have to do now is

depress the sostenuto pedal whenever you want to

play piano and brass, and the brass sound switches

in; release the pedal and you're back to piano only. If

you only want the brass to come in on chordal stabs,

choose VTrig 1 or 2 as your control source and set a

fairly high velocity "trip" point. Then the brass sound

will only come in when you play a note whose velocity

exceeds that point. If you want to switch between two

different Layers, select the same Layer Enable
control source for both Layers and set the Layer
Enable Sense parameter to Norm for one Layer and

Rvrs for the other; that way, selecting one Layer
automatically deselects the other. Thankfully,
deselecting a Layer doesn't cut short any active
notes which are playing its Soundfile; rather, they are

left to play for their performed duration.

VERDICT
WITH THE K1200, Kurzweil have produced an
instrument which is solidly professional in both sound

and feel. Its 88 -note weighted keyboard is a pleasure

to play, its samples and waveforms present a
versatile and well-rounded collection of instrumental

and abstract sounds, and the Programs it comes with

are eminently playable in a variety of musical
contexts. It's not a workstation, it doesn't have
onboard digital effects processing, it doesn't have

filtering, its user interface isn't particularly user-
friendly - but none of that prevents it from being one

of the most deeply satisfying hi -tech instruments I've

reviewed in a long while. Why? Because it sounds
absolutely wonderful - that warmth, that deep, rich

bass end - and musically it's an extremely responsive

and extremely expressive instrument. I now know that

there are 88, not seven, steps to heaven.

Prices K1200, £1899; Pro 76, £1786; Pro 1,
11529. All prices include VAT.

More from Acrobat Music, 30 Highgate Road, London

NW5 1NS. Tel: 071-267 9229. Fax: 071-284 0083.

"Musically, the

K1200 is an

extremely responsive

and extremely

expressive

instrument - I now
know that there are

88, not seven, steps

to heaven."
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C -LAB Atari ST Software

2V.87

CREATOR/NOTATOR V3,1
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1
F YOU'VE BEEN following the news releases,

you'll have heard about the latest updates to

Creator/Notator (v3.1) - the Graphic Arrange

Mode, synchronisation with the Fostex
recorders, a few new additions to the

notation side of things and the ability to export
scores to DTP packages, for example. There are other

improvements, too. Many may appear rather trivial on

their own but together they make a significant list of
new features.

We'll start with the updates to Creator, as these
are also found in Notator.

LONE ARRANGER
GAM (GRAPHICS ARRANGE Mode) displays the
arrangement as vertical bars in the Arrange window.

Up to four beams can be shown side by side,
representing the chains a to c. There's a bar list on

the left-hand side of the window and Upbeats and
Cuts are shown as grey areas. An SPL (Song
Position Line) runs down the window during play
and the current pattern is highlighted. It's easy to

:;TRACK; 1
CHANNEL A

QUANTIZE 76

GROOVE

TRANSPOS

VELOCITY

COMPRESS

LOOP

DELAY

LOWEST

HIGHEST

GHOST OF

EDIT

DO QUANTIZE

SOLO HIDE

DEFAULT

8

OAR  4 16 766

imn1 PO!, 4:1*.

see where you are and where the patterns are in
relation to the song.

For fine tuning you can zoom into the window until

it's filled with only two bars. At the other extreme you

can cram 51 bars into it. The arrangement can be
saved and loaded.

Naturally, you can move, copy, delete, insert and

rename the patterns. By devious use of the Shift key

and left and right clicking you can set up the
Locators. A rather neat feature is GAM scrub which
lets you drag the SPL back and forwards through the

arrangement, listening to the MIDI playback in both
directions.

DOUBLE TRACKING
ANOTHER USEFUL ARRANGING feature is the ability

to show 32 tracks in one pattern - sometimes 16
tracks just aren't enough. It shows the combined
tracks of two adjacent patterns, although selecting,
say, Pattern 2 will show the tracks in Pattern 2 and 3.

You need to take care when using 32 -track mode.

For example, it restricts you to two chains (a and c)
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NOTHING

CRN TOUCH

A KURZWEIL

NOW IT'S WITHIN

YOUR REACH
Our synths, expanders and digital pianos were
once the exclusive property of mega groups.

Now those legendary sampled sounds
can be all yours.

The best sounds you will ever hear
for far less than you think.

For further information call

Acrobat Music Ltd on 071 207 9229

KURZWEIL

THE
DANGEROUS

CD
COMPANY

PROBABLY THE LARGEST SAMPLE
CD LIBRARY EVER MADE ON

ONE DISK
An Encyclopedia of loops

Essential for every producer, artist,
DJ, programmer & musician.

A CATASTROPHIC EXCLUSIVE FOR
YOUR SAMPLE LIBRARY.

 Over 1000 digitally mastered stereo
samples onto one CD.
You won't find more loops on any other
sample CD.

 Drum loops, keyboard sounds, basses,
FX & much much more - all the sounds
to make that mega hit - all you'll need
is your imagination.

 Designed by Vitamin C - Credits include
The Shamen, Jeremy Healey (Ezee
Posse), Bomb The Bass & many more.
Data streamed for S1000 / S1100

 A library like this would take years to
compile and thousands of pounds in
studio time.
If your time is valuable then spend it
making music !

Call: 081 368 8271 for Visa/Access/Mastercard
csr if .,11.! ,entrire frIrther :nf`ormptiort

To. The Dangerous CD Company P.O. Box 2545 London N111 ITS England

Please send Copy/copies of Danger 1 at £49.95 each

I Enclose Cheque /postal order for £ made payable to The Dangerous CD Company

Name (caps)

Address

Postcode

Tel: 081 368 8271 Fax: 081 361 5833



- instead of four in the Arrange window. It's inadvisable

to decide whether you want to use two chains of 32
patterns or four chains of 16 patterns before you
begin work. Attempting a change -over may lead to
problems.

Some pattern functions apply to all 32 tracks but
others such as demix and mixdown, new pattern and

multi -copy only apply to the half of the pattern in
which the cursor sits.

Notator users can use 32 tracks to access more
staves for their score.

SYNC & MUTE
THERE ARE NEW mute functions which let you mute,

demute, solo mute and mute invert the tracks. You
can store ten groups of mute settings in the function
keys

When you're scanning your latest masterpiece, it's

worth knowing that patterns can now be deleted from

the Pattern Overview window. If you're using a Fostex

G16S, G24S or R8 with the MTC1 synchronisation

unit and C -Lab's Unitor then you can control the

the Macro function which somehow slipped past them

in v3 is incorporated in v3.1

NOTATOR
A LONG -OVERDUE UPDATE to Notator is the correct

grouping of notes in 12/8 time - music doesn't rely

solely on 4/4. The fudges I've had to do to get 12/8
to print correctly...

A single stave can now have three independent
polyphonic voices. It's a bit of a faff but it works and

it will be useful for transcriptions of some piano and
vocal music.

The Note Attributes window has been considerably

enhanced. You can now do things to notes no self-

respecting publisher even thought of. For example
you can create "independent" notes which can be

placed anywhere, but which still continue to sound
over MIDI. You can also insert "graphic" notes (such

as grace notes) which don't play over MIDI.

You can disable Interpretation/Rest mode on a per -

note basis to create a display which would otherwise

be difficult or impossible to achieve. The direction of

Desk File Functions Quantize MIDI Flags Options Edit Copy
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recorder from Creator. One of the major advantages

is being able to locate the tape position according to

the bar and beat as well as via SMPTE.

The tie-up is probably as close as you can get
between recorder and sequencer and the Fostex
follows Creator's normal method of operation -
clicking on Stop stops the recorder, clicking on it
again rewinds the tape to the beginning. Clicking on

fast forward or rewind "scrolls" through the tape and

if the sequencer is playing you'll hear an audio cue.

The manual suggests advanced users use the RMG

to configure their own user -interface. It's a thought.

Sync support for C -Lab's Steady Eye VITC
synchroniser can now be found under the Sync
option, although this isn't mentioned anywhere in the

manual.

Finally, Creator owners will be pleased to know that

1
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a tuplet bracket and selection of the note head are
available, as are options to make miniature notes

and set stem and tie directions. As before, you are

referred to separate sections of the manual for
detailed explanation of each function.

NOTE PROCESSOR
PROCESS NOTES ATTRIBUTES is an addition to the

Functions menu. It calls up a window reminiscent of

the Transform window and, indeed, works in a similar

way. It allows attributes such as enharmonic shift,
accents, staccato dots, note head and so on to be

applied to or removed from all notes in a track or a
segment thereof.

The selection criteria can include MIDI channel,

note pitch, velocity and length. This allows you to
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place accents on all notes with a velocity greater than

100, say, or a staccato mark on all notes whose
length is less than 30 ticks. This is especially useful

for music which has been recorded (correctly) in real

time and could prevent a lot of time-consuming
insertion of symbols.

There are a few new symbols in the music partbox

- sf and fz dynamic marks, more Tempo = note
symbols and an extra C clef (which is missing from

the partbox diagram - the old partbox is still in the

new manual pages). There's also a .//. sign
(shorthand for repeat last two bars) which I

personally hate when I'm sight reading. Lazy
transcribers use it and I can't see the point when the

full score is easy to copy on the computer.

You can now select styles (fonts) for page numbers

and repeat endings.

Tracks in mapped drum mode can have a
percussion clef and a one -line percussion stave is

available. All good options to produce better notation

displays and more accurate printouts.

PRINTS CHARMING
THERE ARE A few additional print facilities, too, such

as page number offset. Single tracks can be printed -

useful for extracting parts from a score. You can

determine where the time signature, clef and key
signature are printed - nowhere, at the top of the first

page, at the top of each page or on every stave.
Another pet hate of mine is not having the key
signature on every stave, another practice employed

by lazy arrangers.

Jumping directly to any page is possible in Page

Preview mode. The first time, through, you have to
scroll through the pages as usual but once the
program has constructed the pages, you can jump to

any one of them. If you leave Page Preview, however,

and enter it again, the construction starts from
scratch.

Margins can be determined from Page Preview
mode and altered by clicking and dragging. Flip Page

lets you see the bottom of a page where the printer
adaptation is for A3 or A2 paper. New printer drivers

include the Cannon BJ-10e.

A new facility is the ability to export pages in .IMG

format for loading into DTP programs such as
Calamus. It's not quite as straightforward as clicking

on a button - you have to load or create a special IMG

printer driver depending on the resolution required.
Pages are saved singly to disk and if you save more

than one you have to change the file name to prevent

overwriting. An automatic file name incrementer
would have been useful here.

The next addition can only be a PostScript driver,

surely?

MUSIC LESSONS
A SURPRISE INCLUSION in the upgrade pack is a

Tutorial disk for Notator which explains how to perform

over 70 functions from editing notes and working with

bar lines and braces to moving split points, working

with polyphonic staves and drum maps.

Each example shows what the result should look

like, what the "raw" data looks like and explains how

to achieve the required result.

This is absolutely excellent and you can only
wonder why no-one (it didn't have to be C -Lab) did it

before. If you want to brush up on your Notator
techniques, the tutorial alone is worth the price of

the upgrade.

VERDICT
THERE'S MORE TO the v3.1 upgrade than first meets

the eye. The trouble is, much of it is hidden in the

depths of the new pages. You have to know what

you're looking for - and then go look for it.

A couple of pages explain what many of the new

features are, but not all of them and in no great
detail. For example, the fact that in external sync

mode the "." key (Continue) puts you into internal

sync is not mentioned, neither are some

of the new printing features such as the

ability to print single tracks, the inclusion

of new printer drivers and the correction

of the 12/8 display.

Many of the new features in the Note

Attributes box aren't mentioned, although

perhaps that's excusable on the grounds

that once you look it up you'll find all the

goodies. Creator users aren't told that
Macros are now available to them.

This update makes Notator probably

the most complex and feature -packed
music program on the ST (I'm not
complaining) but a blow-by-blow list would

save us wading through the 100 -plus
replacement pages. Perhaps a small "u" could be
placed next to new entries in the contents page
and/or index. Just a thought for next time, guys. I

would really like to see a good tutorial on the use of

the Transform function, too. It can do your head in at

times.

I suspect the main attraction of v3.1 Creator will

be the GAM, the 32 -track display and, for Notator
users, the (at last) correct display of 12/8 time. The

other notation enhancements give us even greater

scope for tweaking and will be of major interest to

those who produce printouts. (I know many musicians

who simply like to edit on the stave and rarely print
out their music.) We musn't forget owners of Fostex

machines who will buy this as a matter of course.
Now if someone would only loan me an R8...

There's no doubt that the upgrade is well worth the

20 quid although there are some users who still
manage very well with v2.2 (I've heard some users

are still with v2.1). I can understand that; if it does

the job there's no point in upgrading. But having
sampled the delights of v3 and v3.1 I would hate to

go back. I wonder what's planned for v4?

"There's more to

the v3.1 upgrade

than first meets the
eye, but much of it

is hidden in the
depths of the new

pages."

Prices Creator/Notator Upgrade from v3.0 to v3.1,

£20; from Pre -v3.0 to v3.1, £60

More from Sound Technology plc, Letchworth Point,

Letchworth, Hertfordshire SG6 1ND. Tel: (0462)

480000. Fax: (0462) 480800.
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IF IMITATIVE SYNTHESIS TOOK A

MAJOR STEP FORWARD WHEN IT

INCORPORATED SAMPLED

ATTACK TRANSIENTS, WHY

SHOULDN'T A SIMILAR

APPROACH BE USED WITH

SAMPLES THEMSELVES? TEXT BY

TOM MCLAUGHLIN.

WITH A LITTLE bit of time spent editing
your existing sample library, it's easy to
obtain more expressive samples - when
you know how. Here, for those of you who

don't, are a few pointers to put more
wellie in your winds, more snap in your
strings, and more bite in your brass...

It's generally accepted that the first
few fractions of a second of a natural
musical sound - that part which contains
what are called the attack transients - tell
the human brain a considerable amount
about the sound. These transients tell
us, for example, whether an instrument is
being blown, bowed, plucked, struck,
scraped and so on. Consequently, without
them the brain has difficulty in

differentiating between, say, a cello and a
bassoon or a real trumpet and a
synthesised one.

Roland's LA Synthesis, as found on the

D50, D70, MT32 and so on, takes
advantage of this by combining acoustic

instruments' sampled attacks with
synthesised sustain tones or short steady-

state sample loops. Quite a variety of
instruments' characters can be replicated
in this way while using miniscule amounts
of RAM. Those familiar with the range of
Roland's LA sounds will agree that it
works, and that even LA's worst examples

can still sound infinitely more convincing
than imitative synthesis as performed on
most "pure" synthesis systems.

An additional point - and one which forms

the basis of this editing technique - is that

the amount of attack transients, when
considered in relation to the sustain portion

of an acoustic instrument sound, gives us

information as to how loud it is being
played. Loud bowed strings are

accompanied by more bow scrape on the

way into a note, woodwinds and brass more

lip, reed or breath noise.

Although the character of an instrument's

attack changes drastically with dynamics,
there are things that can be done to many

of your existing samples that can add extra

expression to them. All you need is a
sampler that allows you to layer one sound

upon another and increase the loudness of

one as MIDI velocity increases.

This sample editing trick seems to work

most effectively on bowed strings, brass
and woodwind - sounds in which the attack

transients are considerably softer than
their sustained portions. I've tried this on
plucked and struck strings and mallet
percussion but the effect is not as
pronounced. It's worth a try, though; you
might just come up with something
interesting.

EDITING

THE TECHNIQUE IS quite simple. All it

involves is isolating the attact portion o; a

sample (maybe the first /10th to /4

second of the sound), saving this as a
separate sample, then layering it with the

original sample in a keyboard "map". With

velocity response set up so that the louder

you play, the more the attack transient
sample comes through, you'll find
additional expression can be had from
otherwise meek or timid samples. Playing

a keyboard hard will add more bite to the

front end of a note.

To avoid any phasing problems, don't
mess around with either sample's start

points unless any changes made are
identical to both. Of course, since your
attack samples will be "one shot", make
sure loops are turned off.

PROFESSIONAL
TOUCHES

THOSE OF YOU with the appropriate
facilities will want to maximise attack
samples' amplitude to their fullest for the

best signal-to-noise ratio and fade their
endings so that there isn't an abrupt
change in level as your attack samples
reach their end (although you might decide

you like this effect - try it).
With attack samples maximised, you'll

probably not want them to be louder than
25% the volume of the "straight" sample
when played at full MIDI velocity, but let
your ears be the judge as to the ratio most

suited to your needs.

When dealing with multisamples, keep
in mind that lower notes generally take
longer to reach their steady state than
higher notes, and this must be taken into
consideration when making your attack
samples - lower -pitched samples' attacks

will probably need to be a bit longer than
the higher ones.

The only pre -requisite to this simple but
effective and little -used technique is that
something has to be there to work with in
the first place. For example, many bowed

string library samples are little more than
sustain loops with no bowed attacks
anywhere in sight. Instead they rely upon
amplitude envelopes to fade them in from

nothing and die away in the same manner.

But for those samples that do have
attacks present, using this technique
you'll find the additional chuff of flutes
and piccolos, "burps" of bassoons, oboes,
clarinets and saxophone reeds, and lip
"blurts" of brass instruments really will
help these samples come across as more
punchy and poppy in your music the louder

you play. Check it out.
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PRO MUEIC V SA

Tr 071 252 8573
egElpgfUT

Midi song files on disk for Cubase, Creator, Pro 24, Cubeat,
MC500 and standard midi song file format - only £4.95 each
(min. 4 per disk). Great for vocalists / live performance or

simply for rehearsing instrumental parts.

Black or White Michael Jackson
You to me are Everything Sonia
When a Man Loves a Woman Michael Bolton

Superb Synth Sounds on Atari St
self loading disk.

it

Wonderful Tonight Eric Clapton Breathe new life into your PROTEUS 1 / 1XR with

American Pie Don Mclean 64 brand new presets from Pro Music for just £25

Wind of Change The Scorpions Proteus 1/1XR Vol 1 £25
Salt Water
Everything I do

Julian Lennon
Bryan Adams Proteus 1/1XR Vol 2 £25

Promise Me Beverley Craven Roland D50 (192 voices) £15

Holiday Madonna Roland 0110/20/10 (128 voices) £15
Real Gone Kid Deacon Blue Roland MT32 (256 voices) £15
Girls Just Wanna Have Fun Cyndi Lauper Roland Juno106 (128 voice Cassette) ...£15
Smooth Operator
Addicted To Love

Sade
Robert Palmer Korg M1 (100 voices) £20

Walk Of Life Dire Straits Korg DW8000 (64 voices) £10

Lets Hear It For The Boys Deniece Williams Korg Poly 800 (64 voices) £10
Love Is A Battlefield Pat Benatar Yamaha DX7 (240 voices) £10
The Heat Is On
Vogue

Glen Frey
Madonna

Yamaha DX7 II (224 voices) £10

Careless Whisper George Michael Yamaha DX100/27/21 (456 voices) £15

What about Love Heart Yamaha TX81Z (468 voices) £15

Maneater Hall & Oates Yamaha CX5 (288 voice Cassette) £10
Take My Breath Away Berlin Yamaha FB01 (96 voices) £10
The Way it is
Boys of Summer

Bruce Hornsby
Don Henley Ensoniq ESQ1 (240 voices) £15

Respect Erasure Kawai K1 (192 voices) £15

Please telephone for full list of songs and news Casio CZ (320 voices) £10

of latest releases. Oberheim Matrix 6/1000 (1 Vol) £10

T MNericed
RAM cards

Top 40 sounds from the U.S. used by Jan Hammer, Kevin
Gilbert (Madonna), Rick Wakeman, Keith Emerson etc.

each
Roland JD800 (2 cards) £60
Roland D70 (3 cards) £60
Roland R8 (1 card) £60
Roland U20 (1 card) £60
Roland D50 (6 cards) £55
Roland D10/20/110 (3 cards) £55
Roland Blank Ram £49
Yamaha SY77 (2 disks) £39
Yamaha SY55fTG55 (2 disks) £25
Yamaha SY22/TG33 (2 disks) £25
Yamaha Blank 64K Ram £79
Korg Wavestation (4 cards) £70
Korg T1, T2, T3, (2 disks) £39
Korg M1 (5 cards) £65
Korg Blank Ram £65
Ensoniq SQ1 (2 cards) £65
Ensoniq VFX SD1 (3 roms) £45
Ensoniq VFX, SD1 Blank Ram £70
Kawai K1 (5 cards) £45
Kawai K4 (3 cards) £59
Peavey DPM3 (1 disk) £45
Peavey DPM3 Blank Ram £49
Waldorf Microwave (1 rom) £55

PRO MUSIC
80 MEETING HOUSE LANE
LONDON SE15 2TX

Call 071 252 8573 for

Ell further details or brochure

Prices fully inclusive of postage & packing Same day
service for Access and Visa, Postal Orders and Cash.
Allow five days for cheques to clear.
Visitors by appointment only!

At KENTON ELECTRONICS, we install MIDI into pre -MIDI instruments
using our own range of custom circuit boards - designed and built by us in "leafy" surbiton !

OUR CUSTOMERS INCLUDE:
MARILLION - BEATS INTERNATIONAL - N'JOl - 808 STATE -
PLUS MANY RECORDING STUDIOS, HIRE COMPANIES AND

PROFESSIONAL PROGRAMMERS.

OUR RANGE CURRENTLY INCLUDES THE FOLLOWING
INSTRUMENTS (please phone 8 yours isn't listed)

POLYPHONIC SYNTHS (In/Out/Thru) MONOPHONIC SYNTHS (IrtfThru)

OBERHEIM OB-X / OB-Xa / OB-8

PROPHET 5 rev 2 & rev 3 (all)

PPG WAVE

KORG POLYSIX

KORG TRIDENT (IrVThru only)

KORG CX3 / BX3 (IrliThru only)**

MEMORY MOOG

ROLAND JUPITER 8

ROLAND JUNO 60 / 6

ROLAND VOCODER VP -330 (In/Thru only)

RHODES CHROMA

YAMAHA PF15/10NP40 (Out only)

YAMAHA CS80/CS7OM (In/Thru only)**

**= Recent addition to range

MINIMOOG

MOOG PRODIGY

MOOG SOURCE

OBERHEIM OB-1

SEQUENTIAL PRO -ONE

ROLAND SH-5

ROLAND SH-101

ARP ODYSSEY Mk 1 & 2

ARP 2600

YAMAHA CS -15

ROLAND TB -303 (bassline)

DRUM MACHINES (In/OutfThru) ORGANS (Out only)

LINNDRUM 1 / 2 / 3

LINN 9000 CLOCK CONVERSION

ROLAND TR-808

ROLAND CR-78 (In/Thru only)

SIMMONS SDS 5 (In/Thru only)

YAMAHA FS/ FX/ FE series
YAMAHA D80 / E70
YAMAHA B405/C605/C35/
D65/D85
TECHNICS G7 & series
JVC 350 / 250
HOHNER D98 & series
HAMMOND tonewheel

A few examples are listed below - please phone or fax for other prices & details

YAMAHA PF15 / 10 / YP40 (MIDI OUT)

MIDI OUT on any channel for notes / velocity / program change / sustain pedal

Price including fitting: £125 plus VAT- Kit price: £105 plus VAT

PROPHET 5 all rev 2 & 3 models (MIDI In/Out/Thai)

MIDI Out (any channel) for notes and program change
MIDI In (any channel) for notes (5 octaves; notes 36 - 96) - program change / pitch bend / mod wheel / aftertouch / velocity
MIDI volume / any controller / sustain / active sensing / all notes off / omni on -off / auto tune request / reset all controllers.

Aftertouch can control modulation, filter, pitch bend and resonance; Velocity can control: filter and VCA (volume); MIDI Volume can control;

VCA (volume).
2 Assignable controllers can each control: filter and resonance; all setups are stored in non-volatile RAM.

Pace including fitting: £210 plus VAT- Kit price £165 plus VAT

MINIMOOG (MIDI IN/THRU)
MIDI In (any channel) for notes (5 octaves; notes 36 - 96) - pitch bend / mod wheel / aftertouch / velocity /MIDI volume
any controller / sustain / active sensing / all notes off / omni on -off.
Aftertouch can control: modulation, filter and pitch bend; velocity can control: filter and loudness (volume); MIDI volume can control:

loudness (volume).
Any controller can control: filter; glide function is available via MIDI; all setups are stored in non-volatile RAM.
Price including fitting: £170 plus VAT - Kit price: £135 plus VAT.

ROLAND TR808 (MIDI In/Out/Thru

MIDI In & Out on any MIDI channel (selectable and stored) for the eleven drum sounds each of which can be assigned to any MIDI note (0-127) and stored;

output at two velocity levels - Normal at 64 and Accent at 127 - Input can be on the same basis or switched to velocity response;

MIDI clock / stop / start sent & recieved; MIDI continue received may be ignored or treated as start, program change used to assign MIDI notes to sounds;

omni on/off; MIDI controller 16 selects whether receiving in accent or velocity mode; DIN sync available from TR808 sync socket when MIDI clock N being

received; all setups and note assignments are stored in non-volatile RAM. Price including fitting: £160 plus VAT -Kit price: £120 plus VAT.

YAMAHA FS / FX series organs (MIDI Out)
MIDI In & Out on separate selectable MIDI channels for each manual and pedals for: notes / velocity / aftertouch / program change
multiple program changes from pistons / sustain pedal (from knee / kick switches or external pedal);
Sustain pedal assignable to any manual or combination of manuals; MIDI off switch; Rhythm unit clock & stop -start, Expression

(volume) pedal;
Melody on Chord / single note chord & custom voices are sent; if MDR is fitted, MIDI is sent when the MDR plays the organ;

All setups are stored in non-volatile RAM.
Price on application - fitting by arrangement.

WE ARE NOW ABLE TO SUPPLY

MOST OF THE ABOVE MIDI

SYSTEMS AS KITS FOR THE

EXPORT MARKET - PLEASE PHONE

OR FAX FOR DETAILS AND PRICES

ALL PRICES QUOTED EXCLUDE VAT.

PLEASE ADD 17.5% TO ALL UK ORDERS.

CARRIAGE EXTRA WHERE REQUIRED

ALL MIDI KITS FIT INSIDE INSTRUMENT
(except bassline) TEL: 081-974 2475 FAX: 081-974 2485

KENTON electronics
REAR OF 137.165 HOOK ROAD, SURBITON, SURREY KT6 5AR



MUSIC TECHNO
REVIEWS

COMPUTING
Audio Fast AF1 De -Composer

(April Fool) Apr 91

AVR Pro -Series 12 Sampler

(Atari ST) Apr 91

C -Lab Aura (Atari ST) May 91

C -Lab Midia (Atari ST) May 91

C -Lab Creator/Notator v3 (Atari ST) Mar 91

C -Lab Notator Alpha (Atari ST) May 91

Datamusic Fractal Music (Atari ST) Oct 91

Digigram Proscore (Atari ST) Jan 91

Dr Beat Drum Sequence Files

(Atari ST) Dec 91

Dr T's KCS Omega (Atari ST) Dec 91
Dr T's Tiger Cub

(Commodore Amiga) Jan 91

EMC SY55 Manager & Librarian

(Atari ST) May 91

Gajits Sequencer One/Hit Kit

(Amiga) Aug 91

Geerdes SY77 Softworkstation

(Atari ST) Jan 91

Hybrid Arts SMPTETrack Gold

(Atari ST) Sep 91

Pandora !Inspiration Sequencer

(Acorn Archimedes) Aug 91

Passport Designs Encore

(Atari ST) Jun 91

PG Music Band -In -A -Box

(IBM/Mac/Atari) Jul 91

Quinsoft Kawai K4 editor (Atari ST) ....Nov 91

Quinsoft VZ-ED (Atari ST) Jun 91

Roland MRM500 File Transfer

software (IBM/Mac/Atari) Mar 91
Roland Tentrax Sequencer

(Atari ST) Aug 91

Steinberg Cubeat Sequencer

(Atari ST) May 91

Steinberg SY77 Synthworks

(Atari ST) Feb 91

EXPANDERS

Cannon Research Frontal Lobe Apr 91
Invision Protologic

Proteus Expansion

Kawai XD5 Drum Expander

Philip Rees PSP

Drum Sample Player Jun 91

Yamaha TG33 Synth Module Mar 91

PERCUSSION
Alesis SR16 Feb 91

Cheetah MD16 Mar 91
E -mu Pro/cussion Oct 91

Korg S3 Rhythm Workstation (Pt 1) Jan 91

Korg S3 (Pt 2) Feb 91

Yamaha RY30 Jul 91

SAMPLERS
Akai S1100

Ensoniq EPS16 Plus

Roland S750

SEQUENCERS

Anatek Pocket Sequencer

Roland MC50

Seiko MR1000

Yamaha QY10

SYNTHS
Hammond XB2 Organ Synth

Kawai Spectra

Korg 01/W

Peavey DPM3 SE/SX (digital synth

and sampler)

Roland JD800

Roland JX1

Voce DM164 Mkll Organ Synth

Yamaha SY99

MISCELLANEOUS
Accupower UPS (Uninterruptible

Power Supply)

Akai DD1000 (magneto -optical

disk recorder)

AMPLE Albums

Anatek Pocket Sync

Casio RAP1

(personal music system)

Forefront Technology FT3

(patch commander)

Friendchip K..AT (Atari remote)

Groove MC Lite

(MIDI -controlled stage lights)

IVL Steelrider 4000

(Pedal Steel MIDI interface)

JL Cooper Sync -Link

(Mac interface/sync)

Oberheim Drummer

(drum pattern humaniser)

Oberheim Strummer (keyboard

Jan 91 to guitar chord converter)

May 91 Roland MV30 Studio M

(music production system)

May 91

Feb 91

Dec 91

Apr 91

Jan 91

Feb 91

May 91

Aug 91

Jun 91

Nov 91

Aug 91

Jun 91

Jul 91

Sep 91

Oct 91

Apr 91

Apr 91

Feb 91

Mar 91

Oct 91

Sep 91

Dec 91

Aug 91

Apr 91

Sep 91

Sep 91

Nov 91

Mar 91

MUSIC

MUSICIANS
Basscut Jun 91
BEF (Martyn Ware) Nov 91
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LOGY INDEX 1991
Bizarre Inc Dec 91

Bomb The Bass Jul 91

Steve Coleman Feb 91

The Farm .Oct 91

Man Machine Jul 91

Manu Dibango Apr 91

Dream Warriors Apr 91

Michael Hedges Nov 91

Incognito Sep 91

LFO Aug 91

Meat Beat Manifesto Jan 91

Nightmares On Wax Sep 91

The Orb Jun 91

OMD Dec 91

Rain Tree Crow May 91

Starship Mar 91

David Sylvian May 91

System 7 (Steve Hillage) Oct 91

Tangerine Dream Jan 91

Unique 3 Feb 91

Working Week Mar 91

Yello Aug 91

LIVE TAKES

Jean -Michel Jarre Apr 91

STUDIO
Alesis Microverb III Reverb Mar 91

Alesis Quadraverb Plus Multi-fx ....... Apr 91

Anatek SMP16

MIDI/Audio Patchbay Dec 91

Casio DA7 DAT Recorder Feb 91

CEDAR De -Clicker Aug 91

Korg A5 FX Unit .Oct 91

Mark of the Unicorn 7S

MIDI Mixer Nov 91

P&R Audio PB40 Patchbay Aug 91

Plasmec Systems ADAS

Hard Disk Recording System

(Atari ST) Nov 91

Peavey 308s Monitors Sep 91

Soundcraft Spirit Studio

Mixing Desk Jun 91

Studiomaster Pro Line Gold

Mixing Desk

Tascam Porta 03

Personal Multitracker Jul 91

.Jan 91

TECHNOLOGY

FEATURES
Cause An Effect (sound treatment) May 91

Designing The Future

(ten years of Roland UK) Aug 91

En Routing (MIDI patchbays

and alternatives) Apr 91

Hey, Mr Tambourine Man

(making tambourine samples) Jun 91

Making History (highlights of

ten years of MT) Aug 91

MIDI Mergers (uses

and misuses of mergers) Dec 91

Multitimbrality Made Simple Nov 91

On The Beat Pt 17 (jazz) Feb 91

On The Beat Pt 18 (jazz) Mar 91

On The Beat Pt 19 (African) Apr 91

On The Beat Pt 20 (African) Jun 91

On The Beat Pt 21

(diverse rhythms) Jul 91

On The Beat Pt 22

(eclectic selections) Aug 91

On The Beat Pt 23

(eclectic selections) Sep 91

On The Beat Pt 24

(doubled bass and snare drums) Oct 91

On The Beat Pt 25 (rhythms

separated from music) Dec 91

Performing Musician:

Endangered Species?

(the role of sequencers) Mar 91

Power Play

(power supply problems) Oct 91

Question Time

(MTC and MIDI Clock) Sep 91

Raising The Standard (General MIDI

spec and Roland's GSS system) Jun 91

Retroaction (MIDI retrofitting) Feb 91

Screen With A View

(Microsoft Multimedia Windows

for the PC) Oct 91

Shipwrecked! (stars' all-time

favourite keyboards) Aug 91

Techno Pop (Dan Goldstein's

view of the last decade) Aug 91

Thanks for the Memory

(synth programmability) Jul 91

The Sound of Chaos

(fractal mathematics and music) Jul 91

UK MIDI Association Feb 91

Visions of the Future (Improvisions) Jan 91

Retrospectives:

ARP Prosoloist, Korg Sigma

& Roland SH2000 Aug 91

E -mu Emulator I Feb 91

Moog Taurus Bass Pedals May 91

Moog Polymoog Dec 91

SHOW REPORTS
Postcards From The Edge

(preliminary Frankfurt Report) Apr 91

Frankfurt '91 Show Report May 91

IMS '91 Report Sep 91

,,,, 7_ 11SiJ
...4:-111/0

ate,4, 1 90 MI, 091
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TASCAM Mixing Desk

M2524 MIXER

The choice of budget mixing desks continues to expand with the arrival of
Tascam's M2524 and M2516 - studio facilities complete with MIDI

automation. Review by Tim Goodyer.

1
T'S NOT SO very long since MIDI automation

on a mixing desk was regarded as a rare
luxury. A luxury, that is, to those of us who
were taking MIDI seriously enough to
recognise that it had applications beyond

instrument sequencing and patch dumping. Outside

this far-sighted (some would say idealistic) group,

MIDI mix automation was a novelty not to be taken
too seriously.

The passage of a little time, however, has seen a

meteoric rise in the importance of "budget" mixing
desks. Prompted by advancing technology, a global

recession (which has made a significant impact on

the music industry) and the familiar megalomania of

the average musician, compact, well -specified desks

have been appearing at prices that have made them

affordable to growing numbers of pre -production
studio operators as well as many serious amateurs.
Not only this, but limited MIDI automation is
becoming an increasingly common feature of the
budget mixer. With this facility, the humble mixing
desk can be integrated into a MIDI -controlled
recording setup to permit levels of automation not
available in many professional recording studios.
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£90 to a I

A complete MIDI sequencer
with ST Format for C3.95

Ark

Discover how yourST can unleash yourcreative talents...
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Cheat
your way through

UtopiaMega Lo Mania Cybercon
& more

ssmbly tips

Plus

e

new sections for
STOS and aand all your regular Desktop

technical advice

ST Format with
complete Gajits' Sequencer One,
on sale Thursday December 12th, £3.95

It's true. Sequencer One,
the complete MIDI
sequencer for the ST is
yours when you buy
ST Format magazine for
just £3.95.

Gajits' Sequencer One.
Not a demo. Not a cut
down version. The full
program plus full details
of how to use it in a

special supplement.
There's even an ST sound
chip module thrown in.

"Sequencer One on
the ST takes some
beating"
Ian Waugh. Music Technology, August 91

But the incredible January
issue doesn't stop there.
There's a full version of
the Canvas graphics
program too.

And of course you get
ST Format itself. It's
Britain's best-selling ST
magazine, bought every
month by more than
70,000 people.
ST Format's music
coverage is second to
none. Every month it
shows you how to get the
best out of your machine.
It's essential reading for
all ST owners.

"... excellent range of
facilities..."

"Sequencer One - the
name speaks for itself"
Ian Waugh, Music Technology, March 90

If you own an Amiga
don't worry - Amiga
Format magazine also
has Sequencer One on
its January cover.



"I couldn't fault the
M2524's muting system -

it's easy to operate, easy to

incorporate into a sequence -

based system and didn't

glitch or lock up."

Sometimes the idealist's wishes can come true.

Before going any further with a review of Tascam's

new M2524 - a budget mixer featuring MIDI
automation - we need to qualify the kind of features

found on one of this breed of desk, and the level of

automation available. Typically then, we're talking
about a 16- or 24 -input desk with either four or eight

group busses, and around four aux sends per
channel. On the MIDI side we're looking at fairly
modest (by SSL Total Recall standards) channel and

possibly auxiliary muting.

Specifically, then, the M2524 follows the
24:8:24:2 in -line format and has a sister in Tascam's

smaller M2516 (16:8:16:2) desk. Both have a MIDI -

controlled channel/scene muting system that owes

much, if not everything, to that found on the
company's neat little MM1 20 -channel, rack -mounting

keyboard mixer (see review, MT November '89). The

review that follows will concentrate on the larger of

the two desks, but may be taken to describe the
features of both.

CROSSING THE
CHANNEL

ONE OF THE easiest ways to get the general feel of a

mixing desk is to run over the channel and master

layouts. So, from top to bottom an M2524 input
channel runs like this: each channel has a 30dB
switchable attenuation pad immediately above the

input trim pot. Beneath this is a button marked Flip,

which switches between having the line/mic input on

the main channel and the tape return on the
associated monitor, and having

the tape return on the main
channel and the line/mic signal

on the monitor. Next comes the

EQ section, which consists of a

high shelf (10kHz) with 12dB cut

or boost, swept mid (420Hz-
13kHz) and swept low (42Hz-
1.3kHz) each with 15dB cut or
boost. Aux sends 1 and 2 are
available as pre- or post -fade
sends and are hard -wired to the

input channel; Aux 3 and 4 can

be used as post -fade sends from

the input channel or the monitor channel. This
system uses a centre -zero pot with movement in

either direction performing a different function -
rotate Aux 1 left for pre -fade send or right for post -

fade send, for instance. Moving down to the (in -line)

monitor section, there are pots for the monitor level

and stereo pan. Immediately below these are the
input channel pan pot, Mute/Solo button (with
"active" indicator LED) and PFL button (again, with

LED indicator). In the final section of the input
channel there's an overload LED, the usual routing

buttons which select main stereo output buss or
pairs of routing busses (1 & 2, 3 & 4, 5 & 6 and 7 &

8), and a 100mm-throw main fader. The last eight
channels have an additional Group button in the
monitor section which selects the corresponding
group as its monitor source.

As the M2524 is an in -line as opposed to split
format desk, there's no separate monitor section. To

the right of the input channel faders there are the
eight group buss faders and a single fader for the
main stereo output. Above these faders are the
effects returns controls, aux send masters, control
room section and talkback section. Above these is

the MIDI automation section and above this are the
bargraph level meters - one per group and a L/R pair

for the main stereo buss.

Coming back to the effects returns, the first two

are stereo returns with level pots, routing buttons
(group buss pairs and L/R stereo) and a Mute/Solo

button. The second two are mono returns with similar

level pots, routing buttons and Mute/Solo buttons,

but with the addition of pan pots. The Aux send
masters section, meanwhile, contains four master

level pots and a Mute/Solo button. Two further
buttons allow Aux 1 & 3 and Aux 2 & 4 to be
internally summed.

The control room section contains a PFL level pot,

headphone level pot, control room monitor level
(marked CR) and the control room source select
buttons: Mono, Aux 1-4, Ext (external source, such as

a CD or DAT player), 2TR (mastering machine) and the

stereo buss.

Finally on the main panel, the talkback section
hosts an internal mic, mic level pot, Slate and TB
routing buttons (Slate routes to all eight output
groups, TB to the panel output marked studio), and

On button for switching the studio outputs on and
off.

Of course, a mixer would be of little use without
some means of connecting it to the outside world. In

the case of the M2524, all the connections are made

via a recessed area at the rear of the main panel.
While this doesn't make the mixer as pretty as one

whose connections are tucked out of sight on the
rear panel, it does proVide easy access for re -
patching. Given the type of studio the M2524 is likely

to inhabit, I'd say that's probably no bad thing.

Additionally on the recessed area of the panel
there's a global phantom power switch which pushes

48V DC through the mic XLRs for mics in need of
phantom power. Handle with care.

Most of the connections are pretty self-
explanatory: each input channel has sockets for Mic

(XLR), line (mono jack) and tape inputs (phono), an

insert point (stereo jack) and a direct out (phono;
direct to your multitrack). Each group has an
associated output (phono) and each aux send has an

output (jack). The Control Room mix has a pair of
outputs and the stereo buss has two (jack and XLR).

All effects returns - two stereo pairs for 1 & 2, and

two mono for 3 & 4 - are on jack sockets. The Two
Track and Ext inputs are on pairs of phono sockets as

are the Sub Inputs. These are used for "cascading"

mixers and give access directly to the M2524's
stereo buss.

The only remaining connection on this panel (the

headphone jack is under the arm rest) is for a
footswitch (Tascam's RC60P) which is used for
incrementing and decrementing the mute scene
number (more soon).
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AUTOMATIC MAN ROAD TEST

RETURNING TO THE main panel of the M2524, we

come to the MIDI control section. This consists of a

two -character LED display, four status LEDs, MIDI

Receive LED, numerical keypad and nine other
buttons. The keypad can be used to enter a Scene

number which is called into operation with the
Recall/Store button. Alternatively, pre-programmed

Scenes can be stepped through with a footswitch.
Before going any further, it's worth remembering that

we're talking about mute automation here - don't
expect to be able to automate fades, pans or EQ
changes; that's beyond the scope of a desk in this
price range. Instead, we're using what Tascam call

Scenes; there are 99 user -programmable Scene
memories on the desk, each capable of

remembering a "snapshot" of mutes for all the
M2524's input channels, effects returns and the
monitor master. If, for example, your drum machine

occupies channels 1 to 6 of the desk and you've
programmed Scene 1 to mute channels 7 to 24,
recalling this scene will solo your drum part.
Alternatively, un-muting effects return 2 during the

verse could be made to add echo (preset on your
effects unit) to the melody line in the chorus. You
might want to use mute automation "creatively", as

part of the arrangement of a song or as an
alternative to using a gate to kill any hiss on unused
channels. Either way, the M2524's MIDI muting will

do the job for you. Furthermore. Scenes may be
recalled over MIDI (as program changes), so you can

incorporate them into a sequence rather than recall

them by hand at the appropriate points in the song.

Obviously, to do this requires that you're able to
set such MIDI formalities as Omni mode on/off and

assignation of a MIDI channel to the M2524 - all this

is available in this section of the mixer.

Now this Scene muting business is OK - even
excellent - as far as it goes. If you're using the
M2524 without the assistance of sequencing, for
example, the ability to call up a complete set of
mutes at the touch of a button is invaluable. But if
you want to make the most of MIDI -controlled muting

it presents you with one or two problems. The first,

and greatest, of these is that you're limited to 99
Scene memories. Once they're full and you have to

start overwriting them, you're going to find that the
Scene numbers in your older sequences no longer

match the mutes in the desk. Happily the M2524 -
like the MM1 - offers you an alternative approach to

MIDI -controlled muting.

The alternative to Scene muting uses MIDI note
numbers (36/C2 to 64/E4) to identify each of the
mixer's input channels and MIDI velocity information

to mute (values between 64 and 127) and un-mute
(values between 1 and 63) them individually. Using

this method, you can enter mute commands off a
controller keyboard or from the desk's mute buttons

directly into a sequencer. This way you don't have to

spend time organising the various Scenes needed in

a song, and you'll never find yourself in the situation

where your Scene memories don't match up with your

sequences.

THE FIRST THING I noticed when familiarising myself

with the M2524 was the way in which Tascam have

dealt with the problem of fitting a lot of controls into

relatively little panel space. Instead of using knobs

that are big enough to "read" positions off but leave

no room for your fingers, or knobs that leave room for

your fingers but make a very unfriendly panel,
Tascam's designers have got the best of both worlds

by using relatively narrow knobs with a skirt around

the base: these are both comfortable to use and to

look at. This built confidence in the integrity of the

M2524 which was subsequently borne out both
ergonomically, in the general feel of pots, switches

and faders, and in terms of build quality.

Once in use, the desk was physically big enough to

get involved with, without being too large for a typical

pre-production/home environment. It scored comfort

points over Studiomaster's Pro Line

and Soundcraft's Spirit in having a
decent arm rest along its front. Of
the three, only the Spirit offers a
scribble strip, however - why is it that

the simple things are so frequently
overlooked?

One omission from the M2524
which almost certainly isn't an
oversight is that of EQ defeat on the

input channels (it's included on the

Pro Line, but also missing from the
Spirit). Personally, I find it very
difficult to work without being able to

A/B EQ'd and un-EQ'd signals. That said, the
M2524's EQ really delivers the goods. It's smooth
and musical (as they say) in use; the bass in
particular never disappointed me. Something about

its implementation makes it deliver the sort of bass

control that the rock fraternity will love, and the
dance fraternity will kill for. Anything I touched with it

turned into "bass gold".

EQ is also conspicuous by its absence from the

monitor channels. It's not an unreasonable economy

for a budget desk, but it does mean that if you want

to use the monitor channels as additional line inputs

at any time (on mixdown, say) you're going to have to

do it without onboard EQ.

The effects return routing I found particularly
flexible - being able to determine the destination of
the returns means, for example, that you can
dedicate one pair of groups to effects levels instead

of having to accept them as part of the effected
signal or dedicate input channels to effects returns.

Less flexibility is offered by the absence of insert

points on the desk's groups and - especially - stereo

buss. There's a lot to be said for being able to patch

a stereo noise gate across your completed mix to

suppress unwanted noise - unless you can't do it.

Moving on to the automation, the M2524 is
difficult to fault. OK, so we're talking about a fairly
basic level of automation, but there's a lot that can

be done even with channel and effects mutes.
Practically speaking, you can count the muting
system as being the equivalent of having 28 (manual)

"Something about the

M2524's bass EQ makes it

deliver the sort of control

that the rock fraternity will
love, and the dance

fraternity will kill for."
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noise gates at your disposal (a claim that cannot be

made of muting sequencer tracks internally).
Artistically speaking, I doubt whether the potential of

such a system has been fully realised by anybody just

yet.

If you're running a multitrack machine (anything
from four tracks on cassette upwards) then you're

probably already striping one track of tape with sync
code and locking your sequencer to it. If this is the
case, then the M2524 will facilitate MIDI -controlled

muting of both sequenced and recorded tracks - that

includes your vocals and acoustic guitar. On top of
this you're able to cut out or bring in effects
treatments at strategic points in the course of a
piece of music.

In performance terms, I couldn't fault the M2524's

muting system. It's easy to operate, easy to
incorporate into a sequence -based studio system and

didn't glitch or lock up on me under any conditions.
All this from a "budget" mixing desk.

VERDICT
TASCAM'S NEW MIXING desk is a pleasure to use.

The faders and pots feel smooth, the design of the

knobs makes the panel roomy without making the
desk too big, and the layout is at least as friendly as

any comparable desk.

The inclusion of the MIDI muting system takes the

M2524 from being a good -quality budget studio item

to being ideal for integration into a MIDI studio
environment. The use of both Scene muting and MIDI

Note Number muting systems makes the desk's
automation useful on a number of levels of MIDI
complexity. If you simply want to devote a Scene to a

song's verse, another to its chorus and another to its

middle eight, the system will oblige; if you want to go

into complex use of the desk's channels and effects

facilities, it's with you all the way - or at least as far

as a muting system currently allows. Even if you're
not already a MIDI convert, the muting system could

prove an invaluable aid to mixing.

Perhaps the one serious limitation of both the
M2524 and M2516 is their lack of expandability. If,
however, the M2524's maximum of 48 channels (24

input plus 24 monitor) or the M2516's 32 channels
(16 input plus 16 monitor) are adequate, and you
want to automate your mixing, then I'd recommend
that you check Tascam's new children out. You'll
enjoy it.

Prices M2524, £2299; M2516, £1699. Both prices
exclude VAT.

More from Teac UK Ltd, 5 Marlin Court, The Croxley

Centre, Watford, Herts WD1 8YA. Tel: (0923)
225235.
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Digital Recording for EVERYONE!

Hybrid Arts is pleased to announce a revolution in Computer
based Digital Recording and Editing and affordability.

DIGITAL MASTER is a break through in price and
performance. With features such as Direct To Disk Recording,
16 bit Stereo Sampling, SMPTE, MIDI Non Destructive
Editing, Recording times up to 14 hours stereo, Sound effect
Cue Page, Time Compression and Digital Filtering.

DIGITAL MASTER is setting new standards in the
industry, affordable Standards for people.
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FEATURES

 DIRECT TO DISK

RECORDING

 16 BIT STEREO SAMPLING
 64 TIMES OVERSAMPLING
 MIDI, SMPTE INTERFACE

 NON-DESTRUCTIVE
EDITING

 RECORDING TIMES UP
TO 14 HOURS
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About EDIT...

SAVE OPTIONS

ZOOM I

X IN V IN

X OUT Y OUT

RATE I 48 kHz

STEREO

ANALOG

TIME = 2.000 Sec

QUIT

ANALOG AUDIO DIGITAL AUDIO ACCESSORIES

Input/Output Channels
Two

Sampling Frequencies
48/44.1/32/31.25/22.05/
15.625kHz

Hybrid Arts CSI Remote
Controller

Allows to control the most used
Digital Master Functions from
a remote unit, including a
scrub wheel

Connectors
Balanced XLR Digital I/O Formats

S/P DIF, AES/EBU (both)Max. In/Out Level
1+20dB (nominal+4, -10 dB,
switchable)

Digital I/O Connectors
RCA Time Page

The best time compression in
the business with user con -
figureable compression modes

Frequency Response
5Hz -20 kHz, + 0.2 dB

SYNCHRONIZATION

Dynamic Range
>96dB

Timecode Formats
SMPTE/EBU 24 fps, 25 fps,
29.97 fps, 30 fps

Digital Filtering
Real time and off line
Digital FilteringSignal/Noise Ratio

>90 dB, full scale, 1 kHz
(A -weighted)

Connectors
1/4" phone, unbalanced, TC
In and Out

Midi Page
Full 8- voice graphical midi
Implementations

THD + Noise
>02% HARD DISK

Input Impedance
50k

Will work off the shelf with
any size modem SCSI hard
disk with a minimum transfer
rate of 350K/sec and a max
seek time of 30 ms.

Available from:

Output Impedance
50

A -to D Conversion
64 X oversampling ADC's CPUs

D -to -A Conversion
8 X oversampling dual
18 bit DACs

Works with Mega4 ST ,
Mega 4 STE, 1040 STE
(upgraded to 4 Meg with
standard SIMMS)

ROWLAND HILL ORCHARD STUDIOS

2, MANOR GARDENS LONDON N7 6JY
TEL : 071 272 8944 ext 248

FAX : 071 272 9160
®Hybrid Arts

THE POWER BEHIND THE PROFESSIONALS
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Simply by

subscribing to

Music

Technology

magazine, you

will receive

a free t -shirt

with your

first issue!

Please send me my FREE T-shirt
size L  xi_ Tick relevant Box

Subscribe TODAY!
I wish to subscribe to Music Technology Magazine, to receive
12 issues of the magazine and to automatically become
eligible for any offers from the Music Maker Subscriptions Club.

To start off, how about a binder to keep your 12
issues in perfect condition, for only £2.25.
Normal cost £4.50. To take advantage of this
offer now, please tick box

UK £20.00, Europe and Overseas surface £25, Europe Airmail
£35, Overseas Airmail £45.
Please send me the next 12 issues of MT commencing

Lwith the issue.

Send to: Mail Order Department, MT, Alexander House, Forehill, Ely, Cambs CB7 4AF.

I enclose Cheque/Postal Orders to the value of

made payable to Music Technology
Publications Ltd.
For payment by credit card or for further details telephone:
0898 100703 Calls cost 36p per minute cheap rate and 48p at other times.

PLEASE PRINT

Name

Address

Post code*
* it is essential that you include your correct postcode.



ers ads
MUSIC TECHNOLOGY's readers' classified section is the biggest of its kind in the business. Every month, we carry more ads for synthesisers,

samplers, computers, signal processing gear and assorted other goodies than any other monthly magazine. So when musicians and studio
engineers are on the lookout for some extra gear to update their line-up, they turn to these pages first.

If you're a private seller, advertising in the back of MUSIC TECHNOLOGY really couldn't be simpler. And if you're searching for a specific piece
of equipment or looking for other musicians to fill a gap in your band, we can help out there, too.

Just pick up the phone and dial (0898) 100767. At the other end of the line, you'll be able to select a category in which to place your ad and let
us know exactly what it is you're selling or seeking.

The service operates 24 hours a day, so there's no need to hunt for stamps, envelopes or Biros. Pick up the phone and we'll do the rest. If you

buy and sell musical equipment as part of a business, you'll have to use the regular classified section on the last page. And we regret we can't
answer any queries regarding free classifieds published in MUSIC TECHNOLOGY.

Calls cost 36p per minute cheap rate and 48p per minute at all other times

KEYBOARDS
ANTIQUE KORG MS20, if you know
it, I don't need to describe it, inc
patch leads + manual, home use
only, £100 ono. Gary, Tel: 081-942
8931.
BARGAIN OR EXCHANGE: Roland

Juno 6 analogue 5 -octave synth,

£130; Yamaha YS100 digital 5 -
octave velocity MIDI synth, £165
ono, both exc cond, w/manuals, wd
swap pair for Casio VZ1 w/card or
Roland Juno 106. Alan, Tel: 051-677
8696.
CASIO CT470 tone bank, £120.
Colin, Tel: (0490) 2090.
CASIO CZ101, £90; Roland TR707
drum m/c, £135; Cheetah MQ8
sequencer, £185. Ian, Tel: (0536)
510896.
CASIO REMOTE KEYBD, £200 ono;
Roland U110 module, £250 ono.
Sean, Tel: Newport 612723.
CHEETAH MK7VA mother keybd,
£275; Yamaha EMT10 expander,
£150. Tel: (0784) 439834.
ELKA MK55 MIDI master
keybd/controller, exc cond, 5 zones,
presets, memory cartridge, like
Roland A80 though better, exc for
live use, home use only, £400 ono.
Tel: 071-511 1120.
E -MU PROTEUS/1, as new, boxed,
manuals, still under warranty, £350.
Don, Tel: (0493) 669109.
E -MU PROTEUS/1, £500. Alex, Tel:
(0684) 593822.
ENSONIQ ESQ1, w/extra sounds,
slight fault on s/w, hence £350 ono;
Sequential Pro1 monosynth, good
cond, £130 ono; Groove M2CV MIDI -
to -CV converter, w/TR808 sync,
£140 ono. Craig, Tel: (0742)
750419.
ENSONIQ ESQ1, £450 or swap
D50/U220/E-mu Proteus, also p/x.
Wanted: Oberheim Cyclone, Cheetah
MQ8, Oberheim DX, Linn drum.
Marlon Lodge, Tel: (0493) 843859 or
Germany 010-492 11680 2714.
ENSONIQ ESQ1, £500; Yamaha
PSR70, £400; Yamaha CT80, w/full

f/case, £1250. Mark, Tel: (0784)
482560.
ENSONIQ ESQ1, boxed, as new, inc
cartridges, pedals, leads, manuals,
s/w + stand, £480. John, Tel: (0602)
705337.
ENSONIQ VFX-SD, 3 wks old, immac,
boxed, manuals, disks, ie everything,
not wanted, £1100. Marsha, Tel:
071-839 7000 X336, days/081-303
0925, eves.
FENDER RHODES STAGE 73 electric

piano, still gigging, offers. Tel:
(0251) 254359.
HAMMOND KRUGAR organ, 2

manuals + bass pedals, good cond,
free Yamaha synth, £375 ono, may
be able to deliver. Tel: (0942)
818686.
KORG DW8000, superb analogue
sounds, £350; Korg M3R, good
cond, £450. Matthew, Tel: (0303)
238457.
KORG DW8000, good cond, boxed,
powerful analogue synth, £400;
Roland U110 expander, mega piano
sound, £300. Tel: (0892) 33021.
KORG M1 workstation, c/w manuals,
soft case, 1 ROM card, 2 PCM cards,
total of 600 sounds, mint cond,
never gigged, £1050. Ian, Tel:
(0462) 420830.
KORG Ml, £900; Yamaha MT3X,
£350; Alesis SR16, £225. John, Tel:
(0922) 39970.
KORG M1, boxed, immac, all
manuals, £895. Simon, Tel: 071-527
7168.
KORG M1, w/T3 sounds, mint cond,
new £90 RAM, largest sequencer
space, £950. Dominic, Tel: (0908)
615840.
KORG M3R, unmarked, w/manuals,
box, superb sound, £450. Giles, Tel:
(0962) 863884.
KORG MONOPOLY, £150; Roland
TR707, £120; Akai S612, disk drive,
8 disks, boxed, £340, all negotiable,
all immac, c/w manuals. Tel: (0273)
565790.
KORG POLYSIX, vgc, never gigged,
£200. Graham, Tel: (0484) 533440,
after 6pm.

KORG T2, virtually new, only 6 wks
old, registration card not yet
returned, only £1750 ono. Mike, Tel:
(0794) 523486.
KORG T3, exc cond, over 2000
sounds on disk, boxed, manuals,
£1450 ono. Steve, Tel: (0429)
222517.
KORG T3 workstation, 5 mnths home
use, as new, f/case, £1550. Tel:
071-582 5219.
KORG T3EX, boxed, mint cond, home
use only, £1695 ono. Paul, Tel:
(0332) 293632.
MOOG SOURCE, classic monosynth,
exc cond, f/case, £300; Roland
Jupiter 6, exc cond, as new, £550;
Roland S550 sampler, mouse, £950;
TV, suitable for above, £120. Steve,
Tel: 081-868 9527.
MOOG SOURCE, classic monosynth,
Minimoog w/memories, £175 ono.
Ian, Tel: (0904) 703383, after 5pm.
OSCAR SYNTH, last version, full
MIDI + sequencing, never gigged,
£250; Korg EX800 programmable
synth module, £100 ono. Perry, Tel:
(0337) 28082.
RHODES ELECTRIC PIANO, 88 -note,

MkI stage model, vgc, c/w f/case,
£250. Tel: (0865) 52164/730815.
RHODES 73, MkII, electric piano,
beautiful cond, but only £199 as
marriage forces sale! Genuine
bargain. Tel: (0444) 247810.
ROLAND A80 mother keybd,
f/cased, immac, £1000 or will swap
for Roland A50 + £250. Andrew, Tel:
051-336 6657.
ROLAND D10, as new, home use
only, + Steinberg Synthworks, £535.
Mark, Tel: 081-848 4729, eves.
ROLAND D10 synth, as new, w/box,
f/case, £450. Andy, Tel: (0202)
698499, after 6pm.
ROLAND D110, exc cond, £290;
Yamaha DX100, £90. James, Tel:
(0786) 78655.
ROLAND D110 LA rackmount synth,
£295; Casio VZ8M multitimbral synth
module, £99, both immac. Mel, Tel:
(0742) 586328.
ROLAND D110, exc cond, £275;

Yamaha MT100 4 -track recorder, dbx,
hi -speed, £150. Steve, Tel: (0332)
762355.
ROLAND D110, as new, boxed,
£280. Tel: 051-426 5495.
ROLAND D110, 8 -part multitimbral
module, boxed, immac, £300. Tel:
061-789 1550.
ROLAND D20, f/case, £700. Colin,
Tel: (0490) 2090.
ROLAND D20, w/hard case, stand,
home use only, £800. Adrian, Tel:
(0303) 239284.
ROLAND D20, multitimbral synth,
semi-f/case, Yamaha YS100
performance synth, both perfect
cond, £900, will split. John, Tel:
(0272) 621995.
ROLAND D20, home use only, boxed,
manuals, £580. Alan, Tel: 091-263
5135.
ROLAND D50, w/manuals, case,
MIDI keybd + ROM card, £650 ono.
Tel: 041-353 3731.
ROLAND D50, great cond, cased, 1
card, £595. Paul, Tel: (0924)
473563.
ROLAND E20, immac, home use, 4
style cards, £499. Tel: (0344)
884926, after 7pm.
ROLAND GR50 guitar synth + Roland
GK1 controller, fitted on custom
Schecter Strat, exc cond, £1300, will
split; Aria Pro fretless bass, £200;
Roland GS6 plus FC10011 foot pedal,
EV10 controller also available. Tel:
(0629) 583550.
ROLAND GR50/GK2 guitar synth,
home use only, exc cond, £450.
Tony, Tel: (0702) 219723.
ROLAND JD800, under guarantee,
w/RAM card, £1425; Korg Ml,
w/Steinberg Synthworks, 100s of
extra sounds, £845. Brian, Tel:
(0602) 209845, eves.
ROLAND JD800, boxed, immac,
studio use, cost £1800, will sell for
£1300; Korg Wavestation synth, exc
cond, studio use, £750. Tel: (0787)
476518.
ROLAND JD800 super synth, 3
mnths old, hardly used, plus case,
£1400. John, Tel: (0746) 762971.
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ROLAND JUNO 6 analogue synth, 5 -
octave, arpeggio, chorus, filters, LFO
etc, sounds great, £120 ono. Tel:
(0903) 765344.
ROLAND JUNO 60 synth, £225,
delivery possible. Tel: (0532)
638965.
ROLAND JUNO 60, well travelled,
£175. Tel: (0372) 457273.
ROLAND JUNO 106 + Alesis HR16
drum m/c, £500 the pair, will split.
Robert, Tel: 091-388 6000.
ROLAND JX3P, £190; Korg Poly800,
X -stand, £90; Torque T2500R, 19"
rack reverb, £30, all good cond,
w/all leads, manuals, power
supplies. Matt, Tel: (0293) 551297,
after 6pm.
ROLAND JX3P, exc cond, perfect
analogue sound, very strong on bass
sound, £280 ono. Raphael, Tel:
(0483) 33763.
ROLAND JX10, Super-JX synth,
w/PG800 programmer + cartridges,
fully f/cased, £750. Jason, Tel: 071-
482 5224.
ROLAND KR33 digital piano, 76
keys, w/strings, organ, vibes + choir,
also Kawai R50e drum m/c,
w/orchestral stabs + bass sounds,
Carlsbro 45W keybd combo, £700
ono. Ziggy, Tel: (0332) 45713.
ROLAND MKS50, £250; Yamaha
TX816, £750; Ensoniq ESQm, £400;
Kawai K3m, £175; Korg M1R, £650;
Korg EX800, £250. Dave, Tel: 081-
942 5784, eves.
ROLAND MT32, as new, boxed,
w/Gajits Atari editor, extra sound
banks + Pro24 sequencer, £220. Tel:
081-543 6585.
ROLAND MT32, multitimbral sound
module, £180. Andy, Tel: 061-881
7649.
ROLAND SH101 analogue synth,
£70. Mark, Tel: (0494) 792072.
ROLAND SUPER JX10 + PG800
programmer, totally mint cond,
£4200. Steve, Tel: 081-518 7062.-
ROLAND U20, £600; Alesis MMT8,
£160; Hohner custom jack bass,
£250, all as new. Dean, Tel: (0922)
32275.
ROLAND U220, £410; Tascam TSR8,
£1350; Casio VZ1, £300; Axxeman,
£95; Boss RRV10 reverb, £50. Tel:
051-339 1167.
SEQUENTIAL SIXTRAK, analogue
polysynth, sequencer, arpeggiator,
good cond, £175 ono. Ian, Tel:
(0904) 703383, after 5pm.
SEQUENTIAL PROPHET 600 MIDI
keybd, f/case, manual, immac, just
serviced, just £350 ono. Robert, Tel:
(0453) 825837.
SEQUENTIAL PROPHET VS keybd,
w/very rare s/w update, boxed,
manual, vgc, ultimate analogue
synth, £1300. A Prentice, Tel: 031-
440 1797, 9am-4.30pm Mon -Fri
only.

SWAP KAWAI 111, Yamaha EMT10
sound module + DR100 digital reverb
for Oberheim OBXa or PPG Wave.
Adrian, Tel: (0234) 218957.
TECHNICS KN400 professional PCM
keybd, inc sequencer + fx, bought

Aug 91, good as new, home use only,
£500 ono. Mizzi, Tel: (0422)
246775.
TECHNICS PX55 digital piano,
immac, £1200. Tel: (0962) 863884.
VOCODER: Roland VP330+, one of
the classics and best, always
wanted, the best for
house/soul/techno/rave music, Kiss
FM use it for some of their jingles,
get it quick, £420 ono. Chris, Tel:
(0474) 706381.
YAMAHA CLAVINOVA CVP3, 76
keys, 16 rhythms, vgc, £600 ono.
Tel: 081-575 8185.
YAMAHA DX7, Steinberg YamRam,
breath controller, Atari editor, plus
library, £450; FB01 multitimbral
expander, £100, both home use only.
Kevin, Tel: (0268) 743894.
YAMAHA DX21, exc cond, boxed,
manuals, £200. William, Tel: (0823)
432307.
YAMAHA DX21, £250; Yamaha
EMT10, £170; Moog Rogue, £90;
Korg Poly800, £150. Steve, Tel:
(0698) 428613, between 6-9pm.
YAMAHA DX21, just like Derrick
May's, home use only, £200. Tel:
091-386 7807.
YAMAHA DX27, £150 ono; Casio
VZ8M, £100 ono. John, Tel: (0603)
485329, leave message.
YAMAHA PSS790, 100 -voice MIDI
keybd, drum pads, 8 -track
sequencer, 4 months old, £160 ono,
may p/x for Casio VZ1. Tel: (0933)
273915.
YAMAHA SY22, c/w stand + 2 sound
cards, hardly used, home use only,
£550 ono. David, Tel: 021-704
3121.
YAMAHA SY77, home use only,
immac, £1150. Andrew, Tel: (0525)
382067.
YAMAHA SY77, plus 2000 extra
sounds, immac, boxed, £1300.
Jason, Tel: (0252) 725272.
YAMAHA SY77, £1200. Alan, Tel:
(0325) 351433.
YAMAHA TX802, rackmount FM
synth, 16 -voice, £550; Yamaha RX11
digital drum m/c, £150. Tel: 081-
767 2725.

SAMPLING
AKAI 5700 sampler, £350. Finley, Tel:
041-357 1636.
AKAI 5700, 16 -voice memory
expansion, Atari sample dump s/w,
20 disks, £320. Steve, Tel: (0332)
762355.
AKAI 5700, full memory expansion,
separate outputs, 13 disks, £400
ono. Ian, Tel: (0562) 822055.
AKAI 5900, £750. Tel: (0883)
722104.
AKAI S950 sampler, vgc, £875. Tel:
(0642) 585511.
AKAI S1000, w/new hard disk, 2Meg
RAM, £2000. Tel: (0883) 722104.
AKAI X7000, disks, £399. Duncan,
Tel: 021-444 2681.
AKAI X7000, plus 40 disks, £375;

Korg DW8000 synth, £275, both vgc.
Tel: (0602) 401968.
CHEETAH SX16, 16 -bit stereo
sampler, multitimbral, £550 ono.
Paul, Tel: (0299) 32517.
E -MU EMAX keybd sampler, no

reasonable offers refused. Tel: 081-
670 3189.
E -MU EMAX II, 16 -bit stereo sampler,
incs external 40Meg removable hard
disk, limited home use, perfect cond,
£1950. Stu, Tel: 091-536 7491.
E -MU EMAX SE keybd, SCSI, large

sound library, home use, £750 ono;
Syco dual-Syquest removable hard
drive, 19" rackmounting, £800 ono; 9
45Meg Syquest cartridges, £55 each
or £450 the nine; hard drive +
cartridges together, £1200 ono. Ian,
Tel: 081-556 7888.
EMULATOR II, plus large disk library,

£1750 ono. Carl, Tel: (0772)
024461.
ENSONIQ EPS, w/4x memory
expander, original plus sound disks
w/lockable box, hard case, manual,
exc cond, £1400; Boss DR550 drum
m/c, w/case + manual, £90. Ian, Tel:
(0742) 366162.
ENSONIQ EPS16+ rackmount
sampler, 16 -track sequencer, 24 -bit
digital fx, few months old, library,
boxed, manuals, £1450 ono; Korg T3
workstation, exc cond, 1000s sounds
on disk, boxed, manuals, £1450 ono.
Steve, Tel: (0429) 222517.
ENSONIQ EPS16+ rackmount
workstation, as new, £1100; Emulator
II sampling keybd, £950. Roger, Tel:
071-482 1440.
ENSONIQ MIRAGE, library, exc cond,
£450 ono. Simon, Tel: (0483)
506849.
EMAX SE RACK, Genwave s/w,
sounds, £960; Kawai R100, extra
chip, £190; Yamaha TX81Z, s/w,
sounds, £160; Roland Juno 2 keybd,
cartridge, s/w, sounds, £290; Roland
Cube 60 keybd amp, £160; Boss DF2
flanger, £30; CE2 chorus, £30;
BX400 4-ch mixer, £40; DR110
drums, £50; Vesta Fire MR10 4 -track,
£70; WS4000 modem, £45; Heil talk
boX, £100; Tascam patchbay, £25;
Oval 12:2 mixer, £100; MTR 12:8:2
mixer, £190; Big Muff USA distortion,
£25; TS9 MIDI/tape sync, £80. Bill,
Tel: (0635) 69967,
answerphone/69933.
KORG DSS1, sensible offers. Steve,
Tel: (0628) 604188, between 6-
7.30pm.
KORG DSS1, super sampler, hardly
used, boxed, manual, MIDI music
library, perfect cond, £695. Douglas,
Tel: 061-228 1771, work/061-969
8263, home.
ROLAND 610 sampling keybd,
manual, disks, exc cond, £350.
Darren, Tel: (0703) 693800.
ROLAND S10 sampling keybd, good
cond, c/w disks, manual, £400. Rob,
Tel: (0202) 455811.
ROLAND 6330 sampler, inc monitor,
£700. Jason, Tel: 071-482 5224.
ROLAND S550 sampler, £950;
Yamaha QX5 sequencer, £160.

Simon, Tel: 081-4233380.
ROLAND W30 workstation, disks,
f/cased, never gigged, £950 ono.
Alan, Tel: 021-355 1331, days/021-
350 1356, eves.
ROLAND W30 workstation, £1100.
Finley, Tel: 041357 1636.
ROLAND W30, 40 disks, £990;
Tascam 644, £600; Roland U220,
£490, all boxed, home use only,
£1950 the lot. Tel: (0924) 401216.
ROLAND W30 workstation, Roland
library plus others, boxed, manuals,
absolutely as new, £900, no offers.
Suffolk/Essex location. Mr McConkey,
Tel: (0440) 707610.
ROLAND W30 workstation, home use,
mint cond, w/sample disks, £850.
Paul, Tel: (0303) 220038/851167.

SEQUENCERS
ALESIS MMT8 sequencer, 8 -track,
huge memory, boxed, w/manuals +
psu, £125. Tel: 091-386 7807.
KORG SQ8, entry-level sequencer,
boxed, psu, £50. Tel: (0903) 765344.
KORG SQD1 sequencer, multitrack,
step- + real-time recording, full editing
+ playback features, disk drive, disks,
15,000 -note memory, £125. Gavin,
Tel: Room 8 Floor 10 081-672 7424.
ROLAND CSQ600 digital sequencer,
£70. Mark, Tel: (0494) 792072.
ROLAND MC50, only 3 months old,
hardly used, boxed, £400. Adrian or
Chris, Tel: 021-458 6934, after 6pm.
ROLAND MSQ100, MIDI, £60. Dan,
Tel: (0634) 364507.
ROLAND PR100 sequencer,
w/manual, home use only, 5 disks,
£210. Dave, Tel: (0204) 31538.
ROLAND TB303 bassline, boxed,
manual, vgc, £160. Steven, Tel:
(0726) 66715.
YAMAHA QX5, good editing, does
everything you'll ever need, £150.
Matt, Tel: (0747) 54406.
YAMAHA TX216, plus rack, £700.
Tel: (0883) 722104.

DRUMS
ALESIS HR16 drum m/c, like new,
boxed, manual, £180 ono. Tel: (0625)
573566.
ALESIS HR16, boxed, £170. Ian, Tel:
(0450) 73178.
ALESIS SR16, £220. James, Tel:
(0786) 78655.
ALESIS SR16 drum m/c, boxed, 20
hrs use, £190, no offers, will deliver
in London. Tel: (0702) 431233.
BOSS DR550 drum m/c, virtually
unused due to purchase of sampler,
great sounds inc TR808, psu, £120.
Tel: 081-642 7884.
KAWAI R50 drum machine, MIDI,
extra sound chip, boxed, manuals,
very good condition, £95. Tel: (0354)
695239.
KAWAI R50 drum m/c, £140 ono;
Casio DH100 digital saxophone, £65
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ono; Yamaha TG55, Casio VZ + Kawai
K1 sounds on Atari disk to swap.
Mike, Tel: 071-278 5266.
KORG DDM220 latin percussion drum
m/c, £60. Chris, Tel: (0908) 502537.
ROLAND R5, hardly used, £200;
Roland PR100 sequencer, hardly
used, some disks, £260. John, Tel:
(0392) 438214.
ROLAND R8, cards, studio use,
£399. Tel: (0787) 476518.
ROLAND TR505 rhythm composer, as
new, boxed, w/manuals + psu, £100.
Tel: 061-366 7477.
ROLAND TR505, vgc, £80. Tel: 021-

453 3606.
ROLAND TR505 rhythm composer, as
new, must sell, £115 ono. Tel: 091-
529 4788, anytime.
ROLAND TR626 rhythm composer,
boxed, as new, £150. Tel: (0877)
30528.
ROLAND TR808 drum m/c, good
cond, manual, £275 ono; Yamaha
RY30 rhythm composer, 2 months
old, top cond, still under guarantee,
£ 415 ono. Craig, Tel: (0742) 750419.
SIMMONS SDS9, new shape pads,
plus rack, £450; 1 Akai ME35T
trigger -to -MIDI, £175; Zildjian 13" KZ
hi -hats, plus 1 Pearl 800 Series hi -hat
stand, £115. Howard, Tel: (0772)
324968.
SIMMONS SDS2000R, brain, pads,
sound card, boxed, £840. Chris, Tel:
081-783 0537.
YAMAHA LINN CARTRIDGE for RX5

drum m/c, offers welcome. Andrew,
Tel: 091-285 0484, eves.
YAMAHA RX5 rhythm computer, as
new, w/case, £225 ono. Tel: (02575)
4392.
YAMAHA RX7 drum m/c free when
you buy my 6 RAM cartridges for
£ 275. Tel: (0706) 843430.
YAMAHA RX8 digital drums, £130 or
swap for Yamaha QX5 sequencer or
similar. Paul, Tel: (0772) 39124.
YAMAHA RX17, 26 voices, as new,
£120; HH Electronic 100W combo
amp, £100. Tel: (0273) 463328.

COMPUTING
ATARI STE, 1Meg memory, second
drive, Replay 4 sampler,
Mastersound sampler, TCB Trekker,
flit turbo copier, lots of text books,
loads of public domain s/w, 30 other
originals, games etc, £400 ono.
Justin, Tel: (0206) 861015.
ATARI 1040STE, SM125 monitor, as
new, still w/original packaging, s/w
inc pro programming + music MIDI
applications, £415. Peter, Tel:
(0705) 412942.
ATARI 1040STF, w/SM125 mono
monitor + external TV adaptor,
Steinberg Pro24 v2.1, all boxed,
£350. Tony, Tel: (0223) 845354,
eves only.
ATARI 1040STFM, accessories,
sampling package, sequencing s/w,
£350. Darren, Tel: (0703) 693800.
ATARI -TO -SCSI hard disk interface,

£75. Tel: 081-543 6585.
COMMODORE AMIGA 1000
computer, loads of s/w, supplied
w/TV modulator + hardware, £270.
Rob, Tel: 081-599 7994.
DR T'S KCS Level 2, Atari original,
manuals, £75; Sinclair Spectrum
48K, w/Micon interface, sequencing
s/w, TV monitor, £75 ono; Roland
TR707 drum m/c, £109 ono; GBS
reverb, £35. Write: Paul Donaldson,
c/o 1 Millfield Rise, Bexhill, East
Sussex TN40 1QY.
DYNAWARE BALLADE, inc
documentation, £90. Tel: (0342)
810582.
ICONIX 64 -TRACK sequencer for
Atari ST, £60 ono; JL Cooper PPS1
sync box, w/MIDI time code, £95
ono. Mark, Tel: (0784) 482560.
JORETH MUSIC SYSTEM for
Commodore 64, MIDI interface,
Composer, Linker, System 7 editor,
cost over £400, must sell, £80 ono.
Tel: 091-529 4788, anytime.
ROLAND D10/D110 ed/lib, easy on-
screen editing, c/w manual + over
1000 fantastic sounds on disk, £40.
Tel: 081-556 6967.
STEINBERG PR024, v3, genuine
s/w, £70. Simon, Tel: (0582)
762956.
STEINBERG PR024, fully legitimate
copy, w/dongle, £35. Simon, Tel:
(0246) 822244.
STEINBERG PR024, v3, original
sequencer, inc manual + dongle,
£ 35. Tel: (0799) 24620.
STEINBERG ROLAND D110 + Korg
M1 Synthworks editors, both exc
cond, Atari STFM or STE, manual etc,
over 1000 sounds on each, £45
each or £75 both. Tel: 071-511
1120.
YAMAHA C1 laptop music computer,
286 chip, 20Meg hard disk, 2 MIDI
ins, 8 MIDI outs, 1 MIDI thru, mint
cond, inc mouse, sequencing + word
processing s/w, £1200 ono. Tel:
071-735 4343.
YAMAHA CX5M music computer,
large keybd + s/w, £60 ono. Brad,
Tel: 091-230 1237.

RECORDING
ACES 24 -TRACK tape m/c, 2",
w/16 -track head but wired for 24 -
track, 24 -track remote, £999 ono.
Simon, Tel: (0867) 56472.
AKAI GX635D, 2 -track reel-to-reel,
trolley rackmounted, remote, £300;
Teac A3440 4 -track reel-to-reel,
£300, both exc cond. Graham, Tel:
(0484) 533440, after 6pm.
ALESIS 1622, home use only, £400
ono. Ian, Tel: (0562) 822055.
ALESIS MIDIVERB II, £125. Finley,
Tel: 041-357 1636.
ALLEN & HEATH SABRE mixing
console, £4000; B16 plus auto
locator, inc Digitech Time Machine,
£2500; Roland RD250S piano,
£ 600; JX8P synth, £290. Tel: (0473)
87716.

BOSS BX16 mixer, mint cond, £300.
Brian, Tel: (0752) 674815.
BOSS DE200, single -unit rackmount
digital delay, immac, £70. Ian, Tel:
(0777) 705416, anytime.
CUTEC 12:2 mixer, suitable for 4 -
track expander, £120. John, Tel:
081-471 9501.
FOSTEX 1620 line mixer, 16 inputs,
2 auxs or 2 x 8 inputs, 4 auxs,
boxed, immac, home use only, £220.
Tel: 071-228 6386.
FOSTEX A8 + 315 mixer, £750;
Yamaha RX15, £100; Roland MSQ,
£ 75; Boss RPH10, £75; Boss
RCL10, £75; Midiverb I, £125.
Martin, Tel: 081-994 6524.
FOSTEX R8, 8 -track recorder +
MTC1, £1000. Tel: (0787) 476518.
FOSTEX X26, 4 -track, perfect cond,
boxed, £180, no offers, will deliver in
London. Tel: (0702) 431233.
MXR PHASE 100, phase shift pedal,
great 70s sound, exc cond, £25 ono;
Rhodes stereo preamp for electric
piano, produces that amazing stereo
vibrato, good cond, £35. Tel: (0865)
52164/730815.
PEAVEY UNIVERB reverb unit, boxed,
vgc, 128 programs, £200. A
Prentice, Tel: 031-440 1797, 9am-
4.30pm Mon -Fri only.
RSD STUDIOMASTER 8:4:2 wedge
mixer, phantom powering, aux sends
etc, never gigged, £350 ono. Perry,
Tel: (0337) 28082.
SECK 12:8:2 mixer, still boxed,
£ 700 or swap for Casio FZ10
sampler w/library. Tel: (0744)
35567.
SECK 12:8:2, as new, £495. Paul,
Tel: (0257) 426925.
SOUND TECH 2X15 graphic EQ,
£ 150 ono. Tel: (0788) 814323, after
6pm.
STEINBERG TIMELOCK, £100; Korg
SQD1 sequencer, £100. Tel: (0222)
224770.
STUDER A80, 16 -track recorder,
perfect working order, £2500 ono.
Tel: (0634) 832805.
STUDIOMASTER 8:4 mixer, £600;
Teac A3340S studio -quality 4 -track,
recently overhauled. Dave, Tel:
(0425) 611663.
STUDIOMASTER 16:4 recording
desk, £400; Studiomaster
rackmount recording desk, 8:4,
£ 300. Patrick, Tel: (0602) 653648.
STUDIOMASTER 16:4:2 Series V
mixer, w/4-bnd EQ, auxs, faders etc,
exc cond, £850; Yamaha MT3X, 4 -
track recorder, top of the range, exc,
£400. Both for £1100, can deliver.
Tel: 071-511 1120.
STUDIOMASTER 32:16:2 Series II
desk, extra 8 tape returns, MIDI
muting, mega EQ, mint cond, boxed,
w/psu + manuals, will deliver, £5000
ono. Ian, Tel: (0383) 737762, after
7pm.
SYCOLOGIC MI4 4x4 MIDI patchbay -
simple but effective! £35; semi-
f/case for Ensoniq ESQ1, £60.
Jason, Tel: (0392) 876675.
TASCAM 85, 1", 16 -track, £2500
ono. Joolz, Tel: (0978) 720420.

TASCAM 234 syncassette, high -
quality 4 -track recorder, dbx, dual
speed, memory functions, immac,
boxed, manuals, £350 ono. Chris,
Tel: 061-256 3692/061-256 1238.
TASCAM 388, Drawmer LX20, Aphex
Type C, DSP128+, Casio DA2, C -Lab
Notator v5, Microverb, all boxed,
mint cond, £3500. John, Tel: (0284)
760136.
TASCAM PORTA ONE, mint cond,
boxed, £225 ono. Tel: (0522)
537586.
TASCAM PORTA ONE, 4 -track
portastudio, inc mains adaptor, AKG
mic, leads + manual, little used, as
new, £190. Tony, Tel: (0923)
673732.
TASCAM PORTA ONE, perfect cond,
£200. Alan, Tel: (0323) 767089,
eves.
TASCAM PORTA TWO, £450 ono.
Mark, Tel: (0784) 482560.
YAMAHA FX500, £245; Yamaha
MV100 half -module mixer, 8 in, 2
out, 2 aux send + returns, 2 phonos
out, £85, both as new, boxed. Bill,
Tel: (04022) 23345.
YAMAHA MT3X, 4 -track portastudio,
still guaranteed, 6 months old, high-
speed, 2-bnd EQ, 6 inputs, £360
ono. Craig, Tel: (0742) 750419.
YAMAHA MV802, stereo, 8 -channel,
19", 2U rackmounted mixer unit,
w/FC7 foot volume control, brand
new, never used, £200. George, Tel:
051-260 6675.
YAMAHA REX50, £200. Ian, Tel:
(0450) 73178.
ZOOM 9002 guitar fx processor,
boxed, as new, £200. Tel: (0603)
625485.

AMPS
PEAVEY CS800, stereo amp, £450
ono. Tel: (0788) 814323, after 6pm.

PERSONNEL
AKAI S950/900 owners wanting to
swap samples. Marcus, Tel: (0895)
234503.
BANDS REQUIRED for gigs in the
Croydon area. Pls write to: A Ellesden,
486A Brighton Rd, South Croydon
CR2 6AP.

DOES ANYBODY ELSE out there like
creating strange pieces of music that
nobody else appreciates? I can't offer
a deal but I'd love to hear them.
Write: Eric Shovel, 65 Park Side, Lea,
Preston PR2 1YF.
DRUMMER AND VOCALIST wanted,
for multi -influence rock band. Gigs
and recording waiting. Phil, Tel: 081-
699 6478.
I'M A VOCALIST, with clear ideas
about lyrics, eager to collaborate on
rich textured music - rhythmic guitar,
strong percussion, some strings.
Helen, Tel: 071-735 9322.
INEXPERIENCED KEYBOARD player,

with lots of enthusiasm, seeks band
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in Rugby area. Richard, Tel: (0788)
814588.
IS THERE ANYBODY who would like
to join/form a band, as I am fed up
with hoaxers. I need a drummer/drum
programmer, synth players and a
vocalist with a voice like Phil Oakey,
Dave Gahan, Marc Almond.
Experience not essential, driving a
must. Male or female. Write: Jan
Hazard, 57 Huntingdon Gardens,
Halesowen B63 2TT.
KEYBOARD PLAYER desperately

needed by four -piece band with
complete set of original material.
Pop/funk. North or East London area.
Chris, Tel: (04027) 24283.
KEYBOARD PLAYER, 21 seeks
keyboard band. Influences: Erasure,
Pet Shop Boys, Depeche Mode etc.
Prepared to move into area. Alan, Tel:
051-677 8696, anytime.
YOUNG AMBITIOUS MALE seeks
position as trainee sound engineer in
London area. Fast learner, technical
mind. Key, Tel: (0276) 34466.

MISC
AMPEX 406, 10 reels for an amazing
price of £85. Tel: 021-766 7822.
ELECTRONIC MUSIC LPS, many
rarities, inc Shulze, Blake, Hoenig,
Tomita, Garrison + Vangelis etc, full
list available. Tel: 091-253 2460,
eves.

ELECTROVOICE CLUB SPKS, 4, were
in The Warehouse in Leeds, offers.
Mike, Tel: (0423) 525792.
FENDER JAGUAR guitar, 1963, pre -
CBS, perfect original cond, powder
blue, fast appreciating model, £595.
Tel: (0253) 872096.
FENDER JAZZ BASS, 1969, natural
wood, extra fittings, restored to
factory cond, setup, new strings +
ready to rock, must sell, a really
beautiful instrument, only £350. Tel:
081-361 0421.
GIBSON FLYING V, black, exc cond,
w/case, £550. Tel: (0938) 76350.
LASER RED ARGON, w/multi-fx

controller, case, must be seen, £250
ono. Andy, Tel: (0625) 582190.
OBERHEIM CYCLONE MIDI

arpeggiator, boxed, manuals, psu,
mint, £100. Tel: (0354) 695239.

PROSONUS SAMPLING CD Electronic

I, £15; Pioneer car CD player + tuner,
£ 190. Kevin, Tel: (0276) 34466.
QUICK -LOCK 3 -TIER keybd stand,

fully adjustable, £65; JSH studio
headphones, £10. Tel: (0903)
765344.
ROLAND GR50 guitar synth + GK2
driver, Kawai K1R expander, all new,

boxes, £800. John, Tel: (0284)
760136.
SONY VIDEO 8, Model EVS600,
digital audio/video recorder, ideal for
mastering, vgc, £350 ono. Tel:
(0482) 46166.
STAGE LIGHTS, 8 x 300W cans,
stands, digital controller, £400 ono.
Tel: (0788) 814323, after 6pm.
TANNOY STRATFORD monitors, in

manufacturers' carton, £95. Ian, Tel:
(0308) 25819.
WESTONE BASS GUITAR, good
cond, £50 ono. Paul, Tel: (0299)
32517.
XRI XR8 MIDI LIGHTS, all you need
for a complete full -on light show,
lights inc stands, 6 tom cats, 2 pins,
gels, mirrorball + motor, brand new,
£ 1900 ono. Tel: 051-548
5829/081-558 4288.
YAMAHA A100 studio monitors, nice
compact monitor, cost £100, accept
£ 50. Paul, Tel: (0299) 32517.

WANTED
AKAI S950/51000 sampler. Simon,
Tel: 071-527 7168.
ATARI 520ST, monitor + sequencer,
Cheetah MS6, Akai EX70C + EX75N,
cash paid. Clare, Tel: (0908)
584269.
CIRCUIT DIAGRAMS for electronic
musical equipment, keybds,
computers, amps, fx etc, will pay.
Paul, Tel: 081-398 2543,
answerphone.
ELECTRO-HARMONIX guitar micro

synth, Electric Mistress flanger,
Hohner International electric piano.
Tel: (0784) 254889.
FAIRLIGHT SERIES II for collection of
synths in exchange for my Yamaha
500LC, worth £3000. Paul, Tel:
(0929) 424097.
FOSTEX A8 or similar 8 -track
recorder, plus mixer, must be good

cond, cash. Alex, Tel: Milton Keynes
584269.
KAWAI PHM synth module, any price.
Tel: (0322) 224121.
OBERHEIM CYCLONE MIDI
arpeggiator, in good cond, preferably
w/manual, cash waiting, also swap
Casio FZ1 sounds. Colin, Tel: 071-
287 3033, days/(0932) 566473,
eves.

ROLAND D550, RE3, A110, SBF325,
M16C RAM cartridge, DEP3, RAM
cartridge for TX802, cash waiting.
Tel: (0734) 580764.
ROLAND MT32, plus GS6, Alesis
MMT8 + Cheetah MK5V or similar
touch sensitive remote keybd, cash.
Alex, Tel: Milton Keynes 584269.
ROLAND TR808 drum m/c, w/MIDI
add-on. Rick, Tel: 071-229 6741.
ROLAND TR808 or TR909 wanted,
£160 offered, must be good cond,
can collect. Eddie, Tel: 081-888
7537.
SECOND-HAND Roland D5, will pay
£325 ono or will straight swap for
Roland P330 piano module. Jolyon,
Tel: (0684) 574714.
SEQUENTIAL PRO1, will pay up to
£150, must have manual. Sean, Tel:
(0227) 722369.
SHORT LOAN OF INSTRUCTIONS for

Yamaha R100 reverb unit pls. Tel:
(0628) 37891.
STEINBERG K1 editor, also
Steinberg key expander. Mark, Tel:
021-449 7938.
VOCODER WANTED: Korg DVP1, can
travel. Chris, Tel: (0474) 706381.
WANTED: good piano sample for
Casio FZ1. Jon, Tel: (02518) 3573.
WANTED: manuals or photocopy for
Roland MT32. Tel: (0933) 273915.
WANTED: Roland TR909 drum m/c +
Cheetah MS6 rack analogue synth
module. Paul, Tel: 071-372 3959,
days.

WIND SYNTHS wanted, especially
Akai EV1 valve instrument, all other
types also, perhaps your spare
Lyricon or Synthophone! Tel: 091-528
2813, anytime.
YAMAHA DOM30 expander. Peter,
Tel: Stannick 225595.
YAMAHA WX7 MIDI wind controller,
Roland R8 drum m/c. Tel: 091-383
1075, answerphone.
YAMAHA WX7/WX11 wind
controller. Tel: 021-422 6241.
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CLASSIFIED
CLASSIFIED ADVERTS

A classified advertisement can cost you as little as £30 per month*.
You choose how long you want to advertise, for one month, three

months, six months or 12 months, the following is an example:

3cm

1 Column

One month £20 per column cm
£60 + VAT per insertion

Three months £18 per column cm
£54 + VAT per insertion

Six months £17 per column cm
£51+ VAT per insertion

12 months £15 per column cm
£45 + VAT per insertion

To advertise please send your copy & cheque (including VAT) for the first
advertisement to:

Music Technology, Classified Department, Alexander House, Forehill,
Ely, Cambridge, CB7 4AF

 Based on a minimum size 2cm x 1 column advert booked for 12 months

SOFTWARE, HARDWARE

AND SAMPLES

mac - SAMPLE LIBRARIES
EPS/FZ 1 /5950/S1 000/S700/X7000/S550/S330/W30 EMAX/EMAX 2/DPX-

1 /5770/S750/PEAVEY DPM SP/DPM-3 SE/MIRAGE/ ATARI SD/AVALON/GENWAVE FORMATS
We are Europe's largest sound library with over 2 hundred bousand samples. Token from 'State of the err systems. Ranging Born

Fairlight 3 Orchestral sounds to the latest House sounds, we've got them all
Most disks only £4.99 each. Write/phone now for our free catalogue (Specify machine)

SAMPLE TAPES

We now have 20 volumes of our famous sample topes on Chrome cassette, including "House Attack"/"Analogue No.1 /MI/
Orchestral 1  2/World Music. Each tape is f7.50. Our new tapes are The dance collection and "Digital textures", each series
contains over 4 hours of hi quality samples and comes on 3 Hi grade Metal C-90 cassettes. Both collections come with full track

listings, and are priced at £53.00 each inc. 0-1-o. Write/phone for free Tape Listing.
HOUSE ATTACK II - NOW OUT

SAMPLES ON R-DAT

1500 SOUNDS ONLY £80.00 .ID 800 SOUNDS - NOW IN STOCK

We also sell Synth patches for most Synths and FX units on Rom/Ram/Atari ST disk, Sample CD's from
Pro-Sonus/Sonic lmages/Korg, Software horn Dr.T/Steinberg/Opcode and memory upgrades for EPS/EPS -

1 6+/FZ1 /S1000/S950/1X1 6W. All at LOW LOW PRICES.

E S E S M. AL IV CO
TEL: 0463 - 221488

DESERT ISLAND (DEPT. NI)
20 EDINGTON RD. INVERNESS, SCOTLAND, IV2 3DB

NSA

MIDI DRUMMER 2
Rhythm Pattern Sequencer for the ST only £40

Egan Composition Tool only £15

Both available now from

BIT BY BIT SOFTWARE
P.O. Box 70, Lincoln, LNO 1SS

Telephone 0522 533461

WORLDS FINEST DISKS FROM KAO & TDK

KAO TDK

3.5' MF2DD £8.00 £9.00

3.5' MF2HD £15.00 £16.00

5.25" MD2DD £5.00 £8.00

5.25" MD2HD £8.00 £10.00

KAO BULK DISKS CHOICE OF 8 COLOURS

SUPERB QUALITY 550 r100

1 MEGABYTE MF2DD C24.00 £45.00

2 MEGABYTE MF2HD C35.00 E68.00

(FREE MOUSE MAT OR DRIVE CLEANER WITH ORDERS OF 100 DISKS)

POSSO DISK BOXES El 4.00 each prices include VAT

Free P&P on orders over £50.00, under please add £300

TDK DAT TAPES

DA -R-60

DA -R-90

DA -R-120

Weekdays 9,30 .7pm

Saturdays 130 - 7pm

Sunday 10 -3pm

£6.00

£7.00

£8 .00

K.C. Video,
6&8 Doncaster Rd

South Elmsall, Pontefract,

West Yorks WF9 2HZ

Tel: 0977 649100

FAX: 0977 643312

10 OVERNIGHT = £8,00 EXTRA m7m.

DR BEAT'
For The ST and now for the PC

de.crlbed by our user a THE DEFINITIVE Drum and
PO/C1.11111011 Pattern Collection in Miclifile Formal

Vol I & II Available NOW!
Still Only £10.00 inc. p&p

12..AMJAIVI
A collection of KILLER. Jams In MIMI ile Format.

imagin  Im lon with ome of the world TOP
MUICIan In ylee Bern FUnk to suiost in ANY laity al
ANY peed... till you DROPI Perlct for getting your

chops together

JUST £12.95 inc p&p
'NEW ...CLASSICS Collection of Midi Song Files 'PHONE!
To order, send cheque or postal order to

Heavenly .Music Ltd -,39 Garden Road,
Jaywick, Clacton, Essex C015 2RT

For more info - Phone Clacton (0255)43421'
We wool cut corners on quallq why should sou?

S900/950 SAMPLES
High Ouality,professional collection

Full range choice - over 300 disks available
Pre set Volumes, 25 disks £79.95

Individual disks £4.00 each
All prices inclusive of VAT and UK postage

Access and Barclaycard welcome
Send or Phone for full listing

VALLEY STUDIOS
Pant Byrlip Farm, New Quay, Dyfed. SA45 9TU

TEL: 0545 560164 FAX: 0545 560885

SOFTWARE,

HARDWARE

AND SAMPLES

four minute warning
samples & software
S330 / W30 HIGH QUALITY

SOUNDS ON

S1000/S9130 DA IKSAKI

AND
ALL

S700 / 5612 SAMPLERS
Please phone or write fore full listing, specifying the

type of sampler used. Avalon/S.D. disks also available

memory expansions
for 51000, S1100, S950, EPS, FZ1, TX16W, MPC60,VFX

RAM cards
256k RAM card for Roland D -series etc ........ only £39.95

RAM card with sounds for Kawai K1, etc .......only £39.95

RAM card for Kawai K4, K4R .........................only £44.99

RAM card for Yamaha 007, RX11 etc only £44.99

RAM card for Yamaha DX711, TX802, etc only £49.99

Please phone or write for further details to:

®FOUR MINUTE WARNING Mmi
DEPT. MI, 298 HORBURY ROAD.

WAKEFIELD, WEST YORKSHIRE WF2 800

TEL: 0924 386527

AQUARIAN PUBLIC
DOMAIN

Christmas Special Prices Cut

Unbranded 3.5" £0.34

Unbranded 3.0" £1.90

Branded in boxes of 10

3M DS / DD £6.40

3M DS / HD £10.80

Also formatted to your requirements
Please send your cheques / postal orders to:
Aquarian Public Domain (0703) 685006

78 Merridale Road, Southampton S02 7AD,
Prices include VAT

Postage and Packaging 23.50

S900/950 SAMPLE LIBRARY
Over 300 risks available

£3.50 per disk
Please phone / write for catalogue

Also 3.5' Blank DS/dd Disks available
Prices starting from £7.50 for 10

MIRROR IMAGE
AUDIO Cassette Duplication

474 Manchester Road, Heaton Chapel,
Stockport SK4 5DL Tel 061 442 9045

PLANET ZO I ID
50 Market Sreet. Dalton in Furness, Cumbria LA15 8AA

ZAP IN lush strings, spacial pads. mega bass. organs, techno,

atmospherics, FX s. harsh brass, bells, lead, and much more.

On data cassette for

JUPITER 8,25S Prcg F20 ES() .12C0 frog £15,.13P 128 frog £12

JUNO 106,128 Frog 09.50 ALPHAJUN01,192 Prog £9.50

TECHNO BASS TAPES» JP -8 <40pg > ES0-1 <40pg> JX4Pe48pg> £4 each

STRANGE I WEIRD TAPES » JP -8 40pg ESQ-1,40pg > £4 each

write for info or contact Tim (0229) 53746
Cheques / Postal Orders to PLANET 2011)

IC TIME
FMR-011$Lj C-''Fi?)ZNS

BTP
It

SAMPLE LIBRARY MD DISK 53 50,05110 DISK DIM)
DEMO DISK El .00 DSDD CI 50 DSSIO

Write for free catalogue Discounts for bulk orders
BIG TIME ER000CTIONS.00 BOX 520 BURSLEM,
STOKE ON TRENT ST6 SUR TEL: (0782) 810611

MIDI SEQUENCES
Get your 'Hands On" to the most accurate
sequence data available from the U.K.'s premier
commercial sequence data company.
Our comprehensive range of songs are ideal for
pro's and hobbyists alike. Great to rehearse to and
easily adapted to suit your own requirements.
Each song contains ALL parts and includes Lyric
and Info files as standard.
Individual Drum Tracks, Bulk Discounts available.

Phone or Write for Catalogue.

4 Chart Hits for only£20.95 (+£1 P&P)

"HANDS ON" MIDI SOFTWARE LTD.,
14 LODGE ROAD. BEDHAMPTON HAVANT,

HANTS P09 3LL

TELJFAX (0705) 452628

NEWTRONIC
NEWS

ROLAND SOUND CANVAS
EDITOR/LIBRARIAN

(ATARI ST & HI-RES MONITOR)

CONTACT US FOR MORE INFORMATION

GOES
MODULAR

MODULE

d ay tameeer es
STARTRACK

REAL TIME SOFTMACHINE

NEW SEQUENCER

MIDISHARE  UP TO 256 MIDI IN & OUTs

WIMOS - NEW OPERATION SYSTEM

GS MODULE - N.R.P. EDITOR

NO COMPATIBILITY PROBLEMS  NO KEYS

PATCHBASE 2.0 by AUDIO INTEGER

fully interactive patch selection database

Select patches within your sequencer

package. Runs as ACCESSORY.

MORE DETAILS & DEMO AVAILABLE

FROM US. PRICE: £49.00

SEQUENCER SONGS

GET YOUR SEQUENCES FROM EUROPE''S

BIGGEST SONG PRODUCER:

OVER 1200 TITLES
Ne

ut

w Titles

O Now

CALL FOR FREE SONG LIST

NEED NEW SOUND?
WE OFFER SOUND SELECTIONS

FOR ALMOST EVERY

CONTEMPORARY SYNTH.

SY77 SOUND DISKS from £15.00

U20/220 Sound Sets 1&2 £29.00

1000 DX7 Sounds £20.00

SY22, K4,

PRO CARDS: MICROWAVE

CONTACT US FOR MORE DETAILS

ON OUR PRODUCTS ON

081 691 1087
NEWTRONIC

SOUND DESIGN & MIDI

SOFTWARE LTD.

62b MANOR AVENUE

LONDON

SE4 1TEaim
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COMPUTER
DUST COVERS

ATARI TAILOR-MADE PROTECTIVE DUST COVERS

Model Our ref Type Price
520STFM/10405TF Atari 01 (computer) £6.74
Mega 1 ST Atari 09 (KB) (DD) E13.48

SC1224 Atari 11 (Colour) VDU £10.12
SM124 Atari 12 (mono VDU) £10.12

USA Mouse Mat Atari 31 (Heavy Duty £6.46

PJ covers are manufactured fun gray nylon material (NOT PVC), idly

hound and sewn and come with a two year's quibble' guarani.

JENART DESIGN
'The Great Cover Up'

Pathfields Trading Estate
South Molton

Devon EX36 3LH
Tel 0769 574127 C1_3

0 11 I SO

FOR HIRE
BABEL HIRE

Fostex E16 & Studiomaster 16:8:16 £120 per week
Fostex R8 & Studiomaster 16:8:16 £80 per week
Sony DTC1 000 DAT £15 per week

A large range of samplers, keyboards and FX also
available for hireTel: 081 749 8222

Delivery & Collection available

ADVANCED SOUNDS HIRE
Musical Equipment  Studio Equipment

 Home Recording Packages  Del/Coll

VISA + ACCESS Low Rates. Good Service

TEL: 081 462 6261 or 0860 310618

Audiohire
l lire of ; Synths / Samplers / FX / Drum

Machines / Tape Machines / Mics. etc

Tel : 081 - 960 4466 or
0836 710 281

COURSES
AND TUITION

AUDIO ENGINEER
15 MONTH COURSE

FREE BROCHURE + 2I,L6DFXE

071 609 2653

STUDIO ASSISTANCE
6 MONTHS COURSE

FREE BROCHURE + goo TOUR

+ 24 TRACK

"NEVE" STUDIOIINTERNATIONAL COLLEGE NETWORK

071 609 2653

MIDI COURSE

BASIC / INTERMEDIATE/ ADVANCED

071 609 2653

C -LAB TUITION
From beginners to advanced

notation users.

Call Peter Dudley for your

appointment now.

081 539 9729
COMPETITIVE HOURLY RATES

CASSETTE
DUPLICATION
SELECTA

Brad

PEAL TIME & LOOP BIN DUPLICATION

EXACT LENGTH CASSETTES

STUDIO SUPPLIES

COMPACT DISCS

TEL: 04024 53424

SOUND FAX: 04024 55565

MIRROR CASSETTES
CASSETTE DUPLICATION

ON NEW SONY MACHINES
FROM DAT 1/4", El, CASSETTE.

DAT TO DAT, EQ ING AS
NECESSARY

071 385 1751
Brother - Sister wow - pop duo, Rave gear, reviews, video etc. New

York Lawyer. Very different songs. Need leads on Guitarist, Bassist,

accommodation, business, etc. Rewards. Send Idea, fax, phone,
address to UK MOVE 5215A Yonge Street, Toronto, Canada M2N 5P7

FOR SALE

rForeFront
TECHNOLOGY

FT3 PATCH COMMANDER PLUS
Hand - held MIDI Remote controller

as reviewed in Music Technology Sept. '91
Now with Bank Select for Roland E35/70 &
Program increment as standard features.

ONLY £49.95 + £2.00 P&P
(Soft carry case £5 extra)

Enquiries, cheques/P.O.'s, Visa/ Access to
Forefront Technology,

2 Rebecca Gardens, Silver End,
Witham, Essex CM8 3SR.

Tel: (0376) 83920
E.3 (Dealer enquiries welcome) VISA

Kurzweil 250 Version 6 Keyboard with 60 extra
discs of sounds complete with a Macintosh
computer for programming all brand new.

Bargain Price
Phone: 0604 762772 (day)

0327 77359 (night)

COMPACT DISCS
95p (LP) 80p (SINGLES)

Plus Mastering Min. 1,000
SELECTA SOUND

TEL. 04024 - 53424

Are you a recording
musician?
Then you simply can't afford to miss out on .

i''IO

RTHE
,(NORREC1).1uNG

It doesn't matter if you are just setting out in four -

track recording or are the owner of a state-of-the-

art private recording studio, Home & Studio
Recording plays a vital role in keeping you informed

of the latest recording equipment, trends and
techniques. What's more, it does it in plain English!

Every month, there are in-depth product reviews,

practical features on all aspects of recording
including MIDI sequencing and studio construction,

and revealing interviews with internationally
respected studio engineers and producers. On top

of that, there are regular competitions, occasional

features on readers' studios and constructive
criticism of your demo tapes.

Whether you want to make professional sounding

demos at home or you want to make recording your

career, the information in each issue of H&SR gives

you very real advantages; be the first to find out

about future product releases, buy and sell your

used equipment via our readers' ads page, and

discover how those elusive sounds you hear on
records are actually created. Once you've read

H&SR, you'll wonder how you ever managed
without it!
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NEVER CHANGE A WINNING FORMULA?

XX""\\X .t '<A\
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YAMAHA
IE Sf Iflli 01 WIC 4

Trust Yamaha - we just can't leave
well alone.

Take the new MT120 multitracker,
successor to the world-beating
MT1 0011.

Running at normal speed this
machine offers a frequency re-
sponse other makers dream of.

At double speed there's no com-
petition. (It's conservatively quoted
as 40Hz 18kHz.)

And the inclusion of a sync. facility
means SMPTE and FSK codes can be
recorded without losing the option
of switchable dbxTM noise reduc-
tion on the other three tracks.

There's an assignable, stereo, 5 -
band graphic equalizer.

Plus an on -board power supply. (No
more trailing transformers to lose -
or even untangle.)

And a first for multitrack cassette
recorders; the MT120 puts all tran-
sport modes under remote control
with the optional RCM1.

4 mic/line inputs with individual
sensitivity adjustment, will accept
just about any combination of input
sources and a microcomputer -
controlled tape transport system
gives flawless tape handling and
stability .

At a higher price we'd be looking at
the competition.

At £399* no-one else even qualifies.

*Manufacturers Suggested Selling Price

NCTI0A,
+4R% "t. 01.1 y

es, /
Q81111411 5419

IP
FOR

44.
F C.,0,IURE 0 V."

Yamaha-Kemble Music (U.K.) Limited
Professional Music Division



FOLLOW THE LEADER ...

... AGAIN.
Korg does it again! The new 01/W
and 01/W FD (disk drive). The
flexibility of a music workstation
with the sound shaping capability
of an advanced synthesizer.
Incredible PCM sounds and Korg's
exclusive AI2 Non -Linear Synthesis,
which adds ultra -realism to acoustic
sounds and lets you make new
sounds no other instrument can.
32 voices, 200 programs and 200
combinations. Up to 800 sounds
with Korg's new PCM and program
cards. A 16 -track sequencer.
Two Stereo Digital Multi -Effect
Processors, 47 effects, real time
control.
Run the 01/W demo at your Korg
dealer and send for our free colour
brochure.
The 01 /W is here. It's time for
everyone to catch up with Korg .

again.

Please send me my free 01 /W colour
brochure.

NAME

ADDRESS

Please send to : KORG UK,
8-9 The Crystal Centre, Elmgrove Road,
Harrow, Middx HA1 2YK Tel: 081-427 3397 I

MUSIC WORKSTATION

1/VVFO
MUSIC WORKSTATION

KORG
POWER


